Vinylcraft custom-design tile by Azrock.
It looks like natural flooring...at a price nature can’t match.

Azrock Vinylcraft combines the handsome good looks of natural flooring with all the practical advantages of vinyl composition tile.

An Azrock exclusive, Vinylcraft faithfully duplicates the tones and textures of natural flooring materials. And Vinylcraft comes in a splendid range of colors and patterns to meet virtually any commercial or residential design need.

You’ll appreciate the rich, natural look of Vinylcraft. And you’ll appreciate the economies it offers—like low initial cost, simple installation and easy maintenance. For more facts, call your Azrock flooring contractor or write Azrock Floor Products, Dept. 415A, P.O. Box 34030, San Antonio, Texas 78233.
Illustrated: 6" round Lite Duct in yellow with matching baffles and Trac option, plus special 2-way vertical post. Lite Duct is one of the 13 Longlite systems and comes in seven diameters and configurations, in any finish, and extends to any length.

LIGHTING REINVENTED

It means a new opportunity to solve lighting problems with the same fixtures you use to solve design problems. Consider this arrangement. Had we chosen, we could have used up lights, down lights, up and down lights or side lights. We could have fanned the light out over the whole area or narrowed it down to a bright stripe. When we reinvented lighting, what we really did was open up a whole new world of design—with fixtures, and with light.

LONGLITES BY PEERLESS

PEERLESS ELECTRIC COMPANY, 747 BANCROFT WAY, BERKELEY CA 94710. TELEPHONE (415) 845-2760.
Haworth provides lighting equal to the task.

Office tasks and the lighting to support them should not restrict interior design. TriAmbient Lighting by Haworth expands design options. Easily, Economically. Efficiently. Attractively. Fluorescent task and ambient fixtures; and High Intensity Discharge (H.I.D.) freestanding and panel-supported ambient lights allow tasteful, tailored solutions. For accent, vertical display, task or ambient illumination, all fully integrated with Haworth's TriCircuit ERA-I prewired panels. For design options that are equal to any task, consider TriAmbient Lighting by Haworth.

Send for the "TriAmbient Lighting Package". Write: Haworth, Inc., One Haworth Center, Holland, MI 49423
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Editorial: Picking winners

Architectural design

Introduction: The abstract alternative
Architectural abstractions can be removed from reality or represent the essence of the reality they replace.

Transfigurer of geometry
Ticinese Mario Botta's work is represented by the Fribourg Bank, Casa Rotonda, and two other houses; with a critique by Livio Dimitriru.

The mountain and the machine
A portfolio of recent work by another Ticinese firm, Campi Pessina Piazzoli; with a critique by Werner Seligmann.

Filling the void
Center Ithaca, by Werner Seligmann & Associates, fills a long-vacant downtown space in Ithaca, NY, with shops, offices, and apartments.

Braving the elements
A poolhouse by Steven Holl for a house in suburban New York reduces traditional forms to essential elements.

Peeping into Pandora's box
The Miami firm Architectonica plays with perfection and fantasy in the Palace, a large condominium apartment overlooking Biscayne Bay

Villa quadrata
A small square house by Ungers & Kiss on New York State's Lake Cayuga is Rationalist with Post-Modern traces.

Technics
The energy within the space within
An examination of atrium design as it relates to heating, cooling, lighting, and plants. Donald Watson

Specifications clinic: Who owns the project manual?
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Ford Glass now offers the broadest monolithic line of solar control glass available with extensive heat reduction/light transmission options and coating colors to accent any architectural style.

**Sunglas HP Reflective**
Our newest high-performance reflective glass can block 80% of the sun's heat and can also reduce conductive heat loss up to 20% compared to normal glazing. Sunglas HP Reflective is available in both high/low reflectance, with a choice of three coatings, four glass substrates and four light transmission options for a wide spectrum of color/performance choices. Sunglas HP Reflective is available in monolithic, insulating glass, spandrel, heat strengthened, tempered and annealed glass. Sunglas HP Reflective is destined to become the high-performance leader in solar control glass.

**Sunglas Reflective**
Our popular medium-performance solar control glass, Sunglas Reflective, is available in either Green or Bronze substrate and can block 65% of the sun's heat. Sunglas Reflective Green also lets in over 40% more natural daylight than its closest competitor. Sunglas Reflective with the coating glazed to the outside appears neutral silver. Sunglas Reflective Green and Bronze can be glazed with the coating inward to achieve a subtle emerald green or earth tone effect. Sunglas Reflective can be field cut and fabricated. It's the best choice in medium-performance reflective glass.
Residential Sunglas
Sunglas is America's first residential solar control glass that looks clear and works so well. It blocks up to 94% of the sun's heat while having a high daylight transmission that reduces the need for artificial lighting. Sunglas also costs less than grey or bronze glasses and reduces harmful ultra-violet rays that can cause fading in carpets and draperies. Sunglas is the one solar control glass for looks, performance and price.

Nobody outglasses the Sunglas Line of Solar Control Glass
For quality, variety, selection, availability, price and the Ford Glass ten-year coating warranty, nobody outglasses Ford.

For more information or a detailed brochure of Ford Glass solar control products, call: 1-800-521-6346.
(In Michigan, call collect: 313-568-2300.)
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Lever Handles

Lever handles in superb nylon are now manufactured by Forms & Surfaces in the U.S.A. to meet American hardware requirements. These lever handles are as sparkling clean as they look, highly resistant to dirt and dust, and unaffected by any atmospheric or non-static, and are compatible with all mortise locks. Colors are solid throughout and will not fade or change. Lever sets are supplied complete with an array of chemicals and corrosive elements.

Available in mortice locks, or may be supplied in tubular latchset. Available from hardware dealers throughout the U.S.A. and Canada. Forms & Surfaces, Box 5956, Santa Barbara, CA 93108 (805) 963-4767 963-5033
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Picking winners

Conditioned by many factors, the effort to identify the best products of any art can never be flawless, but can never be abandoned. Here is some notes on awards programs past and present.

We have just announced the 30th annual P/A Awards competition (p. 15) in the well-known program for work not yet executed, which dates back to 1953. It is not widely known, however, that P/A sponsored an annual national awards program before that—from 1947 through 1949—for buildings completed in the preceding year.

In 1950, P/A discontinued its competition in deference to the newly established AIA Honor Awards program. An announcement in the Feb. 1950 issue explained: "When the AIA announced its program of Honor Awards last year, we realized that such an endeavor, conducted by the only representative professional society in our field, could ultimately have great value. P/A was not ready to relinquish its own enterprise, however, until we had seen the results of the AIA Awards and had some indication of how they would be conducted. The results were good, but we felt that some improvements could be made in the procedure, bringing the judgment closer to realization of the same aims that we had in mind."

To that end, P/A had discussed procedures with AIA officials and agreed on three ground rules: the AIA competition was to be open to all registered architects practicing in the U.S., not just AIA members; submissions were to go directly to a national jury, rather than through local preliminary judging; juries were to be selected "as objectively as P/A juries have been" and include those qualified to judge "technical, function, and social" qualities, as well as aesthetic ones. The announcement concluded by urging readers to submit their works to the second annual AIA competition.

The one-year overlap—in 1949—between the parallel awards programs of P/A and AIA invites comparison. The P/A program gave two top awards, one residential, one nonresidential, which went in 1949 to a house at Yamhill, Or, by Pietro Belluschi and a building at the San Francisco Naval Shipyard by Ernest Kump (with Mark Falk, structural engineer); the nine nonresidential "Mentions" included works by Gardner Dailey, John Yeon, Ack Associates, Saarinen & Saarinen, Perkins & Will, plus additional works of both Kump and Belluschi; the five residential "Mentions" included houses by Neutra, Carl Koch, and Twitchell & [Paul] Rudolph. The concurrent AIA program gave its two top honors to two California entries, the Corona del Mar School, by Marsh, Smith & Powell, and a house in Marin County, by Frederick Langhorst; among its 15 "Award of Merit" winners were works by such offices as Wurster Bernardi & Emmons, Perkins & Will, John Lyon Reid, and DMJM. The only building that was recognized in both programs was the prefabricated house in Concord, Ma, by Carl Koch (with Huson Jackson and John Callender). (A house in Sarasota by Twitchell and Rudolph was recognized in 1949 by P/A, then in 1950 in the AIA program.) It is worth noting that this year's winner of AIA's 25-Year Award, Belluschi's Equitable Building in Portland, Or, was accorded a "Mention" in the P/A program—after heated debate; it was never recognized in the AIA program.

In the area of jurors, the P/A program had included the acknowledged leaders of that time: the 1949 jury included architects Robert Woods Kennedy, Louis Skidmore, and Edward D. Stone, engineer Fred N. Severud, and historian Talbot Hamlin; the two previous juries had included Eliel Saarinen, William W. Wurster, Joseph Hudnut, Paul Weidlinger, and Antonin Raymond. While P/A saw a need to authenticate recognition with jury members of international reputation—a practice resumed and maintained in today's P/A Awards program—AIA has, over the years, filled many jury seats with people whose credentials to judge design remain elusive. Recently, AIA has sought guidance from its own Design Committee, which has developed systematic equitable methods for identifying prospective jurors. (Though I am now vice-chairman of that committee, I have not recommended any AIA jurors.) The jury for this year's awards, for instance, included among its members Robert Venturi, Philip Johnson, John Cody, Thomas Beeby, and Howard Barnstone.

When you assemble a jury of leaders in design, however, you get a pickier jury—one less impressed with sheer prominence of an entry (either in reality or in print). Selections that pass through such a jury, in a period of divided opinion such as this, tend to be small-scaled—and either daring or coolly noncontroversial. P/A Awards have tended recently toward the small and innovative, called "trendy" by detractors; this year's AIA honors (P/A, May 1982, p. 25) tended toward the small and restrained, called "unpretentious" in AIA releases and "ho-hum" in the Christian Science Monitor headline for an article by Jane Holtz Kay.

Perhaps it is inevitable for a program that recognizes unbuilt work to recognize the innovative. And it may be equally proper for a program that focuses on what is completed and working to reward what is safe.
Introducing Arrondi.™

Clean, flowing lines wrapped in the warmth of wood.

Inspired by classic bentwood designs, this new seating gives you an infinite variety of options. Use Arrondi as a striking accent piece. Or as the finishing touch with the new Steelcase Design 9 wood systems furniture, or our Designs in Wood series.

Arrondi adds the warmth and beauty of wood to the cool efficiency of today's electronic office. Result: The environment is more inviting. The look is prestigious. And people feel more valued.

See Arrondi at one of our regional offices, or contact your Steelcase representative. For worldwide product, service and sales information, write Steelcase Inc., P.O. Box 1967, Grand Rapids, MI 49501. Or, call toll-free 800-447-4700. In Illinois, 800-322-4400.
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Fineline Ceilings look even better when seen from the bottom line.

Fineline™ is the attractive, affordable alternative to concealed grid systems or conventional grid. It goes up like grid but reveals only the slightest trace to interrupt the ceiling plane. It looks like a monolithic ceiling yet costs little more than an ordinary grid ceiling.

You can look at Fineline two ways: You can get the monolithic look of a concealed grid ceiling (plus complete accessibility to the plenum) at substantial budget savings. Or you can upgrade from ordinary grid for a surprisingly small amount.

Fineline is available in flat white or flat white with a black reveal. You can specify ⅝" or ¾" acoustical ceiling boards and achieve a variety of looks.

All corners are mitered to give a "tailored" appearance to the ceiling. And Fineline’s slotted profile accommodates hanging signs, track lighting and demountable walls without disfiguring the grid.

Steel Fineline in 2' x 2' or 30" x 30" patterns installs the same as ordinary grid. It accepts readily available lighting and air handling fixtures so you can choose from a wide variety of prices and styles. You get the look you want for less.

Prove it to yourself. Consider all the alternatives before you specify your next ceiling. Your Donn representative can help you compare the installed cost of Fineline with any other ceiling system you’re considering.

Let the facts speak for themselves. Your Donn representative will conduct the ceiling cost comparison right in your office. Call him. No matter how you look at it, Fineline looks good. But it looks best when you see it from the bottom line.

Donn makes sense.

DONN CORPORATION
1000 Crocker Road
Westlake, Ohio 44145
(216) 871-1000

735 Fourth Line Rd.
Oakville, Ontario, Canada
L6L 5B7
(416) 845-3883

Fineline™ is a trademark of Donn Inc.
© 1982, Donn Inc.
Energy reflections

I read the April Energy issue of P/A from cover to cover. Since energy and architecture subject for several years. For the last three I have been involved with many of the people writing and producing the data, information and buildings in your April issue. I must say that this year’s issue was a surprising light, and it gave me hope that we will be able to deliver useful and extremely valuable assistance to building design professionals in the immediate future. It is an impossible subject for building design professionals to address as individuals on a per project basis. But as a “process” and with the necessary research done and composed it appears that energy conscious design can become a manageable and integral part of architectural practices.

A Baseline for Energy Design is an excellent article and the results are nearly consistent with the research being done here at TVA. However, the caveat that remains and must be acknowledged by all is that this information most certainly will not be applicable to the specific projects being planned, programmed and designed today. We are anxious to see the article that gives the architectural programmer the questions and the format that leads him/her to the collection of the data and information he needs to describe the energy profiles and characteristics of his/her project.

This is Where and What, figure 3: This graph showing the effectiveness and cost of Architect Energy Analysis in the design process should be reconsidered. If information about a project’s energy characteristics and the knowledge learned from that information is to be useful as a design guide or as relevant criteria, then this graph should peak in the programming phase. Energy data, energy information, economic analyses and strategy selections should all occur as early as possible in the design process. We know this to be true and it can be done without a mainframe computer and at a minimum cost. Again, thanks to P/A for leading in the most critical area of energy information dissemination.

Robert N. Floyd, AIA
Project Manager
Commercial and Industrial
Passive Solar Buildings
Tennessee Valley Authority
Chattanooga, TN

Credit due
Leo A. Daly, Architects, Engineers, Planners, are associated with Eisenman/Robertson for the design of an office building/hotel on Pennsylvania Avenue in Washington, DC (P/A, June 1982, p. 21).

Granite.
Not-so-pedestrian plazas for pedestrians.

Granite is the elite paving material for plazas, walkways and mall areas where a combination of beauty, durability and ease of maintenance is required.
Granite is a natural building material and it naturally complements the landscaping portions of your architectural design. A wide selection of features including fountains and seating areas are available to enhance the overall appearance of your project.
For more information, plus a packet of full color literature illustrating our products in use, call toll free 800-328-7038. In Minnesota, call (612) 685-3621 or write to the address below.

Cold Spring Granite Company, Dept. PA-7 202 South 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320
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Stage coverings are a frequently employed application of tensioned membrane structures. Their soaring shapes and free-span space heightens the spirit of performance and opens up new horizons of design freedom.

This stage shelter at the University of Miami, Florida is both beautiful and practical. Besides sheltering the performers, it becomes a dramatic visual accent at night as well as during the day. The structure is fabricated of vinyl-coated polyester material held in tension on steel poles resulting in a lightweight, rigid structure engineered to withstand heavy winds and rain.

When your imagination calls for visual excitement and graceful curvilinear shape, Helios can help. As the world leader in membrane structures, Helios has the technology and experience to translate preliminary design concepts into workable Soft Shell Structures. We offer a complete design, engineering, fabrication and erection service unmatched in the U.S.

For more information, or assistance with a specific project, call or write:

HELIOS INDUSTRIES, INC.
Dept. P3
1602 Tacoma Way
P.O. Box 5489
Redwood City, California 94063, U.S.A.
Telephone (415) 364-1770, Telex 345590

HELIOS INDUSTRIES, INC.
Soft Shell Structures Division
(Formerly Helios Tension Products, Inc.)
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VISUALLY SIGNIFICANT ROOFS

... a trend of major significance in contemporary architecture—and architects everywhere are finding that Follansbee Terne uniquely incorporates the essential values of form, color and function in such roofs. In this non-traditionally designed mental health center the architects expunged the age-old stigma of such institutions by creating a warm, residential, more home-like atmosphere.

Terne helped to create this welcome departure from the "antiseptic line," for Terne has the important advantage of providing maximum creative latitude at relatively moderate cost. We'll be happy to send you substantiating evidence.

HUNTSVILLE-MADISON HEALTH CENTER • HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
ARCHITECTS: CHARLES McCAULEY & ASSOCIATES, BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA
ROOFER: TIP TOP ROOFING & SHEET METAL, HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA

FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORP. • FOLLANSBEE, WEST VIRGINIA
Call us toll-free 800-624-6906
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Progressive Architecture announces its 30th annual P/A Awards program. The purpose of this competition is to recognize and encourage outstanding work in architecture and related environmental design fields before it is executed. Submissions are invited in the three general categories of architectural design, urban design and planning, and applied architectural research. Designations of first award, award, and citation may be made by the invited jury, based on overall excellence and advances in the art.

Jury for the 30th P/A Awards
Architectural design: George Baird, architect, urban designer, author, Editor of Trac. Toronto; Alan Chimacoff, architect, Associate Professor of Architecture, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ; Mark Mack, architect, Batey & Mack, San Francisco, and lecturer, University of California, Berkeley, and Editor of Archetype; James Stirling, Hon. FAIA, James Stirling Michael Wilford & Associates, London; Urban design and planning: Stanton Eckstut, AIA, partner, Cooper Eckstut Associates, New York, and Director, Columbia University Urban Design Program; John M. Woodbridge, FAIA, architect and urban design consultant, Berkeley, CA; Research: Sandra Howell, PhD, MPH, Associate Professor of Behavioral Science, Department of Architecture, MIT, Cambridge; Marietta Millet, lighting consultant and Associate Professor of Architecture, University of Washington, Seattle.

Judging will take place in Stamford, CT, during September 1982. Winners will be notified—confidentially—before Oct. 1. First public announcement of the winners will be made at a presentation ceremony in New York in January 1983, and winning entries will be featured in the January 1983 P/A. Recognition will be extended to clients, as well as professionals responsible. P/A will arrange for coverage of winning entries in national and local press.

Eligibility
1 Architects and other environmental design professionals practicing in the U.S. or Canada may enter one or more submissions. Proposals may be for any location, but work must have been directed and substantially executed in U.S. and/or Canadian offices.
2 All entries must have been commissioned, for compensation, on behalf of a client with the power and intention to execute the proposal (or in the case of research and planning entries, to adopt it as policy). Work initiated to fulfill academic requirements is not eligible (but teams may include students).
3 Any project is ineligible if it has been, or will be before Feb. 1983, the subject of publication, on one full page or more, in Architectural Record or AIA Journal. Prior publication in P/A is not a factor.
4 Architectural design entries may include only buildings or complexes, new or remodeled, scheduled to be under any phase of construction during 1983.
5 Urban design and planning entries may include only proposals or reports accepted by the client for implementation before
the end of 1983. Feasibility and implementation strategy should be documented.

6 Research entries may include only reports accepted by the client for implementation before the end of 1983. Submissions may deal with programming, design guidelines, technical problems, or user response and should yield information applicable beyond a single project. Research methodology and ways of disseminating findings should be documented.

7 The jury’s decision to premiate any submission will be contingent on verification by P/A that it meets all eligibility requirements.

Entry form: 30th P/A Awards Program

Please fill out all parts and submit, intact, with each entry (see paragraph 13 of instructions). Use typewriter, please. Copies of this form may be used.

Entrant:
Address:
Entrant phone number:
Project:
Locations
Client:
Client phone number:
Category:

I certify that the submitted work was done, for compensation, on behalf of a client, and meets all Eligibility Requirements (1-7). All parties responsible for the work submitted accept the terms of the Publication Agreement (8-9). I understand that any entry that fails to meet Submission Requirements (10-17) may be disqualified.

Signature ____________________________
Name (typed) _________________________

Awards Editor
Progressive Architecture
600 Summer Street, P.O. Box 1361, Stamford, CT 06904

Your submission has been received and assigned number:

Entrant:
Address:

(Receipt)

Awards Editor
Progressive Architecture
600 Summer Street, P.O. Box 1361, Stamford, CT 06904

(Receipt)

Publication agreement
8 If the submission should win, the entrant agrees to make available further information, original drawings, or models, as necessary, for publication in the January 1983 P/A. The entrant will also provide appropriate slides for the presentation ceremony and reproducible graphic material for press releases.

9 In the case of architectural design entries only, the entrant agrees to give P/A the first opportunity among architectural magazines for feature publication of any winning project upon completion.

Submission requirements
10 Each submission must be firmly bound in a binder no larger than 13” x 17”. Binders 9” x 11” are preferred. No fold-out sheets.

11 Submissions must include illustrations and drawings necessary to a full understanding of the proposal—all legibly reproduced. P/A assumes no liability for original drawings. No actual models or slides will be accepted. P/A intends to return submissions intact, but can assume no liability for loss or damage.

12 Each submission must include a one-page synopsis, in English, on the first page inside the binder, summarizing the intent and principal features of the entry. Synopsis must conclude with a statement on: why this submission deserves recognition.

13 Each submission must be accompanied by a signed entry form, to be found on this page. Reproductions of this form are acceptable. All four sections of the form must be filled out—using typewriter, please. Insert entire form, intact, into unsealed envelope attached inside back cover of submission.

14 For purposes of jury procedure only, please identify each entry as one of the following: Education, Housing (Single-family), Housing (Multiple-unit), Commercial, Industrial, Governmental, Cultural, Recreational, Religious, Health, Planning and/or Urban Design, Applied Research. Mixed-use entries should be classified by the larger function. If unable to classify, enter Miscellaneous.

15 Entry fee of $40 must accompany each submission, inserted into unsealed envelope containing entry form (see 13 above). Make check or money order (no cash, please) payable to Progressive Architecture.

16 To maintain anonymity, no identification of the entrant may appear on any part of the submission, except on entry form. Credits may be concealed by any simple means. Identity and location of projects should not be concealed. P/A will seal stub of entry form in envelope before judging.

17 Deadline for mailing is August 31. Other methods of delivery are acceptable. In any case, entries must show postmark or other evidence of being en route by deadline using means to assure delivery by September 15. Hand-delivered entries must be received at the address shown here by August 31.

Address entries to:
Awards Editor
Progressive Architecture
600 Summer Street,
P.O. Box 1361, Stamford, CT 06904
To meet the needs of Louis Sullivan and the brethren of the Chicago School of Architecture, Oscar Rixson developed the concealed floor-type closer. And like the buildings of those masters, Rixson closers have continued to serve well over the decades.

No one knows how much more economical, more reliable, today's vastly improved Rixson closers* will prove to be. We do know that no one has ever made a better door closer.

RIXSON-FIREMARK
9100 West Belmont Avenue
Franklin Park, Illinois 60131
and Rexdale, Ontario—
312/671-5670

*Request: “To Close A Door,”
a manual of total door control.
Our first 85 years gave

**FIRST...**

to make possible high-quality whiteprinting in even small drafting departments with low-cost, odor-free PD copiers, the true “convenience” copiers that now outnumber all other diazo machines.

**FIRST...**
to permit efficient low-cost exposure of specialty materials, with multi-lamp fluorescent tube copiers that use a fourth of the energy of mercury-vapor lamp machines.

**FIRST...**
with the innovations that promoted console whiteprinters into high-production capability. . . revolving glass cylinders, magnetic carriers and sheet feeders.

**FIRST...**
to save the many man-hours of manual re-drafting, with specialty films and reproducible papers for all three diazo reproduction methods.

**FIRST...**
in technical service with the largest national service organization in the industry.
you 85 years of “firsts”

What does this mean to you? It assures you of the top product and service quality that only Bruning can provide. Product reliability is our hallmark and reflects Bruning’s 85 years of experience and, should you need them, factory-trained service people are near to your office.

Call your Bruning representative... see some of our new “firsts”. You can dramatically improve drafting productivity right now, with Bruning’s new EasyDraf\textsuperscript{2}, the affordable CAD system. And you can lower your reproduction department costs and vastly improve its efficiency, with one of Bruning’s recently introduced engineering copiers.

You’ll be surprised at the difference they can make in your profit picture.

1800 Bruning Drive West, Itasca, Illinois 60143
in Canada: 165 Milner Ave. Scarborough, Ont. M1S4G7

Bruning & PD are registered trademarks and EasyDraf\textsuperscript{2} is a trademark.
WE STRETCHED OUR PRODUCT TO PROVE A POINT.

1 Independent Test Report
Recently, we had our TAM-GLASS fiberglass roofing felts and three-ply membrane samples tested by Structural Research, Inc., a leading materials testing laboratory. Though our own tests and customer applications have proven our product to be superior, these new independent test results confirm and quantify our claims.

2 Isotropic Felt Quality
As shown in the 20x magnifications above, TAMKO's special wet process uniformly distributes fibers in a 360° multidirectional orientation. This isotropic characteristic permitted the TAM-GLASS felts to demonstrate average breaking strength of 57 lb/in in both the machine and cross-machine directions—29.5% higher than required for Type IV felts. As further demonstrated in the membrane test, isotropic strength helps the finished membrane to perform more evenly under the stresses encountered in actual use.

3 Membrane Performance
Standard ASTM dogbone samples exhibited three-ply ultimate strength of 246 lb/in in the cross-machine, or weakest, direction at 0°F—46 pounds in excess of the 200 lb/in NBS suggested minimum.

"TAMKO TAM-GLASS Type IV felts and membrane samples exceeded all applicable ASTM and NBS suggested performance criteria. For the felt sampling portion of the test sequence, SRI developed a special microcomputer program to generate a more random sampling than required by ASTM D 146. Structural Research, Inc.

Ask for your free copy of the Test Report brochure.

TAMKO TAM-GLASS
FIBERGLASS BUILT-UP ROOFING SYSTEMS
TAMKO Asphalt Products, Inc.
P.O. Box 1404, Joplin, MO 64801
417 624-6644 • TWX 910-774-4521
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La Villette competition

An international competition is being held to choose the design team (which must include a landscape architect) to direct the creation of a new park in northeast Paris. The 75-acre La Villette Park, first of its size to be created in Paris in over 100 years, will include a Science, Technology, and Industries Museum (designed by Adrien Fainsilber) and a popular Music Center, and will serve equally the populations of the city and the adjacent suburbs. Submissions, which are due Oct. 30 and will be judged in December, will be exhibited at the Centre Pompidou in early 1983.

II

The jury comprises 21 French and foreign specialists.

Parisian developments

The French government has approved three other major architectural projects, each of which is to be the subject of an international or national competition:

• a new Opera House in the Place de la Bastille;
• a jazz and rock music center at the Place de Bagnolet;
• an International Communications Center in La Défense:

HOWSEX

It sounds like an entry to a New York magazine competition, but it is, in fact, what Peter Eisenman calls his upcoming book (publisher: Rizzoli).

• Or does he mean HOUSE X?
• It will be printed, says Eisenman, not with four-color drawings, but with four-color words. Or does he mean four-letter? Or off-color?
• HOWSEX? Does Eisenman really know?

Trudeau’s favorite

The announcement that Arthur Erickson will be designing a new Canadian embassy in Washington (P/A, April 1982, p. 41) is only the tip of an embarrassing iceberg north of the border. A special seven-member panel, narrowing the job’s candidates from 300 applications to four, had eliminated Erickson. Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau, however, chose to ignore the panel’s recommendations. His friend Erickson was appointed designer. Parliamentary opposition member John Fraser likened Trudeau and Erickson to Hitler and Speer. Trudeau, “like a schoolboy at recess” (according to Fraser), challenged Fraser to “step outside.”

Rough and easy

Remember architect Frank Gehry’s corrugated cardboard chairs and stools from the early 1970s? Bloomingdale’s does, and will be marketing part of the line, known as Easy Edges, soon.

• Meanwhile, the relatively slick Easy Edges family has acquired some country cousins, as fuzzy and bulky as cartoonist Koren’s creatures.

Grand Central: An imaginative presentation

What monument covers 48 acres, required the excavation of nearly 3 million cu yd of earth and rock, was built with 2 1/2 times the amount of steel used to construct the Eiffel Tower, and has accommodated the equivalent of over 40 percent of the U.S. population in visitors? The answer to this believe-it-or-not riddle is one of this country’s most enduring institutions, New York City’s Grand Central Terminal, currently the subject of an exhibition at the New York Historical Society. The station’s design and engineering feats, as well as its his-
torical development, are presented through an imaginative installation curated by Deborah Nevens and designed by Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates. Organized by the Municipal Arts Society and sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Arts and Philip Morris Inc., “Grand Central Terminal: City Within The City” also asks pointed questions about the present and future stature of the building within its urban setting. Conspicuously lacking from the show, however, is an in-depth analysis of another implication of its title, the organization of its interior spaces as a microcosm of the city.

Grand Central Terminal, built to replace an earlier remodeled railroad station, was designed by the firm of Reed & Stem, selected in a competition in 1903, and by architects Warren & Wetmore. The drawings submitted to this competition were a rare insight into the turn-of-the-century academic design process. While the development of this consummate Beaux-Arts building and the influences on the various personalities involved with its realization are thoroughly examined, this important part of the exhibition is crowded onto a small polygonal display kiosk. More successful are the walk-through front elevation, pop-up diorama, and 20-ft model, which create a striking three-dimensional representation of the Terminal’s connection to its midtown locale and mold the exhibit spaces into a coherent chronological sequence.

The show concludes with a presentation of the current conditions of Grand Central, including stunning color photographs of its newly cleaned surfaces. In an attempt to argue for the preservation of the Terminal and sympathetic surroundings, a section entitled “Urban Fit” poses questions about the nature of urban design that presuppose an insular aesthetic bias without regard to economic and cultural realities. The question “Does an office building determine Beaux-Arts building and the various personalities involved with its realization are thoroughly examined, this important part of the exhibition is crowded onto a small polygonal display kiosk. More successful are the walk-through front elevation, pop-up diorama, and 20-ft model, which create a striking three-dimensional representation of the Terminal’s connection to its midtown locale and mold the exhibit spaces into a coherent chronological sequence.

The show concludes with a presentation of the current conditions of Grand Central, including stunning color photographs of its newly cleaned surfaces. In an attempt to argue for the preservation of the Terminal and sympathetic surroundings, a section entitled “Urban Fit” poses questions about the nature of urban design that presuppose an insular aesthetic bias without regard to economic and cultural realities. The question “Does an office building determine Beaux-Arts building and the various personalities involved with its realization are thoroughly examined, this important part of the exhibition is crowded onto a small polygonal display kiosk. More successful are the walk-through front elevation, pop-up diorama, and 20-ft model, which create a striking three-dimensional representation of the Terminal’s connection to its midtown locale and mold the exhibit spaces into a coherent chronological sequence.

The show concludes with a presentation of the current conditions of Grand Central, including stunning color photographs of its newly cleaned surfaces. In an attempt to argue for the preservation of the Terminal and sympathetic surroundings, a section entitled “Urban Fit” poses questions about the nature of urban design that presuppose an insular aesthetic bias without regard to economic and cultural realities. The question “Does an office building determine Beaux-Arts building and the various personalities involved with its realization are thoroughly examined, this important part of the exhibition is crowded onto a small polygonal display kiosk. More successful are the walk-through front elevation, pop-up diorama, and 20-ft model, which create a striking three-dimensional representation of the Terminal’s connection to its midtown locale and mold the exhibit spaces into a coherent chronological sequence.

The show concludes with a presentation of the current conditions of Grand Central, including stunning color photographs of its newly cleaned surfaces. In an attempt to argue for the preservation of the Terminal and sympathetic surroundings, a section entitled “Urban Fit” poses questions about the nature of urban design that presuppose an insular aesthetic bias without regard to economic and cultural realities. The question “Does an office building determine Beaux-Arts building and the various personalities involved with its realization are thoroughly examined, this important part of the exhibition is crowded onto a small polygonal display kiosk. More successful are the walk-through front elevation, pop-up diorama, and 20-ft model, which create a striking three-dimensional representation of the Terminal’s connection to its midtown locale and mold the exhibit spaces into a coherent chronological sequence.

The show concludes with a presentation of the current conditions of Grand Central, including stunning color photographs of its newly cleaned surfaces. In an attempt to argue for the preservation of the Terminal and sympathetic surroundings, a section entitled “Urban Fit” poses questions about the nature of urban design that presuppose an insular aesthetic bias without regard to economic and cultural realities. The question “Does an office building determine Beaux-Arts building and the various personalities involved with its realization are thoroughly examined, this important part of the exhibition is crowded onto a small polygonal display kiosk. More successful are the walk-through front elevation, pop-up diorama, and 20-ft model, which create a striking three-dimensional representation of the Terminal’s connection to its midtown locale and mold the exhibit spaces into a coherent chronological sequence.

The show concludes with a presentation of the current conditions of Grand Central, including stunning color photographs of its newly cleaned surfaces. In an attempt to argue for the preservation of the Terminal and sympathetic surroundings, a section entitled “Urban Fit” poses questions about the nature of urban design that presuppose an insular aesthetic bias without regard to economic and cultural realities. The question “Does an office building determine Beaux-Arts building and the various personalities involved with its realization are thoroughly examined, this important part of the exhibition is crowded onto a small polygonal display kiosk. More successful are the walk-through front elevation, pop-up diorama, and 20-ft model, which create a striking three-dimensional representation of the Terminal’s connection to its midtown locale and mold the exhibit spaces into a coherent chronological sequence.

The show concludes with a presentation of the current conditions of Grand Central, including stunning color photographs of its newly cleaned surfaces. In an attempt to argue for the preservation of the Terminal and sympathetic surroundings, a section entitled “Urban Fit” poses questions about the nature of urban design that presuppose an insular aesthetic bias without regard to economic and cultural realities. The question “Does an office building determine Beaux-Arts building and the various personalities involved with its realization are thoroughly examined, this important part of the exhibition is crowded onto a small polygonal display kiosk. More successful are the walk-through front elevation, pop-up diorama, and 20-ft model, which create a striking three-dimensional representation of the Terminal’s connection to its midtown locale and mold the exhibit spaces into a coherent chronological sequence.

The show concludes with a presentation of the current conditions of Grand Central, including stunning color photographs of its newly cleaned surfaces. In an attempt to argue for the preservation of the Terminal and sympathetic surroundings, a section entitled “Urban Fit” poses questions about the nature of urban design that presuppose an insular aesthetic bias without regard to economic and cultural realities. The question “Does an office building determine Beaux-Arts building and the various personalities involved with its realization are thoroughly examined, this important part of the exhibition is crowded onto a small polygonal display kiosk. More successful are the walk-through front elevation, pop-up diorama, and 20-ft model, which create a striking three-dimensional representation of the Terminal’s connection to its midtown locale and mold the exhibit spaces into a coherent chronological sequence.

The show concludes with a presentation of the current conditions of Grand Central, including stunning color photographs of its newly cleaned surfaces. In an attempt to argue for the preservation of the Terminal and sympathetic surroundings, a section entitled “Urban Fit” poses questions about the nature of urban design that presuppose an insular aesthetic bias without regard to economic and cultural realities. The question “Does an office building determine Beaux-Arts building and the various personalities involved with its realization are thoroughly examined, this important part of the exhibition is crowded onto a small polygonal display kiosk. More successful are the walk-through front elevation, pop-up diorama, and 20-ft model, which create a striking three-dimensional representation of the Terminal’s connection to its midtown locale and mold the exhibit spaces into a coherent chronological sequence.
schools, reflecting doubts about their ability to garner the needed resources. "It can take as many as 18 or 20 full-time faculty members—not to mention the resources of the general university setting—to have a program with responsible depth and substance," said Roger L. Schluntz, AIA, chairman of architecture at Arizona State University. Another chairman went further: "Some of these operations have only three or four part-time faculty; how can they expect to grant an equivalent degree?"

The NAAB has tended to accredit programs in terms of their own stated objectives within a framework of general NAAB criteria and perspectives, rather than against explicit curricular standards or requirements. Perkins, whose home state of Louisiana boasts five separate programs, suggests that different approaches are responsive to differing student needs and interests, but also acknowledges growing pressure for stricter accreditation procedures and even a "core curriculum" requirement. "I would like to believe that we are seeing a maturation of the process of educating architects," he said, pointing out that some of the pressure has come from students.

While declining to predict how the aspiring programs might fare, Perkins did say that the NCARB degree requirement, combined with the effects of reductions in federal aid for graduate education, would be likely to hit graduate programs: "I think we'll see a shift in the programs shifting more and more to five-year programs." [Thomas Vonier]

Susan Doubilet to be P/A Senior Editor

Susan Doubilet, editor in charge of the P/A News Report, has been promoted to the position of Senior Editor. She will continue to contribute to the feature sections of the magazine, while maintaining responsibility over the news pages.

A graduate of McGill University in Montreal, Doubilet practiced architecture there for several years before earning a Masters degree in preservation architecture from Columbia University last year. Since then, she has been an Associate Editor at P/A. She has initiated several changes in the news sections, including the introduction of the "Pencil Points" columns; she is also on the Editorial Board of the nonprofit architecture periodical Trace, published in Toronto.

MIT Auditorium sports third cap

While many works of Modern architecture have required extensive corrective surgery—the ongoing remodelings at New York's Lincoln Center come to mind—Eero Saarinen's auditorium at MIT is notable for the frequency of its visible transformations. Completed in 1954, the building's three-point spheri-

MIT Auditorium in 1955 (top) and now (above). 

cal shell roof was originally surfaced with fiberglass-reinforced plastic, maintaining the image of the concrete underneath.

In 1962—after years of awkward crack-filling—the shell was resurfaced with lead sheets in a shinglerike array. When this roof, too, began to crack under thermal stress, letting the elements attack the concrete shell itself, MIT called in engineers Amman & Whitney, consultants for the original structure. With the help of the technical staff of the Copper Development Association, a new cap was designed, using 16-gauge copper sheets with doubled-locked standing seams.

While the linear pattern of the new cladding is logically related to the building's geometry, the result is one more step removed from the architect's intent. While the original was light-colored, seamless, and rather futuristic, the latest version is dark and visibly displays its joinery. And so goes one of the high tech dreams of the 1950s. [JMD]

Six honored in Plywood Awards program

"Little original work" but "a high level of professionalism" was the jury's assessment of the overall quality of entries to the eleventh annual Plywood Design Awards competition.

In the Custom Single Family category, the $1000 First Award went to a residence in Bucks County, Pa, by Dagit-Saylor Architects of Philadelphia. In the Commercial/Institutional category, the $1000 First Award was given to the Immanuel Presbyterian Church in McLean, Va, by Hartman-Cox Architects of Washington, D.C. By way of Merriman winners were: University of North Carolina at Charlotte Student Dormitories in Charlotte, NC, by Gant/Huberman Associates, Architects and Planners, of Charlotte, NC (Affordable Multi-Family category); Cove East, Federal Way, Wa, by Fisher-Pri."
In progress

In progress

1a, 1b Humana headquarters building, Louisville, Ky. Architect: Michael Graves & Associates, Princeton, NJ. Graves was selected in a competition among five leading architectural firms to design this 450,000-sq-ft corporate headquarters building for the international hospital management company Humana. The 27-story granite and marble tower, in the historic section of Downtown Louisville, will have a roof garden near the top and a seven-story colonnade at the base. The entrance loggia contains cascading fountains, and an open shopping arcade lines the side street. Construction, scheduled to begin in early 1983 and to be completed for 1985, will cost over $40 million.

2 Commonwealth Townhouses, Houston, Tx. Architects: Taft Architects, Houston. Four three-bedroom townhouses are focused inward, with entrances from private individual courtyards reached from a central pavilion. The overall image of the grouping, rendered in gridded stucco and brick, reflects the context—an old neighborhood of mansions in the inner city. The units are L-shaped, with single- and double-volume spaces overlooking each other, and a loft/study area on the third level. Construction is wood frame, windows are aluminum, and interior surfaces are gypsum board, with tile and carpet floors. Cost is $61 per sq ft. Completion is December 1982.

3 Office building, Houston, Tx. Architects: Morris/Aubry, Houston. Construction is underway on a 55-story office tower and a 14-story 3000-car parking garage in the Cullen Center development in Downtown Houston. The five-sided tower, clad in flame-cut Sardinian gray granite with dark gray black-anodized-framed windows, steps back in three levels and is terminated with a prismatic roof set in a 51st-level balcony. Two vertical rows of bay windows articulate the north side. A landscaped plaza above the street leads to a three-story entrance and a two-story lobby containing a grand staircase. The building connects to Houston's downtown tunnel system and to an elevated walkway within the Cullen Center development. Completion of the $93 million project is expected in early 1984.

4 Ohio Theatre expansion, Columbus, Oh. Architects: Hardy, Holzman, Pfeiffer & Associates, New York. A six-story, 50,000-sq-ft wing is being added to the Ohio Theatre, which is listed in the National Register of Historic Places. The wing will house rehearsal rooms, dressing rooms, offices, and public access areas, and the existing stage will be enlarged. The addition carries the existing building's attic floor across its east façade and extends the base partially, breaking it open for a curving four-story glass wall. A clear glass roof will cantilever over an esplanade between the new wing and the adjacent towering 27-story Capitol South office building by Abramovitz, Harris, Kingsland, now under construction.

5 Monarch at Sea Pines, Hilton Head Island, SC. Architects: Jova/Daniels/Bushby, Atlanta, Ga. The first phase of this 120-unit time-sharing development is now under construction. The U-shaped configuration of the four-story building grouping gives ocean views to all apartments and preserves most of the existing large palmetto and pine trees. All units have two bedrooms and are approximately 1250 sq ft. [News report continued on page 33]
Exeltherm Xtra insulation is a rigid, thermally efficient, thermoset phenolic foam. This unique insulation is superior to urethane, isocyanurate, and other traditional insulation materials, and is an excellent component in Class I Construction.

Exeltherm Xtra has such extraordinary properties that Koppers has constructed two plants to meet the national demand for this innovative product. Both plants will be in production by July 1982.

Xtra: “R” value per inch
Xtra: fire resistance properties
   ASTM E 84
   • Flame spread—20
   • Smoke development—5
Xtra: dimensional stability...more stable than other foam insulations
Xtra: safety...the potential fire hazard of many other insulations is virtually eliminated
Xtra: high thermal-resistance/thickness ratio
Xtra: good water vapor permeability

With its extra-valuable combination of properties and characteristics, Exeltherm Xtra will maximize the results you want from an insulation in the form of energy conservation; lower building operating cost; better control of interior surface temperatures and air temperatures.

To find out more about this outstanding new product, send the coupon or write Koppers Company, Inc., Department 63C, 1901 Koppers Building, Pittsburgh, PA 15219.

Please send literature on Exeltherm Xtra
Please have a representative call

Name
Title
Company
Address
City  State  Zip
Phone
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The Pella Clad Window System.
Helping an old building age more gracefully. And prepare for a lively future.

Growing old gracefully is well understood at the Ohio Masonic Home. The average age of the 473 residents is 82 years. The administration building is 85 years old. And both residents and buildings are considered vital and useful. One suspects that the respect and care shown for residents was the inspiration for an ambitious renovation project for the administration building that’s taken two years to complete.

The Board of Directors acted with an eye to the future when they decided to save the landmark building, and called for improvements that would preserve the facility while reducing maintenance and operating costs.

The most dramatic evidence of the Board’s long-range objectives is a shiny new, standing-seam copper roof and dozens of Pella Clad Windows. The exterior is now almost entirely maintenance free and should serve the building well as it looks forward to another century of service.

Interestingly, until recently the building had two wings, each about 100’ long, on each end. These were torn down and the locally-quarried limestone saved to build two stairway towers that perfectly match the original building. This part of the project required a small group of masons working over a year to complete.

Installation was fast and complete with the Pella Subframe System. After the existing sash were removed, an aluminum subframe assembly (pre-cut at the factory) was installed around the inside of the opening to completely cover the existing wood frame on the outside and be a sturdy receptor for the new window unit. Thus, when the new unit was in place, the outside was finished and no painting was needed.

Pella Clad Windows: Low maintenance outside, real wood inside. Completely covering the exterior of Pella Clad Windows is a sturdy aluminum cladding that’s already finished in white or dark brown baked enamel. This tough coat resists chipping, flaking, fading, corrosion, and a host of other plagues. Yet, for all this protection on the outside, all you see inside is real wood, ready for stain or paint.

Air space is one of nature’s best insulators. And Pella offers more. 1/4" of insulating air space between the two panes of glass in the Pella Double Glass Insulation System produces one of the highest R values in the industry. Plus, tight weatherstripping seals out air infiltration up to 16 times better than industry standards. And Pella’s all-wood construction effectively controls condensation and thermal conduction.

Pella offers a traditionally styled window that washes with modern convenience. Pella Clad Traditional Double-Hung Windows have a style that’s appropriate for many applications. And they offer easy washing from the inside. Each sash rotates into the building for thorough cleaning that’s fast and easy. Because each sash rotates at the middle, the weight is counterbalanced for safe handling. This same washing feature is available on Pella Contemporary Double-Hung Windows.

Pella has more to offer for renovation and replacement projects. A full line of venting and fixed Pella Clad Skylights, Pella Sunrooms, Wood Folding Doors, plus Pella Clad Windows and Sliding Glass Doors in custom sizes and more standard sizes than any other manufacturer. For a free copy of our 1982 catalog, just send the coupon below. Call Sweet’s BUYLINE number or find us in Sweet’s General Building File. Or look in the Yellow Pages under “Windows” for the name of your nearest Pella Distributor.

Pella, the significant difference in windows.
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The 393-room Hyatt Regency Louisville on River City Mall includes the Hyatt hallmark—a soaring atrium lobby filled with greenery and excitement. The three glass-back, scenic Dover Elevators enable guests to enjoy a breathtaking view while moving smoothly through this 17-story space. Four other Dover Elevators carry passengers and freight between levels of this busy convention-center hotel. For more information on Dover Elevators, write Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Dept. 673, P.O. Box 2177, Memphis, Tennessee 38101.

A luxurious hotel in Louisville.
ELEVATORS BY DOVER

Hyatt Regency Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky
Owner: LHR Partnership
Architect: Welton Becket Associates
Contractor: J.A. Jones Construction Co.
Elevators sold and installed by Dover Elevator Company, Louisville.

DOVER
The elevator innovators.
Perspectives

A portfolio of projects, recently completed or currently being designed, illustrates this issue's theme, "The abstract alternative."

Recess among the ruins

The 1½-year-old Maimonides School kindergarten playground has become a landmark of sorts in Brookline, Ma. According to client Jerry Benjamin, past executive director of the school, people bring their children from some distance to play there.

Designed by Schwartz & Silver of Boston, it is a miniature architectural landscape: a castle tower, tunnel, triumphal arch, piazza, obelisk, and high road. The forms are abstracted, quite rigorous in shape and detail, but far from static in function. The tower is a playhouse with monkey bars up one side. Kids can climb, hide, peek out windows, command from above, or conspire down below. The tunnel is a slide ascended by mountain or steps. The arch is a swing set edged in ladders. The bright red road is hot wheels territory. And the piazza (stage) unfolds into a sandbox.

The architects aimed at providing "an interpretive dimension"—at least two uses per object, with hinted imagery beyond that. Says Benjamin: "In most playgrounds, kids tend to cluster around one element for a while, then another. Here all elements are in vogue all the time. There is also a good deal of private space."

The concrete block forms are stuccoed and painted in pastel versions of primary colors. Wood edges and tops are painted gray. Metal is painted green, simulating oxidized copper roofs. The one genuine architectural artifact is the obelisk, salvaged from another school. Project cost: $30,000. [NM]

[News report continued on page 35]
Expansion joints permit a building to move without damaging the basic structure. But providing a weatherproof covering for these joints that rolls with the punches often presents a real problem.

It's a problem that can be easily solved with Manville Expand-O-Flash® Expansion Joint Covers, now available in sizes to accommodate openings up to 36" wide. They form a strong yet flexible closure that accommodates moderate building movement, while keeping it water- and weather-resistant.

They're constructed with two preformed metal flanges permanently bonded to a neoprene bellows using a patented process, with closed cell foam insulation cemented to the underside of the neoprene. The metal gives strength, the neoprene provides stretch — two vital requirements for an effective joint cover.

Manville Expand-O-Flash comes in a variety of preformed and custom shapes and fittings, with flanges available in several metals. All of which are eligible for coverage under the Manville Guaranteed Roof Program.

The Border-line Villa

Architect Livio Dimitriu (p. 62) designed this house to be located either on a desert site between Alexandria and Cairo or, if "lasting peace" is achieved, in the Sinai Desert (hence its name). An application of a formal investigation of stairwells, it won honorable mention in the 1979 Japan Architect competition.

The image of the house was suggested by drawings done by the architect at three years of age. It is composed of three elements—a square, a circle, and a triangle. The square contains the living quarters and a central open atrium, wholly filled with a flight of stairs; its roof is flush with the ground. The triangular element, half buried in the ground, contains a glass-covered swimming pool for swimming "in false perspective." Stairs fill the double walls of this prism. The circle encloses a glass-covered greenhouse with stepped terraces paralleling the movement of the flights of stairs contained, here again, within the double wall system. The cylinder is penetrated by the small hill on the site. The steps culminate in an observation point overlooking the vistas beyond the estate's high perimeter wall.

A stream unites the elements and also fulfills their functions of watering the greenhouse, filling the pool, cleaning the house, and irrigating the site, which contains an orchard on one side and a natural expanse of trees on the other.

Entry is either at the main gate, where the project's only façade is seen axially, in controlled perspective, or by car to the underground parking.

[News report continued on page 36]
Arquitectonica explores

The Miami firm of Arquitectonica (p. 82) uses abstract forms to evoke a wide range of associations.

Arquitectonica's most monumental commission to date is the Helmsley Center in Downtown Miami. The 1.9 million-sq-ft mixed-use complex has three buildings sitting on a seven-story parking base, with retail shops and townhouses along the perimeter. A rectangular 29-story rental apartment building is punctured by a high void, providing a monumental gateway to the bay. A 53-story elliptical tower contains luxury condominium apartments, and a 691-ft-high free-form building has offices on the lower floors and a hotel on the upper levels. The top of the gateway building is used for recreation and pool facilities for the hotel, to which it is connected.

The complex is intended to be a metaphor for the whole city. Learning from Bunker Hill's All-Star team (the nonwinning team assembled by developer Maguire for that 1980 Los Angeles competition), Arquitectonica wants each of the buildings to have its own identity, to look as if each were designed over time by various architects, and to avoid the relentless weight and monotony of repetitive forms (for example, the winning submission of the above-mentioned competition). Luckily, the Helmsley Center lacks the forced and frenetic quality the approach might imply (and seen in the All-Star design). As the design develops (and the economic situation is providing time for such a process), the stilted forms are taking on a more lyrical quality, and the complex promises to possess a striking sculptural urbanity.

Four continents, oil tanks

The Sage Road Shops, a shopping center on a busy Houston street near the Galleria, aims to explore regionalism in an abstract way. Four huge cylinders standing in a row are reminders of the ubiquitous oil storage tank, and are "extracted" from their backdrop, the familiar basic box building. The resultant voids in the block form courtyards, each containing a native tree and a classical fountain representing one of four continents.

Four shades of blue vision glass and spandrelite panels are used, one for each cylinder/courtyard pair. A red frame bridges the volumes and spaces at the upper level. While the glass buildings project an image of wasteful energy consumption, they consist, in fact, largely of insulated sandwich panels. The building form suffers from a contradiction between the finiteness of the four "continents," and the infinite implications of the long linearly punctuated box and the row of cylinders.

Frozen erosion

A mixed-use building in Downtown Miami is conceived as one perfect rectangular volume which, say its architects, has been "eroded in plan and section by various circumstances." Riverbay has the remnants of its pure volume sheathed in brilliant blue glazed masonry units, while the eroded sections "become" reflective glass.

The first six stories of the building are covered parking. Above, the rectangular prism disintegrates into a ten-story stepped office building and a free-form 33-story apartment tower. The space left between the two becomes a terrace, enlivened by various objects: a little house containing squash courts, a free-form concrete umbrella, and a reflecting pool—a reminder of the Miami River below—bordering the apartment tower.

The basic volume itself has strength, especially in the hardness of its six-story base, but the "eroded" forms do not complement each other, nor do their smoothness and regularity suggest the gnawing effect of the word "erosion."

[News report continued on page 38]
Total System Security
with Sierracin Anti-Penetration Glazing

Glass plys resist abrasion and flame attack, while providing low-cost maintenance.

Poly carbonate core resists physical force attack, while providing thermal insulation. Reduces overall weight relative to all-glass BR glazing.

Interlayers bond polycarbonate and glass plys.

For the exact level of protection you need . . .

1. Protection against high-powered ballistics, even after multiple hits, as well as physical force and flame attack, demands Sierracin OmniArmor.

2. Protection against physical force, medium-powered ballistics and flame attack requires Sierracin OmniLite. Used in over 300 prisons and other critical security applications across the country.

3. Protection that slows down vandals and burglars, for storefronts, homes and factories, calls for Sierracin OmniGard, an attractive alternative to iron bars.

. . . with the right framing for a uniformly secure system.

Your Sierracin dealer-installers are specialists.

They can supply and install the right glazing system for the level of protection you require. For further information, or for the name of your nearest dealer, call or write.

OmniArmor™
"No-Spill" design.

Sierracin/TransTech
12780 San Fernando Rd.
Sylmar, California 91342
Phone: (213) 362-6811
Telex: 677122
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Garden of Remembrance

When James Stewart Polshek & Partners, restoration architects for the Brotherhood Synagogue on New York's Gramercy Park, were asked to design a "Garden of Remembrance" beside the landmark synagogue, they analyzed the problem as a series of dualities: to create a pastoral setting within the hard urban environment, and to achieve a heroic effect without losing a human scale.

They solved the problem by their use of materials, elements, and spatial organization. The juxtaposition of hard materials (limestone), soft materials (trees and vines), and soft/hard materials (pebbles) creates a setting gentle yet appropriate to the urban surroundings. The design of elements that are simple, sternly capped, classically paired (in the case of the entrance pylons), yet fairly small results in the desired balance of monumentality and human scale, a balance that is further enhanced by a stepped limestone wall that uses Renaissance perspective to exaggerate the length of the 20' x 100' lot.

[News report continued on page 48]
EXCLUSIVE DARK CURTAIN WALL SYSTEM

Now! Fire tests provide convincing proof: new THERMAFIBER® Dark Curtain Wall Insulation blocks flame spread at the spandrel—for over three hours—even at 1900°F (ASTM E119 test procedure). After test was terminated, dark THERMAFIBER mineral wool remained solidly intact, as did the total assembly. In the identical test, glass fiber insulation began to melt in 10 minutes at just 1200°F. Flames became visible at 15 minutes. Glass spandrel shattered in 17½ minutes to conclude testing. This new U.S.G. system offers you another important benefit: its exclusive dark color was developed expressly for vision glass curtain walls to eliminate insulation show-through. Combine this unique dark curtain wall insulation with THERMAFIBER® Safing around perimeter and at all “poke-through” utility openings to assure a 3-hr. fire containment rating. Call your U.S.G. Representative. Call us at (312) 321-4353. Or write to us at 101 South Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606, Dept. PA 782.
The one-off Rough Edges series, also of corrugated cardboard, also by Gehry, have been shown at the Max Protetch Gallery in New York. The chaise longue looks as if it could lumber across the room by itself, no sweat.

A fair fair
The 1982 World’s Fair in Knoxville, Tn, scarcely lives up to its world class billing, observers report.

Furthermore, energy (its theme) is given secondary treatment, except in the case of the U.S. pavilion. (Review, next month).

Documenta 7
For the seventh time since 1955, the international exhibition Documenta is being held (until September 29) in Kassel, West Germany. Its aim: a dialogue among artists of various countries.

A major architectural section is included.

Among the participants are Aldo Rossi, Frank Gehry, Claes Oldenburg, Joseph Beuys, Joseph Kosuth, Sol Le Witt, Donald Judd, Cy Twombly, Scott Burton, and Siah Armajani.

Some Portman anomalies
Oh no! Portman could not redesign his hotel for New York’s Times Square to accommodate two noteworthy theaters, as proposed by architect Lee Pomeroy. It would have cost much too much!

But lo and behold! Here is Portman ready and willing to alter his design, retracting it from beyond the street line now that politicians seem to disfavor the Broadway mall idea.

Meanwhile, the portion of the Helen Hayes Theater’s façade which Portman Properties had agreed to save has sadly collapsed during the demolition of the remainder of the theater.

Closing the barn door
The New York Landmarks Commission has been making a survey of the historic merit of most of the Times Square theaters, and hearings are being held for their designation as landmarks.

Cummins appoints Ambasz
Cummins Engine Company of Columbus, In, has appointed New York architect and industrial designer Emilio Ambasz to the position of Chief Design Consultant.

Ambasz will deal with the industrial design aspects of all Cummins products, succeeding the late Eliot Noyes.

Cummins has already worked with Ambasz in the design of their N14 engine (P/A, May 1982, p. 159).

Smaller and better
The American magazine House & Garden, aiming at a smaller, more educated market, is being redesigned.

It is patterning itself after the British Interiors magazine, giving emphasis on fine writing and sophisticated graphics, and dropping the food, health, and beauty tips.

Statistics: Its cover price will almost triple, to $4; its circulation will halve, from 1.2 million; its paper stock weight will increase, to 60 lbs.

The redesign is being executed by Lloyd Ziff. The new design director will be Ruth Ansel.

First “new look” issue: January 1983.

Belle riviste
Observers are noting how the Italian magazine Domus, under Alessandro Mendini’s editorship, is becoming sublimely Milan hip, while Vittorio Gregotti’s directorship is transforming Casabella into an even more beautiful and erudite journal than it has been.

Design Action
‘Design Action,’ a new architectural newsletter serving Washington, DC, Maryland, and Virginia, will begin publication in September.

It is published by the nonprofit Architectural Arts of Washington, with headquarters in the Pension Building.

The inaugural issue is supported by a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts.

Meritorious Public Service
Thomas K. Butt, AIA, has been awarded the Meritorious Public Service Award by [Pencil points continued on page 42]
When architects design a church, they strive to create a structure that will inspire the religious convictions of the congregation and the admiration of the surrounding community. Johnson-Burgee have succeeded admirably with the Crystal Cathedral in Garden Grove, California. The Crystal Cathedral is a monumental, all-glass curtainwall on an exposed steel space-truss frame. 10,500 lights of silver LOF Vari-Tran® mirror-finish glass reflect the building’s natural surroundings. While inside, the entire sanctuary “opens” to the wonders of earth and sky. The Crystal Cathedral’s glass is much more than beautiful. Its mirror finish reflects southern California heat to help keep the interior comfortable. At the same time, it admits plenty of natural daylight to reduce artificial lighting expenses.

Want to know more about LOF high-performance glass? Write to Larry Moeller, Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, 811 Madison Avenue, Toledo, OH 43695.

LOF Glass
A Libbey-Owens-Ford Company
the U.S. Coast Guard for his leadership in the restoration of East Brother Light Station (which also won a Trust award, see above).

Pity the poor risk-takers
Finding locations (easy)—but defenseless in the face of moderator Suzanne Stephens's innumedos—five New York developers showed their lights on stage at the city's Japan Society, the first of three panels on "The Hidden Designer" sponsored by the Architectural League.

Donald Trump, George Klein, Harry Macklowe, and Charles Shaw all began by politely agreeing that "good design pays." Melvyn Kaufman maintained from the first that "architecture is an obscenity" (when compared, like a poem, to a tree). Donald Trump slid spectacularly from the "good design pays" stance to "if a design pays, it's good enough for me" (paraphrased), and finally, "letting it all hang out," declared that "a good designer's reputation is directly proportionate to his promotional ability and inversely proportionate to the quality of his plans and specifications."

Charles Shaw, developer of the MoMA tower, refused to explain why Edward Durell Stone Associates can design apartment layouts "to the appropriate market" better than Cesar Pelli can. Harry Macklowe could not see beyond the somewhat limited (albeit important) relationship between elevator shaft and building perimeter.

George Klein was the only panelist who managed to maintain a consistent and convincing attitude about good design and the role of the developer.

He also defended his support of a "grandfather clause" to the new Midtown Manhattan zoning regulations, allowing buildings contravening the new rules to be built if they had been granted an earlier permit.

He will soon announce the architect (or, more likely, master architect and individual building architects) for his four-building project on Times Square . . . and intends to challenge the Cooper-Eckstut design guidelines.

No tax break, poor guy
A New York State appeals court overruled a lower court's decision to give developer Donald Trump a multimillion dollar tax abatement for including housing in his Trump Tower in Midtown Manhattan. (P/A, Apr. 1982, p. 53)

The judge felt that the statute, which encourages residential construction on underutilized land, does not apply to luxury apartments built on the site ("the best in the world") where Bonwit Teller previously stood.

Donald said that paying the taxes would not cause him financial hardship.

Law and finance
A new building may be added to the 1½-block site.

Graves for Humana
Humana Inc.'s building competition has been decided:

Graves has been selected over Pelli, Murphy/Jahn, Franzen/Kroeger, and Foster Associates (see p. 28).

Portland competition winner
An association of three firms—the ELS Design Group of Berkeley, Ca, Broome, Oringulph, O'Toole, Rudolf & Associates of Portland, Or, and Barton Myers Associates of Toronto, Canada—has won the [Pencil points continued on page 45]
Patterns of Thought.

Gardco announces Focus One, and redefines excellence in interior lighting. Extruded aluminum fluorescent luminaires, yes, but rethought in terms of fine detail and large possibility. The detailing delights, and from a near-infinity of choice—sizes, shapes, lengths, directions, mountings, suspensions, connections and finishes—arises a plurality of patterns that thoughtful designers welcome and exploit. Gardco Lighting, 2661 Alvarado Street, San Leandro, California 94577. 800/227-0758 (In California 415/357-6900).
BEAUTY CAST IN CONCRETE.

IT'S MORE THAN SKIN DEEP.

Sculpture and architecture join in an excellent combination of economy, strength and beauty when you use Burke Design-Plus Form Liners.

Use these PVC form liners for both poured-in-place and precast construction. Choose from a virtually unlimited number of standard textures including bush hammered, many patterns of wood grain, fluted columns, used and new brick and marble. You add color by painting, acid-etching or use of colored cement in the concrete. Special textures are available on order.

The result is sturdy, timeless and economical construction. Design-Plus will not bond to concrete. A special vinyl sleeve is used with the form tie to prevent unsightly hole marks.

Use Them Over and Over
With normal care you can re-use Design-Plus Form Liners 40 or more times. Some users report more than 100 re-uses. Design-Plus is supplied in flat sheets or factory bonded to ¾” exterior plywood panels in continuous form up to 4' x 20' with no liner gaps or joints. Liners also come unmounted for precast use.

Trapezoidal Rib Form Liners
For trapezoidal patterned surfaces Burke markets seven standard sizes of semi-rigid PVC form liners. Custom patterns can be produced on special order. Up to 10 re-uses can be expected with Burke trapezoidal rib form liners. Substitute them for expensive wood or metal liners which are often difficult to strip and re-use.

Economical Polystyrene Form Liners
Expanded polystyrene form liners are economical enough for one time use. Lightweight liners are glued to the casting slab with latex adhesive.

New Burke Catalog Ready
Ask for your free copy of the new Burke catalog. It details completely the Burke line of form liners as well as the rest of the best line of concrete forming systems and accessories on the market today.

Please address the Burke Company, P.O. Box 5818, San Mateo, CA 94402, TWX (910) 374-2349 (ANS BURKE SMT). Phone (415) 349-7600.
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competition for the design of Portland's $29 million downtown performing arts center.

Also ran: Geddes, Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham; Johnson/Burgee with James Stewart Polshek & Partners.

Preservation guidelines
The National Trust's Preservation Press has reached an agreement with the Washington firm of PIA correspondent Thomas Vonier to produce a book tentatively titled 'Rehabilitating Older and Historic Buildings: Guidelines for Appropriate Designs.'

The book will provide illustrated design interpretations of the Secretary of Interior's standards for rehabilitation applied to projects seeking certification for federal tax benefits.

New SOM partner
SOM/Chicago has appointed Diane Legge Lohan as a partner. She is the first woman to achieve this position at SOM.

Reaching their audience
Vitetta Group, a Philadelphia-based architectural/engineering firm, has run a 30-second commercial on WHYY-TV 12 in Philadelphia.

San Fran awards
13 Honor awards for architectural excellence have been presented to San Francisco architects by the AIASF:

Reiner Keller for the Buena Vista Winery restoration of Agoston Haraszthy's Press House, Sonoma; Fisher-Friedman Associates for The Islands, Foster City, and Lighthouse Cove, Redwood Shores; Jared Carlin and Alexander Seidel for the House near Napa, Suisun City;

MLTW/Turnbull Associates for the Fisher Winery, Santa Rosa, and Cakebread Winery, Oakville; The Pramontory Partnership for the San Francisco Bay Delta Model, Sausalito; Spenser Associates for Saratoga Community Library, Saratoga; Bull Field Volkman Stockwell for Stanford Shopping Center, Palo Alto, and McDonald's Restaurant, Palo Alto;

Helmut, Ohatu & Kassaubam for Moscone Center, San Francisco; Daniel Solomon & Associates for the Glaver Street Condominiums; and Environmental Planning & Research, Inc., for Arthur D. Little, San Francisco.

New York Chapter Awards
Six finalists of 130 entries have been presented Distinguished Architecture Awards by the New York Chapter AIA. The winners are:

The Gainesway Farm, Lexington, Ky by Theodore Ceraldi, AIA (P/A, Dec. 1981);

Santo, 69th Street and Medison Ave. by Tod Williams & Associates;

Viereck Residence, Amagansett, NY by Guathmey Siegel & Associates;

Lewellyn Park, NJ, a residence and pool house, by Robert A.M. Stern Architects.

Lacquer-White.
Pure and simple.

An extraordinary new line of European bath cabinets and accessories that's so well-designed and well-made, it's destined to become a classic. Lacquer-White feels smooth and lustrous, yet it's remarkably strong and durable. Created for any bath decor, and for ceramic tile, too.

Humidity-resistant polystyrene cabinets: lighted GALAXIE with drawers (shown) and unlighted BALLERINA (not shown), with or without drawers. Finest quality injection-molded acrylic CORALIA accessories include fifteen different products for every bathroom need. Also available in Lacquer-Beige.

These are some of the fine distributors who carry the complete Allibert collection:

ARIZONA
Clyde Hardware Co. Inc.
4808 N. 15 Street
Phoenix, AZ 85014
(602) 264-2100

CALIFORNIA
Acme Hardware Co. Inc.
150 S. La Brea Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90036
(213) 938-3492

The Bath Mart, Inc.
27119 E. Coast Highway
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
(714) 674-4830

Ingalls' Plumbing
& Heating Inc.
1912 De La Vina
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(805) 569-0333

Gorman Lee
3801 W. Pacific Coast Hwy.
Torrance, CA 90655
(213) 373-2085

CONNECTICUT
Klaff's Inc.
Home Design Center
Bath & Lighting Specialists
28 Washington Street
S. Norwalk, CT 06855
(203) 866-1603

FLORIDA
Farrey's Wholesale
Hardware Co.
1850 N.E. 146 Street
N. Miami, FL 33181
(305) 947-5451

HAWAII
W.H. Fiddler Co. Ltd.
1020 Avenue Street
Honolulu, HI 96814
(808) 533-8921

ILLINOIS
Parkside Inc.
800 Ill. Lunt Avenue
Shawneetown, IL 62059
(312) 529-9660

MARYLAND
Saratoga Supply Co.
Warner & Bayard Streets
Baltimore, MD 21230
(301) 539-4800

Union Hardware, Inc.
7810 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814
(301) 654-7800

711 D Street NW
Washington, D.C.

NEW YORK
Nassau/Suffolk:
Kolos-Korenge Inc.
653 Millstone Road
Great Neck, NY 11023
(516) 487-1224

New York City:
Smolik Co. Inc.
182 Madison Avenue
at 34 Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 679-2700

New York Showroom:
Allibert, Inc.
182 Madison Avenue
at 34 Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 539-7820

Visit our Booth #320 at the ASID Show.
This washroom is hell on wheels.

It may not look so bad to you, but to a person in a wheelchair, this washroom poses at least five absolutely devilish problems: 1. Exposed pipes under sinks block wheelchair access and are dangerous; 2. Faucets are awkwardly placed and may require considerable force to operate; 3. Poorly located soap dispensers may be out of reach; 4. No grab bars in toilet stalls; 5. Stalls are too narrow for easy access.

Bradley removes the barriers. Bradley Washfountains, showers and wash centers include design features for wheelchair access. The metering controls are within easy reach, need only a touch to activate, and turn off automatically. A full line of grab bars and accessories also contribute to Bradley’s barrier-free washroom concept.

Bradley products do more than meet accessibility standards. Often, they also represent the least costly solution to design problems—saving time, space, water and money.

For more information, contact your Bradley representative or write: Bradley Corporation, 9101 Fountain Blvd., Menomonee Falls, WI 53051. (414) 251-6000. Telex 26-751. Look for our catalog in Sweet’s File Section 15.7/Br.

Moisture Module™ Showers offer privacy while meeting accessibility codes.

Barrier-free Washfountains put metering controls within everyone’s reach.

Preassembled Bradpacks™ are convenient to all; cost less to install, too.

Bradley 90-75 metering faucets require only light touch to activate.

Bradley removes the barriers.
ACCESSORIES

DASHER BOARDS AND INSTALLER OF ICE RINKS, MANUFACTURER AND LARGEST PROVIDER OF ICE RINKS.

architect on the following:

essential information for the call. This 28 page guide contains

For your free copy, just write or call. This 28 page guide contains essential information for the architect on the following:

• Latest ice rink developments.
• Kinds of rink refrigeration. Initial cost and operating cost data.
• Utilization of waste heat. Subsoil heating and when needed.
• Ice temperature control, ice hardness requirements.
• Ice resurfacing equipment.
• Dasher board types and feature comparisons.
• Dehumidification and where required.

SERVICES PROVIDED TO ARCHITECTS:

1. Typical ice rink plans, specifications, options.
2. Preliminary cost estimate.
3. Customized plans and specifications for your project.
4. Accurate project cost estimate for budget protection.
5. Total BONDED ice rink responsibility including: refrigeration, installation, concrete rink floor, subsoil heating, waste heat recovery, dasher boards, ice resurfacer, nets, scoreboard, etc., etc., etc.

ARCHITECTS DO BETTER WITH HOLMSTEN

HOLMSTEN

ICE RINKS, INC.

1802 Como Ave., St. Paul, MN 55108
612-646-8625 TELEX 298-415
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Pencil points continued from page 45

5 The Hartford Seminary by Richard Meier & Partners.
6 The Haj Terminal/King Abdul Aziz International Airport, Jedda, Saudi Arabia, by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, New York and Chicago (P/A, Feb. 1982).

N.Y. awards
The New York Municipal Arts Society has presented its 1982 awards and certificates of merit to:
5 the Chrysler Building; Noonan Plaza; Tiffany Plaza; Lee Harris Pomroy; Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade; engineer Mario Salvadori; Big Apple Minutes TV spots; Excavations in lower Manhattan; and the educational Dome Project.
5 The President’s medal was awarded to Ada Louise Huxtable.

Trust awards
In addition to the ‘capital improvements’ awards (P/A, June 1982), the National Trust for Historic Preservation has given the following 1982 honor awards:
5 In the ‘power of the pen’ category, the Utah Preservation magazine and George W. McDaniel of Memphis, Tn, have been honored.
5 In the ‘curriculum and college’ category, the University of Chicago development plan and the Restoration College Association have been honored.
5 And in the category of ‘rural and landscape,’ awards have gone to the Sautee and Nacoochee Valleys preservation study; Professor Rudy J. Favretti, University of Connecticut, for his garden restoration program; the East Brother Light Station in Point Richmond, Ca; the Boston school reuse project; the Arcade, Providence, RI; Dr. Roger Gerry of the Roslyn Preservation Corp., NY; the Moody Foundation, Galveston, Texas, Mr. & Mrs. Roy Swasey, the Kirkwood plantation in Virginia; Dr. G. Brumbaugh, AIA, Gwynedd Valley, Pa; and George Bauman, for the Jefferson County, Tn, courthouse.
5 And Preservation Action, Washington, DC, received a National Trust honor award.

Botta book
The Round House by Mario Botta is the subject of a new book published by L’Erba Voglio, Como, Italy.
5 The book has an introduction by Alberto Sartori and essays in English and Italian by Botta, Rob Krier, and others.

Latin America in Berlin
IBA ’84, the international architecture exhibition whose future in Berlin in 1984 is increasingly doubtful (P/A, Jan. 1982, pp. 197-204), is sponsoring an exhibition of Latin American architecture this summer, at the Festival of Berlin Horizons ’82.
5 Organized by Jorge Glusberg of Argentina, the show will move to the National Institute of Architecture in Rome in late July, and then to the College of Architects in Madrid. [SD]

Tests prove Tyvek® Housewrap cuts heat loss through walls by 33%.

• TYVEK® stops cold air infiltration—cuts heat loss through walls 33%. Independent tests prove it!* BOCA Report 79-34 confirms it.
• Keeps cold air out of wall cavity, protecting insulation R-value.
• Moisture permeable—no danger of in-wall condensation.
• Costs about $150 for average house.

*DuPont registered trademark.
*Independent laboratory tests using 2x4 frame wall with 3½" R-11 insulation in 15 mph wind.

FREE FACTS

Call (302) 999-2474, Or send coupon to DuPont Company, Room C-11H-4-A, Wilmington, DE 19898

FREE FACTS

Name: ________________________________
Title: ________________________________
Company Name: ______________________
Address: ______________________________
City __________________ State ___________ Zip ___________
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Calendar

Exhibits


Through July 30. “For the Record... the First 125 Years,” archival exhibition of the AIA. AIA Building, 1735 New York Ave., Washington, DC.

Through Aug. 7. Stanley Tigerman: Recent sketches and project drawings. Philippe Bonnafont Gallery, 2200 Mason St., San Francisco.

Through Aug. 15. The Indian Heritage: Court Life and Arts under Mughal Rule. Victoria and Albert Museum, London.


Through Sept. 30. From Village to City: The Indian Heritage. Neuberger Museum, College at Purchase, NY.


Conferences, seminars, workshops


July 26-Aug. 5. Principles of Construction Specifications Writing. The Wisconsin Center, University of Wisconsin Extension, Madison, Wi. Contact Philip M. Bennett, Dept. of Engineering and Applied Sciences, University of Wisconsin-Extension, 432 N. Lake St., Madison, WI 53706 (608) 263-4705.


Competitions

Aug. 10. Mailing deadline, Chicago Architecture Foundation competition for design of monument to William LeBaron Jenney. Contact Jethro M. Hurt, Coordinator, Jenney Memorial Project, Chicago Architectural Foundation, 1800 South Prairie Ave., Chicago, IL 60616.

Aug. 31. Mailing date for P/A Awards entries (see entry rules, page 15).

Sept. 1. Entry deadline, Architectural Review Interior Design Awards. Contact Editor, The Architectural Review, 9 Queen Anne’s Gate, London SW1H 9BY.

Since our vertical paneling bows smoothly, corners and columns curve gracefully, not polygonally. And bowing the panels on site made the fit tailor-made. Steelite not only meets architectural standards; often, we set them. One example: to provide a facade free of horizontal seams, we came up with a way to roll-form continuous, heavy-gauge panels longer than 12 feet—an industry first. And that was over 25 years ago.

Today, our 11 profiles can meet virtually any industrial or commercial need—with a track record of outstanding performance. That’s because we set the highest standards for ourselves. In research and development. Quality control. Craftsmanship. Service. And that’s one accent we’ll never switch.

For more about Steelite and our products, write Steelite, Inc., 1010 Ohio River Boulevard, Pittsburgh, PA 15202. Or call (412) 734-2600.
Geoforms designed and fabricated by the H.C. Osvold Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, using some of the 72 colors now available in WILSONART Color Quest decorative laminates.

WILSONART BRAND DECORATIVE LAMINATE

Color Quest

New Power Source For Eighties Design

WILSONART Color Quest™: an evolving designer line for the professional in the unique medium of fine decorative laminate. Seventy-two colors, expanding as the market reaches in new color directions. Colors to power shapes and applications on the leading edge of design innovation. Ask your Wilsonart representative for your copy of the Color Quest brochure and actual samples of new Color Quest laminates.

For further information see Sweet's General Building File, call Sweet's Buy Line, or contact direct: Ralph Wilson Plastics Company 600 General Bruce Drive Temple, Texas 76501 Telephone: (817) 778-2711; TWX: 910-890-5880 Copyright © 1982, Ralph Wilson Plastics Company, Temple, Texas.
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Every age reacts against the age preceding it, whether in sexual mores or architectural form, but not always in only one direction. Among the early reactions to post-war Modernism were, of course, Edward Durell Stone’s exotica and glitz and Philip Johnson’s gold-leaf Neo-Classicism. These sometimes tasteless exuberances were then reformulated into an erudite and distinctly “U” historicism by the adroitly polemical Roberts Venturi and Stern and the inventively ornamental Michael Graves. There have been others, of course: among them Charles Moore, whose class consciousness is slippery and undermines his inclusion in categories; Alan Greenberg, a kind of architectural Robert Taft; Stanley Tigerman, relegated to the ozone layer by his taste for popular culture and metaphor à la Saarinen. Historicism has become so potent, its influence is not only on students, but now on long-established firms that once ridiculed it.

But there have also been many reactions within the general rubric of abstraction. There are the much-celebrated directions typified by Norman Foster’s industrially inspired architecture and Richard Meier’s Corbusian extrapolations, and the far less recognized direction explored in P/A’s March 1982 issue. The intention of this issue is not to represent the whole spectrum of creative abstract work, but to present some of the most recent work, some by architects never before published by P/A, and to focus on the quality of work being generated in this area.

Most of the architects whose work is in this issue are very critical of “Post-Modernism,” but even more so of late Modernism. Most are dedicated to circumventing its recognized shortcomings: massive, inarticulated scale; lack of orientation; banality; staleness; jarring indifference to existing urban conditions; insensitivity to the anthropomorphic and kinetic aspects of experience. These are the same criticisms that the historicists make. The difference is in the nature of the remedy. The new abstract alternative is fully cognizant of history, determined to learn and even borrow from it, but equally determined to avoid literal quotation.

These architects attempt both romanticism and rationality, order and evocation, simplicity and sensuality. They are neither immune to practicality nor self-satisfied in it. They are not—like the architects of the late 1950s and early 1960s—claiming the moral superiority of any one material, but searching for the expressive potential in each and in adjacency.

The salient figure in all this is undoubtedly Louis Kahn, who in some ways is also claimed by the historicists. Kahn’s affair with history, his unabashed support for monumentality (on which he published an article as early as 1944), for archetype, for palpability (in opposition to light and diagrammatic Modernism) opened possibilities for architects still interested in abstraction. Interestingly, Kahn’s admonition, “Turn to feeling and away from Thought...but...to remain in Feeling away from Thought means to make nothing” (1960), has been understood more profoundly by Europeans than by his own students. Perhaps Americans weren’t as comfortable as Europeans, especially Italians, with majesty. Perhaps Modern architecture looks flimsier in the old European cities. But considering how much Kahn’s ideas and work owe to Italian architecture, perhaps the question is not why did Kahn have a greater influence in Europe than here, but why was an American the rediscoverer.

There is much disparity between projects in this issue. Both Mario Botta’s bank and Werner Seligmann’s complex take on the problem of insertion into existing urban centers, while other projects stand alone in the woods. All the small projects involve investigations into the traditions of masonry construction—weightiness, the play of light and dark, solid and void—while the two larger projects conform visually to the lightness their structures demand. The Ticinese architects are probably the closest to Kahn and Carlo Scarpa, though the latest work by Mario Campi seems to have had its eye on America. Steven Holl straddles rather more determinedly the chasm between recognizable tradition and disassociated composition. The tiny house by Simon Ungers and Laszlo Kiss evolves from a proverbial primitive hut exterior to almost Secessionist splendor within. And The Palace by Arquitectonica, the blonde bombshell of the group, revels in the optimism of early Modernism with innocence replaced by a cartoonlike wink to the audience. The furthest removed from Kahn, it owes, however, a debt to Rem Koolhaas, whose revival of constructivism, Bauhaus, and 1950s pop suggests a different kind of romanticism, that of nostalgia.

This range is hardly surprising, not only because of the current climate, but because of the very nature of the concept of abstraction. On the one hand it means removed, separate from any recognizable reality. But it can also mean abstracted from that reality—epitomizing, condensing, summarizing. Perhaps this is why there is still so much to explore.
Transfigurer of geometry

Unlike many of his Tendenza colleagues, Mario Botta has continuously put his primary energies into building. There have been houses, public buildings, and now his largest building thus far, the Fribourg State Bank. The bank is the most demanding in terms of urban context, and was the occasion for Botta to explore the decorative aspect of architecture, at various scales, with expensive as well as common materials in profusion.

The houses, in contrast, are strong Euclidian solids within which equally strong voids are carved out in open and declared challenge. There is a certain consonance with the countryside, but it is mainly due to their similarity to traditional buildings, in both geometric simplicity and construction. Architecture, for Botta, is by definition in contradiction to nature. The houses stand monumentally erect and insular, in unreimbursable debt to Louis Kahn, yet each a vigorous invention. His palette is austere, for cement block and concrete slab continue on the inside, relieved more than softened by occasional vignettes—a sculptural fireplace, stair, or spare insertion of more precious material. Softening occurs through the careful modulation of mountainous views and Ticinese light.

Botta once submitted a competition project with the motto: “The past as a friend.” He is a confirmed Modernist, castigating with relish what has become known as Post-Modernism. But he is a Modernist with a profound interest in distilling history, both plain and fancy traditions. [Nory Miller]
The Fribourg State Bank occupies a pivotal corner site on the square in front of the railroad station. The wings are articulated to conform to the contiguous houses along each avenue. The center block (facing page, left top) is curved convexly through its main part to hold the corner and curved concavely at attic level to reestablish the piazza. This center piece is also raised above ground, leaving street level for circulation with a passageway from one avenue to the other. The banking hall (this page and facing) is an exercise in traditional grandeur with traditional materials, but modern articulation and juxtaposition.
The State Bank building contains, beyond its own banking floor and offices, rental office space, a restaurant, a disco, and parking. The restaurant (facing page, this page bottom left and right) is as inventively decorative as the banking hall. Each table is distinguished by individual lights and a checkered chevron panel of brick. The disco (left) is below ground, lit by skylight and multicolored artificial lighting. Below top: Entry at the pivotal corner of the project leads directly to the restaurant.
Data

Project: The State Bank at Fribourg, Switzerland.
Architect: Mario Botta, Lugano, Switzerland. Elizabeth Hutter, Thomas Urfer, collaborators.
Site: flat triangular site, approximately 165,000 sq ft at the apex of a city block adjacent to the railroad station piazza.
Program: banking hall and offices, rental office space, restaurant, dance hall and underground parking. Three floors are underground, seven floors above, plus a penthouse level, more than 2 million cu ft altogether.
Structural system: reinforced concrete bearing walls and columns.
Photography: Alo Zanetta.
La Casa Rotonda, Stabio, Switzerland

Botta’s description of this house in Stabio is: “A cylinder sliced in two along the north-south axis by light from the heavens.” The departure from the rectangle is a response to the undistinguished immediate surroundings. Botta wanted to avoid any comparison to the existing houses. He wanted to create a form so different that it would establish a relationship only with the distant landscape (top photo). The cylindrical house terminates in a cornice of vertically turned bricks above a transition layer of dark pockets formed by bricks turned on 45-degree angles. Pressed into the perimeter of this is a massive column, housing the stair, with its own layered capital (facing page, top). Instead of traditional windows, the geometrical solid has been carved and bored into, as is typical of the architect (middle left, side elevation; middle right, rear elevation).

The ground floor is a transition between exterior and interior. The two entrances are behind the stair in the center. Outside but within the bearing walls are a garage and wood storage. There is a basement with service rooms and a large recreation area. On the main floor are the living area (with a fireplace, bottom photo), dining area, kitchen, study, and covered terrace to the south. Upstairs are the master bedroom and two children’s bedrooms to either side of the double-height spine covered by its raised skylight.

The stair (facing page, bottom photo) is of black iron and English oak. Its steps and semicircular landing are suspended, floating, within the stairwell. Rods of the iron are twisted and woven into framed mesh panels along the sides and top.
Data

Project: Medici house at Stabio, Switzerland.

Architect: Mario Botta, Lugano Switzerland. C. Lo Riso, G. Caldenari, assistants.

Site: small flat site in a light residential and agricultural area on the outskirts of town.

Program: approximately 1300 sq ft, house is bisected by skylit two-story space over central portion of dining/living area.

Structural system: bearing masonry cavity wall exposed inside and out; bearing reinforced concrete columns; concrete floors.

Cost: $260,000.

Photography: Studio Mario Botta except as noted.
Houses in Viganello and Massagno, Switzerland

This house in Viganello (1981) is approached by stair from the parking area. There is a long approach parallel to the house, then a cylindrical platform from which to view the house, or turning, the magnificent landscape. The platform is also a small turntable for the stair which now approaches the house directly.

Entry is through a dark V-shaped void (bottom) and from there up a stair in the northeast corner to the piano nobile. Above the ground level, which contains only storage and laundry, the house is arranged around a skylit greenhouse-like space, with sliding glass walls onto the valley (middle top). On the main floor are living, dining, and kitchen areas. The bedrooms are on the top floor, with balconies overlooking the view through the atrium and over the double-height living room.

There are three light and air shafts on the east side of the building, against the slope. Three-dimensional brick patterning (middle bottom) articulates the façade, reinforcing its symmetry and allowing for dramatic responses to light.

**Data**

**Project:** one-family house in Viganello, Switzerland.

**Architect:** Mario Botta, Lugano, Switzerland.

**Site:** sharply sloping site.

**Program:** approximately 3200 sq ft with living room, dining room, and both bedrooms looking onto terraces over the main entry, covered with a semicircular skylight. Three airshafts and light wells open the eastern side of the house (against the slope).

**Structural system:** bearing masonry cavity wall exposed inside and out. One central masonry bearing column through the building. Concrete floor poured in place.

**Photography:** Studio Mario Botta except as noted.
In many ways the house in Massagno (1981, above) is similar to the one in Viganello. There is a long approach path, here paved in concrete block with grass growing through. There is a piano nobile arrangement, and rooms are distributed around a central double-height greenhouse with sliding glass panels facing the best view. As at Viganello, there are air and light shafts—two, both on the west side of the building. But unlike Viganello, entry is not under the greenhouse but on the north side.

Living room (fireplace, right top) and dining (open to the granite and wood kitchen, right bottom) are on the main floor with glass walls onto the atrium. The bedrooms are upstairs, with an edge of the master bedroom overlooking the double-height living room, greenhouse, and valley below through a system of sliding walls, gridded in wood and fully mirrored on both sides (right middle). One of the children’s bedrooms overlooks the greenhouse and the other overlooks the double-height dining room.

Data
Project: one-family house, Massagno, Switzerland.
Architect: Mario Botta, Lugano, Switzerland.
Site: sharply sloping site overlooking the town.
Program: approximately 4400 sq ft with double-height living room, dining room, and greenhouse.
Structural system: bearing masonry cavity wall exposed inside and out. Concrete floor poured in place with various walking surfaces.
Photography: Studio Mario Botta except as noted.
Critique

Livio Dimitriu

Botta was born in the Swiss canton of Ticino, where at 39 he still lives and works out of a small office in the city of Lugano. He commutes to Milan and Lausanne to teach. Until the commission for the Bank of Fribourg, all of his built projects were within a 20-mile radius of Lugano. While he continues designing and building private residences, and some medium-size public projects, he won a few months ago the competition for the Cultural Center of Chambréy, France, which will begin construction in October.

He began young, at the age of 18 completing the Parish House at Genestrerio, in collaboration with Tita Carloni. Botta graduated from the Venice Institute of Architecture with a high-powered thesis master, Carlo Scarpa. He came in contact very briefly with Louis Kahn, working on the new Palace of Congress Project in Venice. He also worked with Atelier Le Corbusier on the Venice Hospital Project, however after the master's death.

Ticino affords Botta a number of advantages. The Swiss canton is predominantly Italian in ancestry and cultural identification. Says Botta: "My being Ticinese immediately suggests the Lombard culture and Italy in general. I am more interested in what is happening in Milan than in events in Zurich." In Ticino Botta has the advantage of the recognized talent in that community, as well as locally skilled artisans and laborers. Ticino also offers him an extraordinarily beautiful landscape, unusual qualities of light, native building materials and techniques, and last but not least, the assimilation of, in Botta's words, "a certain pragmatism of the Swiss kind."

This general atmosphere has been receptive to the Tendenza movement (Italian Rationalists), of which Botta is a prominent member. It is thus not by chance that Alberto Sartoris, eminent architect and historian of the Modern movement, spends large portions of each year in Ticino.

Of Mario Botta, he declares: "I regard Mario Botta as the link between our ideas of decades ago and today's architecture. He is not an imitator of things past but a continuator. Mario Botta, as well as some of his local colleagues, but Botta in particular, is consistently capturing my attention. He is the continuator of an architecture that is certainly not dead, and that definitely did not fail. In my opinion, Rational architecture has not reached its fullest expression yet. "Botta plays the role not only of an animator of architecture, but of geometry as well. He is the transfigurer of geometry, for I consider that geometry is architecture."

Sartoris places Botta where he surely belongs, as a link with history. For Botta, history is not a column, is not the reuse of a form out of the past. History, in its profound meaning, is an entity to which we are all indebted, but of which we must all free ourselves.

Casa Rotonda, Stabio

There is a subtle play on words here. In Italian the word "house" carries the connotation of square plan. The notion of a round house is consequently somewhat scandalous. In part, the shape is a reaction to the absence of spectacular surroundings. As there is no preferred view, the house turns around itself, conceptually introverted. The delicate brick frieze crowning it is not merely decorative, but acts as a visual rubberband holding the volume together.

The house has the typical Botta north-south orientation along the circulation axis, marked by a triangular-section, steel-framed glass skylight above. The vertical circulation is on axis and used structurally, another Botta trademark. The staircase is contained within a three-story column complete with capital, which dominates the entry façade. Facing the column toward the approach from the road locks in place an otherwise perpetually spinning volume.

Freed from relating to a specific site, Botta explores a more abstract relationship between architecture and elemental aspects of nature, formally and metaphorically. The lack of a base for the column marking the entry, as well as the absence of a base for the house itself (a larger scale column), gives the impression of columns penetrating the surface of the earth, like a blade of grass breaking through ground in springtime. The house can also be considered as an operation of mise-en-abime: like Chinese boxes, a cylinder, crowned by a brick capital, contained by another cylinder, culminating in its own capital—a brick frieze. As one column supports the house, so the house supports the sky.

At the same time the house shows the evidence of the three masters who influenced him: Kahn in the overall volume and use of materials, Scarpa in the penetrations of the skin, and Le Corbusier in the elevating of living spaces above ground.

House at Viganello

The Viganello house underscores three important and overlapping developments in Botta's recent work. First, there is a departure from rectilinear form. The skylight at Viganello is semicircular, as opposed to the triangular skylights typical of Tendenza. Similarly, the main cutout in the Massagno façade (p. 61) is circular. The round opening plays optical games with the stupendous view down the hill, flattening the picture and bringing it inside the house at the scale of a painting hanging on the wall—a lesson learned from the Chinese. Circular form is dominant at Stabio, Fribourg, and Chambréy.
Second, there is the treatment of entry as a separate entity, a transitional microclimate between outside and inside. The entries at Massagno and Viganello are dark voids imbued with mystery, separate environments in preparation for the explosion of light that is to follow. Moreover, procession itself—the Corbusian promenade architecturale—which earlier in Botta's work was always contained inside the volume of the house itself—is now fragmented. There is a Delphian string of events: parking, a short walk to and by the house, a radical change of direction before entering. At both houses, the visitor is turned away from the landscape. Then, inside the house itself, there is a shock of bright light and the view reappears through selected openings in the façade.

The third development is an intensive use of the play of light and dark, not in the Kahnian sense of playing with masses only, but at the level of minute decorative detail. Where Kahn was fond of Egyptian volumetric dialogues of light and dark, Botta is shifting toward the Assyro-Babylonian precedent, which is largely a response to his palette of brick. The frieze, most clear at Stabio, is present at Viganello only on the front. The symmetrical motif of layered bricks produces a building that changes radically with the passage of the sun; like the Archangel Gabriel, its head of shining glass flies over the valley marking cosmic time.

**House at Massagno**

Suggestive masks have begun appearing with greater frequency in Botta's work. The façade at Massagno is no exception, with its treelike metal-ribbed sliding glass doors onto the greenhouse. The window is a sign, a commentary on the trees inside and outside the house. At Stabio (p. 58), the house appears as a giant ancient warrior's helmet unearthed by an act of loving archaeology. There is the angel of Viganello and other anthropomorphic figures in earlier work. Sometimes there are quotations from history. The light blue wash on the walls of Morbio School (left) comes from Piero della Francesca. The striped façades at Lignoretto (left) and Massagno may well be a quote from Loos's house for Josephine Baker, a play on history by Botta that is an autobiographical side to the work.

With the Massagno house, Botta continues the series of buildings he began making at the beginning of the 1970s. These houses are either square in plan, resolved three-dimensionally as cubes, or rectangular in plan, giving birth to adjacent or overlapping cubes. The only deviation is an unbuilt half-diamond house in Manno. It is perhaps not incidental that the architect appears to have renounced the lozenge as a major device. If triangular spaces exist at all, they are sunk underground and heavily eroded.

**State bank at Fribourg**

The bank is Botta's first built project inside a clear urban and historic context. Only once before did he have to deal with an urban fabric—at the Morbio School (left). That complex forms urban spaces, relating in configuration and orientation to the rest of the town. The main building bounds the town like a medieval fortification wall, but in reverse, protecting the landscape from further urban sprawl.

In Fribourg, the old building was taken down and a new structure erected. The project is articulated as three pieces. The two lateral wings are in the spirit of the houses along the continuous boulevards. The cylindrical volume dominating the corner is elevated one floor off the ground by a tree-trunk-like smaller cylinder, resting in its turn on a pedestrian platform. This apex attempts to relate to the piazza and reconcile the two wings. The overall volume reiterates the original configuration of the block. At ground level, however, there is now a passageway connecting one avenue to the other, which affords a central access functionally connecting yet formally separating the two wings and the "hinge."

In Botta's own words: "More difficult to express, this aspect is essential to me for it is the poetic fact, the intuitive dimension inside the rational process. Through the experiences I had with Scarpa, Kahn, and Le Corbusier—and the names are to be understood in this sequence—I am hoping to recover the rational as well as the irrational side involved in the process of making architecture."
Campi Pessina Piazzoli
Casa Maggi, Arioso,
Switzerland

Recent projects by the Lugano firm of Campi Pessina Piazzoli typify the Ticinese talent for balancing Modernist vocabulary with vernacular building types.

The Casa Maggi, completed in 1981, is what Campi calls "an exercise in rural contextualism." Built for the owner of a construction company, the house is set into a hill in the town of Arioso, facing a church. The house sets up a meeting of the sacred and the secular, with its temple front placed on axis with the church's campanile. The massive, almost schematic façade, with its concrete pediment and columns, was designed as a "mask" to cut off the long, rectangular volume (25 by 6.65 m) of the house itself. Rather than make a smooth transition from mass to mask, the architects deliberately sliced off the house, leaving its cornice (derived from those typical of Ticinese chapels) to stop short, exaggerating the physical and conceptual gap between house and façade.

Portfolio

Not as well known in the U.S., but just as bright a star as Botta in the Ticinese architectural firmament is Mario Campi. The Italian-born architect, along with partners Franco Pessina and Niki Piazzoli, has been producing a variety of projects for over 20 years (Campi set up shop after completing his architectural training in 1961), and the firm's recent work displays the concern for vernacular building types, filtered through a Swiss-modernist formal sensibility, that marks the current output of many Ticinese architects.

Campi, who has taught at Syracuse University and who has just completed his fourth and final year of teaching at Harvard, offers us a deceptively simple design philosophy: "A good, simple plan with excellent detailing makes a good house." Not surprisingly, the firm relies almost exclusively on custom detailing, an affordable luxury in a country where craftsmanship is still a strong tradition. Campi Pessina Piazzoli are currently at work on a competition for a bank building in Lugano (as is Mario Botta), as well as two row-house projects.

We begin with two houses, a bank, and a gymnasium, and conclude with the firm's two most recent houses. [Pilar Viladas]

A critique by Werner Seligmann follows on page 70.
The mass of the house (this page, lower left) is based on typical Ticinese vernacular models. Iron railings and balconies (facing page, right) are used to tie the side elevations together. The stone “mask” of the façade is pierced at its base (above) by foursquare openings.
The Felder house, completed in 1979 for a lawyer, his wife, and their three children, occupies a prestigious, 2000-sq-m site atop a hill overlooking Lake Lugano. Campi, who maintains that he and his partners "always try to feel the pressures of the site," also responded to the pressures of context. The architects sited the house not only to take full advantage of the lake view (facing page, bottom), but also to echo the siting of the late 18th-Century villa adjacent to the Felder house (see site plan, left). The entrance façade of the house (facing page, top) is pierced by a tall doorway of grid­ded sash that reveals the double­height space behind it. The opposite façade (see axonometric) has another double­height opening, this one with an angled glass­block wall.

The U-shaped plan of the house also echoes that of its older neighbor, but Campi chose to put a conceptual stop to the length of the arms of the U by means of a screen façade (facing page, mid­dle left and center, and ana­lytical drawings, this page). The screen creates a courtyard that is in use five months of the year (facing page, middle right). Three trees planted just inside the screen wall create a "zone of am­biguity": on the one hand, nature seems to "invade" the courtyard, while on the other, the screen façade seems to pull away from the house to venture outdoors. In adding the screen, furthermore, Campi draws on the historical type of the courtyard house (plan studies and Fig. A, left, discussed further in the critique on following pages). Functionally, the U-shaped plan, which measures 17 x 18 m, creates separate zones for parents' and children's bed­rooms on opposite sides of the courtyard (see axonometric).

The analytical drawings of the Casa Felder were done by a group of students at Columbia University in a course conducted by Klaus Herdeg.
In this 1979 project for the Banca Nazionale Svizzera in Lugano, the architects were given an extremely tight layout of two small rooms and a vestibule in a mid-18th-Century building, designed by the architect Albertoli as his own house. This particular branch of the Swiss bank is devoted to the exchange of currencies—new for old, and paper for gold. The program called for an entry (near left), banking room (far left, top), and conference room (far left, bottom), none of which is more than nine feet in width. If the layout was tight, however, the budget was not, and the architects were able to employ lavish materials to an almost surreally sensual effect. Working within a historic shell, they chose to cloak allusion in illusion. "The historical elements are reduced to minimalist terms," explains Campi. The massive entrance door is stainless steel; column capitals are chromed; and the coffered ceiling of the banking room (far left, top) is a "sky" of backlit pale blue glass. Flush, flawless surfaces, creating myriad reflections, result from the liberal use of glass and two types of marble: white cristallina, and labrador, a black stone flecked with white and pale blue. Consistent with this minimal, yet hardly ascetic color scheme, the conference room walls are painted pale blue. Consequently, an appropriately vaultlike yet wildly luxurious air pervades these tiny rooms, making the viewer eager to see what Campi's office will do in further renovations now planned for other parts of the building.
This gymnasium, or palestra, built in 1981, was commissioned by the Fondazione Soldati, a private foundation run by the canton, with a donation of one million Swiss francs from the Soldati family. Set into a steeply sloping site, the building adjoins the Villa Soldati and a dormitory built in 1969. Its layout seems economical, if not spare. The typical floor area is not much larger than that of the standard (24 by 36 m) playing court that occupies nearly the whole of the first floor (the ground and second floors house offices, locker rooms, and smaller gym rooms).

The front elevation (near left, top) was designed as a “mask,” or entry piece, to crown the stairs leading up the hill to the building. The large square window over the entrance at the second-floor level is flush with the façade, while the six small windows flanking it are inset slightly. Behind the mask, a pale blue stucco tower contains a custom-designed steel stair that winds its way around a triangular void.

On the main playing floor, standard steel beams span the ceiling, while custom-designed steel windows dominate one side of the building, and a long, narrow skylight illuminates the opposite (blank) wall. The windows, giant-sized variants of the double-hung classic, turn the playing court into a loggia that, unlike most gymnasiums, is flooded with natural light.
Critique

Werner Seligmann

In the 1960s, the creative center of Swiss architecture shifted from Zurich, with its strong Modernist architectural heritage, to the works of Moser, Haefli, Steiger, and Alfred Roth, to the south of the Alps bordering Italy, the canton of Ticino. While the architects identified with this shift declare themselves decidedly Swiss, their architectural, intellectual, and spiritual ties are much closer to Italy.

Geographically rather than geopolitically, Ticino belongs to Italy north of the Po River. The landscape around Lake Lugano can hardly be distinguished from the sites of Lake Como or Lake Garda. This area is one of great significance in the history of 20th-Century architecture. A direct axis runs from Lugano to Como to Milan, the birthplace, in 1926, of the Italian Rationalist movement.

However, while the architecture of Ticino is spiritually and artistically involved with Neo-Rationalism, the fact that these buildings exist in Switzerland distinguishes them noticeably from their Italian neighbors. Because of the social stability and the density of the population, Switzerland has maintained an extraordinarily high quality of construction and a sense of permanence in building. Since, in addition, most of the architects in Ticino (including Campi) received their training at the Eidgenoffiche Techniche Hochschule in Zurich, they have been imbued with a very strong sense of craft and functional responsiveness. Though Campi's early works are very inventive solutions, they are strongly aligned with the Swiss tradition.

By the mid-1970s, Campi's work underwent major changes in direction that coincided with the international importance gained by the Neo-Rationalists.

The Felder residence of 1979 (see pp. 66-67) can be seen as the most pronounced signal of this change. The serene, beautifully proportioned, platonic, cubical villa is on a slope of a hill covered with vineyards, with beautiful views of the Alps to the east and Lake Lugano to the south. A large, turn-of-the-century villa occupies the western section of the site. What marks the new phase of Campi's work is his solution, in which he accepts the architectural typological characteristics of the existing building, reinterprets them, and establishes a purer version of the type. The new house, comparable in volume, shares an identical orientation and is placed, as its counterpart, directly adjacent to the existing building. The U-shape part of both buildings focuses on the mountains. The neoclassical entrance zone and as a space-defining device.

The new house, however, expands the idea by introducing the plan a courtyard beyond the cut-out of the original villa, thus further emphasizing the preferred orientation. The reference to historical archetypes is unmistakable. True to the model of the antique courtyard house, the circulation surrounds the courtyard, and like its ancestor, this house has no need for external extensions.

It seems reasonable to see the parti as an incomplete courtyard house plan with one side removed, which results in the U-shape (Fig. A, p. 66). To assure that the courtyard house as a type remains legible, the square area of the courtyard is completely paved and without planting. The courtyard volume is recognized by the fenestration and walls surrounding it. The architect introduces a spatial zone of planting in front of the U, as well as an architectural screen wall that acts as both the foreground to a view of the mountains and as a space-defining device (Fig. B, p. 66).

The Casa Polloni of 1981 (facing page) may be seen as the Felder house transformed into a bar by flattening the U. The screen wall of the Casa Felder has been converted into a deep wall entrance zone at the street, and the courtyard space becomes both the void carved out of the house proper and the territory trapped between the entrance hall and the house. The attitude about the simple object building, enriched by a transformation of a type through simple but significant moves, remains the same.

Campi's most recent house, the Casa Boni, is by far his most elaborate. It expands the architectural strategies of the Felder house; however, its complexity seems to search for its expression in the formal ideas of Terragni rather than those of the Neo-Rationalists. The building involves two separate expressions of architecture, with the base and the house proper seeming to be of two different architectural worlds. Only on closer inspection do we discover their complementarity.
The Boni house, designed for a deeply sloping site, sits on a marble wall base that contains the entry, garage, and caretaker's apartment. The programmatic requirements of the house demanded an elaborate circulation network with a formal entrance sequence supported by complex, almost invisible service routes, while the formal sequence is based on a single, central axis. After entering an exquisitely detailed gate, the visitor is led upstairs to the entrance door of the house, where one enters an open stair that continues through the entire center of the house and allows a view of the principal spaces.

Like Terragni's Casa del Fascio, the house proper has a screenlike frontal surface. This screen possesses the unique, ambiguous property of appearing as a structural grid, and on further view—since it retains sufficient surface quality—of reading like a cut-out wall. The architect is extremely conscious of this and clearly articulates the surface in the same manner as Terragni, through a continuous, deeply cut joint at the back of the frontal wall. The gridded front wall has a width of seven identical bays, which are announced by the intervals of the railing on the roof terrace and through the openings of the roof terrace wall. The railings act like triglyphs, providing the basic measure of the building (Fig. 1). The gridded front wall has been interrupted by the removal of three bays in order to register within the façade the two-story volume of the living room. Consequently the beam over this opening has been doubled in depth and thus further emphasizes the void (Fig. 2). Into this void within the frontal plane, the architect introduces a separate and different three-bay-wide structural system with round columns (Fig. 3). This grid is slightly smaller than the grid registered by the front surface, symmetrically disposed about the opening and moved slightly back of the frontal plane. Viewed spatially, the eight round columns of this space clearly define a volume within the overall volume formed by the frontal grid wall and the dense, deep wall to the rear (Fig. 6).

This space-within-a-space has its own center—the middle bay of its tripartite structural division. Since the main cut-out produces an asymmetry in the front façade, Campi, in order to re-center the house, introduces into the main façade a glass block screen, aligning it with the central axis of the whole organization, the primary circulation that runs from entrance to roof, and through its powerful insertion, unites base and the house. The introduction of the glass block screen produces a pronounced reading within the cut-out zone in the façade of the living room space. As a consequence, while the entire central space focuses on a center void, the living room itself now focuses on a single column (Figs. 4, 5). The façade is a brilliant performance of composition and spatial layering.

The plan continues this centering and re-centering, using devices that are more reminiscent of the early work of Le Corbusier than of the rationalists. As in the entry and dining room of the Villa "Les Terraces" at
A major site, vacant for ten years on Downtown Ithaca's main shopping mall, is filled by Werner Seligmann & Associates with an abstract composition that blends beautifully with its older neighbors.

By the 1970s, Downtown Ithaca, like so many other small towns across America, was dying. And, like other towns, Ithaca decided to fight back. Two blocks on State (main) St. in the center of the business district were turned into a pedestrian mall. Over time, a number of the old 19th-Century buildings were restored, and today life has begun to return to downtown. The most recent impetus for this change has been the opening of the new Center Ithaca designed by Werner Seligmann & Associates. The change, however, did not occur overnight, and there has been at least one major casualty during the transformation, which has some relevance to the new center.

When State St. was turned into a mall, a number of buildings were demolished on its south side, where Tioga St. intersects. One of these was the major department store, Rothschild's, which moved into a new building (by Warner Burns Toane & Lunde) at the east end of the mall. The vacant site straddling Tioga St. was to be developed as the new shopping center, but it was ten years before a developer could be found. The department store was able to struggle along during those years and was even able to hold out until after the opening of Center Ithaca but was eventually, and unfortunately recently, forced to close.

For Seligmann, the obvious thing not to do with such a major, centrally located site was to recreate a suburban mall downtown, as so many other cities have done. Instead, he wanted to recreate the downtown—the main street—that had been taken away. The idea was not to make a blockbuster, but a true piece of infill architecture that related to the buildings around it in terms of scale and materials. It would contain lower-level shopping, with offices and living above, which is an arrangement not uncommon to the older buildings on State St.

The façade of the new building is clad in reddish granite and concrete asbestos panels that approximate the tones, textures, and scale of surrounding structures. It is of a modular design, detailed in a rigorous, mathematically ordered progression which,
along with the materials clearly delineates the levels of retail, office, and residential from each other. The rationalized, symmetrical, and classically proportioned design fits well with its neighbors, many of which are of Italianate, and therefore also of quite rationalized design.

Where the center faces Tioga St., which is now also a mall, an oversized and mirrored window at the office level has been designed to recognize that juncture. A galleria along the front and part of the rear of the ground floor approximates that of the new department store to the east; it is equipped with overhead doors that open the main market area directly to the mall or to the parking area at the rear. When the doors are closed, the main entrance, which is located where the entrance to the old department store was, is used to enter the 55,000 sq ft of retail space on the basement, ground, and mezzanine levels. This space is divided into two areas: one surrounding a large glass-enclosed atrium, the other with a skylit courtyard (inspired by Sangallo) where the court of the old department store used to be. While a mezzanine surrounds part of the eastern section, at that level in the western section, small shops at the front are entered by individual stairs from ground level. This gives each its own identity, Seligmann says, like those on Newberry St. in Boston.

None of the 25,000 sq ft of office space on the second floor has been rented yet, but on the third and fourth floors, almost all of the 62 apartments, which include two-bedroom units, one-bedroom two-story maisoentettes, one-bedroom floor-through units and flats, and studio apartments, were taken immediately. And for good reason. While they are
small, they are well designed and nicely detailed, and offer an extraordinary variety, given their number.

Critique
The only major problem with the apartments concerns the one-bedroom maisonettes, which are all at the south side of the building, and which were originally designed with spiral stairs leading to the bedrooms. At the last minute (during construction) the city decided spiral stairs were not allowed, and conventional ones were used instead. Although Seligmann made them as discreet as possible, they still occupy too much space and overwhelm the small living rooms.

There are more serious problems down in the retail spaces. This area was conceived by Seligmann as a large, basically unobstructed covered marketplace where goods would be sold from kiosks and stalls. But as these were designed, by the associated architects Perry, Dean, Stahl & Rogers of Boston, they almost completely obliterate the idea of the open, airy marketplace of steel and glass that was designed. What should have been light, delicate stalls are horsey obstructions made of coarsely detailed dark, heavy wood. One stall, which is a card shop, has been placed directly in front of the main staircase leading to the lower level, thus cutting short a major axis and obscuring a main circulation route. Elsewhere throughout the center, shopowners have pasted up signs in their windows, supermarket fashion, and in some cases have put gypsum board over glass partitions.

The only person who seems to have understood the marketplace is the grocer, who is at the back, facing the huge parking structure. He displays beautiful fruits and vegetables and other foods arranged simply on low counters; he opens the doors and sells plants and flowers outside, and in effect turns the back of the market into what you imagine Seligmann must have envisioned for the whole place. [David Morton]
Traditional architecture is abstracted to its most essential elements in this poolhouse by Steven Holl.

The poolhouse, for Pace furniture president Leon Rosen, is sited between an existing garage and pool, not far from the main house. Changing rooms and wet bar are on the first floor, and a sculpture studio for Kathy Rosen occupies the second. By embracing the pool in a low-walled courtyard, locating the poolhouse at its north edge extending over the pathway from the house, the architect establishes a strong sense of place and the foundation for an overall estate plan. Exacting attention was paid to proportion and detail. Note the verdant antique "gargoyle" and pedestal, the Carrara marble sills and etched glass panels in the main door. The metal frame of the skylight will oxidize with age, adding a slightly treelike aspect to the uncompromising geometry.

It is a pity that Mies said "less is more" because the fuss that followed obscured the point. Sometimes, less is more. More interesting is when. Holl's poolhouse, for example, at a very literal level, makes more of its mere 680 sq ft by pulling all the surrounding property into a relationship with itself. The gray stucco poolhouse is placed so its façade is reflected in the existing swimming pool, which is then surrounded by low walls of matching material. Less than 350 sq ft (ground level) is now firmly enmeshed in 1150 sq ft of courtyard. An organized procession from the 1940s house to pool, including a formal gabled portal and continuous red paving, connects the outbuilding to the main house. There is even an implied connection to the early 18th-Century stone borders of the estate, for the courtyard is intended as a microcosm of that earlier grid—walls within walls. A rock unearthed in excavation is left beside the pool as a not altogether tacit evocation of the rough-stone walls beyond.

At a less literal level, "more" has to do with the expressiveness of form. Holl's fascination is with wall architecture, and he has strained to render each element in its most irreducible aspect. Windows are simply shadow and sill. Walls rise and are capped. Buildings are scarcely other than walls, locked into place by the pathways from the house, the control of the rough-stone walls beyond.

At the same time as overall composition has been worked for maximum tension, proportion and detail are arranged to reassure and delight. Everything in the building and around it is on a logarithmic spiral. Shapes are golden sections, squares, two squares, golden section plus square. This is all used as a fine-tuning device, not a rigid system, but pulled sometimes a little one way or another.

Concrete against stucco for the courtyard walls, other—vertical vs horizontal planes—but reflecting every atmospheric nuance. Sills and cornices are white against the gray walls, concrete against stucco for the courtyard walls, marble against stucco in the building. A polished green marble "gargoyle" and a pedestal beneath (masking lighting equipment) are set in relation not only to each other—vertical vs horizontal planes—but against stucco and paver blocks and the totemic rock from the excavation.

Inside, a verde antique water column stands like a stele within a white shower room, more green marble slices across a courtyard in the refreshment area floored in flesh-toned marble and edged in white plaster. Industrial-grade pine is laid on the staircase in the refreshment area floored in flesh-toned marble and edged in white plaster. Industrial-grade pine is laid on the staircase in the refreshment area floored in flesh-toned marble and edged in white plaster.

The edge of the building, out of which the pyramidial skylight rises, threatens to tear as a gate tower. Nor is the second-floor balcony clearly inside the studio or out. Color, texture, and pattern are pitched for exaggerated contrast or unsettling near misses. On the one hand, the neutral box is placed in a bed of red pavers, lush greenery, and Hockney blue water. On the other, it is painted a carefully chosen luminous gray to reflect every atmospheric nuance. Sills and cornices are white against the gray walls, concrete against stucco for the courtyard walls, marble against stucco in the building. A polished green marble "gargoyle" and a pedestal beneath (masking lighting equipment) are set in relation not only to each other—vertical vs horizontal planes—but against stucco and paver blocks and the totemic rock from the excavation.

Frozen Bartok

But it is the controlled dissonance with which these elements are combined, the contrasts held too close or pushed too far for easy recognition, the disruptive ambiguities and precarious asymmetries that create the tiny building's particular intensity. Windows and doors are never replicated—varying in size and shape however small the surface shared—and set in almost rude juxtaposition.

Elements coexist without transition. Ambiguities thus engendered are not resolved. The edge of the building, out of which the entryway is carved and above which the pyramidal skylight rises, threatens to tear away as a gate tower. Nor is the second-floor balcony clearly inside the studio or out.

Color, texture, and pattern are pitched for exaggerated contrast or unsettling near misses. On the one hand, the neutral box is placed in a bed of red pavers, lush greenery, and Hockney blue water. On the other, it is painted a carefully chosen luminous gray to reflect every atmospheric nuance. Sills and cornices are white against the gray walls, concrete against stucco for the courtyard walls, marble against stucco in the building. A polished green marble "gargoyle" and a pedestal beneath (masking lighting equipment) are set in relation not only to each other—vertical vs horizontal planes—but against stucco and paver blocks and the totemic rock from the excavation.
large portal or balcony to elfin windows and the smaller marble piece. The nature of the experience is broken down in the same way. There are three separate doors to the poolhouse—one to the cabana, one to the wet bar, and another off the main path. Similarly, each half of the studio has its own special lighting and its own door onto the balcony.

At each point of intersection between building and visitors, there is a courteous acknowledgment—a discrete ledge on top of walls to sit on, marble window sills to touch, an openwork balustrade, carved newel post, wooden “carpet” down the stairs. The main doors contain the most elaborate craftsmanship—sandblasted glass pictures done from the architect’s conceptual sketches for the project, sketches about walls within walls, logarithmic spirals, transformation, memory, containment, paired oppositions. But nothing is bought ready-made that could be designed and fabricated. Even the skylight is custom, and reportedly economically so.

It is this combination of abstraction with fingertip luxury and attentiveness, and the rooting of abstraction in the fundamentals of architectural tradition, that disarms the animosity that frequently accompanies such design. In fact, Holl has been hired by the couple next door. [Nory Miller]
Despite the poolhouse's simplicity, there is considerable detail and craftsmanship. Glass panels in the central doors are sandblasted after Holl's conceptual sketches for the project (facing page). The wooden floor of the studio follows the staircase down (facing page, top right). The studio (above, left and right) plays geometrical patterns off one another—note even the incised lines of the newel post. The recessed balcony effectively divides the studio into two rooms, a workroom under the skylight and a sitting area with two round windows wrapped around a corner. Right: The east façade (left top) is almost like a separate gate tower. The doorway shown is a minor axis from the lawn. The north façade (right top) rises above an existing garage. Architect-designed details include light fixtures (left bottom) and a green marble shower column (right bottom).

Data
Project: Rosen pavilion, suburb north of New York City.
Client: Leon Rosen, furniture designer and president of The Pace Collection, and Kathy Rosen, sculptor.
Site: 1.5 acres on a suburban estate surrounded by stone rubble walls.
Program: 680-sq ft poolhouse between existing swimming pool and garage. First floor is used as a bath house, second is a sculpture studio. A new 52' x 52' courtyard encloses the pool area.
Structural system: insulation-filled concrete block.
Major materials: painted stucco on concrete block exterior, plaster on concrete block interior. Interior finishes also include Carrara, rosa, and verde antique marble, brass hardware, industrial pine flooring (see Building materials, p. 126).
Consultants: Paul Gossen, structural.
To create a work of art that retains the fresh and ingenious quality of a child's painting, yet encompasses the stormy range of adult responses—such an achievement occupied Picasso throughout his life. And here is the young firm of Arquitectonica (median age of its three partners: 31) seeming to capture that delicate balance between knowledge and naiveté, in three spectacular condominium apartment buildings completed or nearing completion in Downtown Miami, overlooking Biscayne Bay.

The Palace (shown here), the Imperial, and the Atlantis manage to contain life's necessities within startlingly clear geometric forms, as brightly colored as children's blocks and as neatly arranged as to warm a parent's heart. Yet the boldness of scale and the manipulation of materials reveal a knowing artistry, and the stage sets for living that these buildings provide imply more than mere block-building. They imply romance, grandeur, wealth; they suggest sensuousness and aggression. These structures stand, big and luscious, shimmering in the sunlight on the edge of the bay.

Seductive as these buildings are, however, they leave room for further exploration on all levels. Happily, the Arquitectonica members have most of their careers ahead of them. They have time to refine and develop the special qualities they have displayed. Their childlike forms can become canny, the material assemblies crisp, and the fantasies more sublimely evoked. But they must work and mature to achieve "grand master" status.

**Elements and assemblies**

One cannot but be astounded at the sheer magnitude of the body of work contracted by a firm so young. In Downtown Miami alone, they are responsible for three large condominium buildings, a smaller apartment building, the Babylon, now under construction, and the 1.9 million-sq-ft multiuse Helmsley Center now being designed. These line the edge of the city like giants on a superblock grid. They are best viewed from the bay or from the elevated highway nearby, and are designed with a clarity and scale legible from a speeding car.

The Palace, at 41 stories the tallest building (for now) in Miami, consists of three neat elements: a two-story base parallel to Brickell Avenue, containing parking and waterfront townhouses; a tall, 50-ft-wide slab parallel to Biscayne Bay, whose thinness and multiple elevator banks allow intimate landings and through units; and a lower slab intersecting the tall slab at right angles, with setbacks providing generous terraces. A total of 255 condominiums are accommodated.

Even more remarkable than the clarity of the Palace's elements is its use of contrasting materials and assemblies. Red-painted stucco walls in the low slab are gouged to reveal, like foamcore, a white thickness, ended and darkly reflected in blind, soulless windows. The slick, aluminum-framed glass wall of the tall slab uses contrasting finishes to express a giant double-story square grid—the smooth
In the lobby (above top), the upper wall steps back in dramatic reaction to the intersection of the two slabs at this point. Romance cloaks the architects' image of the building (middle), though the actual apartment units (above) are ordinary.

Opposite page: Aggressor slab—red, jagged, solid—penetrates slender slab—tall, cool, glossy, in the architects' conceptual drawing (bottom left). The long pool at the top of the red slab, and the skycourt opening above it, were not executed at the client's request. The loss of these elements undermines the power of the penetration and, with the addition of four extra stories on the tall slab, render the proportions of the actualized building somewhat less successful than in the sketch. The drive-through entrance (top and bottom) at the intersection of the slabs is delicately executed.

The Palace, Miami, Fl

In the lobby (above top), the upper wall steps back in dramatic reaction to the intersection of the two slabs at this point. Romance cloaks the architects' image of the building (middle), though the actual apartment units (above) are ordinary.

Fantasy

More than for neatness, and more than for unusual material assemblies, Arquitectonica has been known for the lifestyle fantasies it intends to evoke, as expressed in scenicographic images originating in Laurinda Spear's work with Dutch architect Rem Koolhaas. The conceptual drawing of the Palace (p. 85) anthropomorphizes the inert forms, and the two slabs do not merely intersect. The small slab—red, tight, jagged—aggressively penetrates the aloof slimness of the tall slab. Had the outdoor skycourt pool been realized, a long strip of water would have heightened the sexual imagery.

While the buildings themselves may engage in raw sexuality, their intended inhabitants apparently want desire to be cloaked in romance, and Arquitectonica's mood sketches show blonde ladies in pink chiffon gazing at tuxedo-clad men across long, long terraces in the sky. Indeed, there can be no more splendidly romantic approach to a contemporary residential building than the long, steep, angled dike up to the Palace, marked by rows of tall Royal palms saved from the original estate. Above, on Miami's highest "hill," looms the building, tall and gleaming. The effect is awesome.

While bigness can instill awe, the combination of slickness, striking contrasts, and "rational" geometric formal systems promotes further associations: high tech and the computer, more perfect, yet more limited, than human beings. High tech is anthropomorphized to become science fiction, the computer gives birth to the robot, and technology loses its fearsome face. One remembers the lovable simple/SMART Star Wars' R2D2.

The rear of the building allows the full impact of the complex's architectural eclecticism to be felt. It is a veritable 20th-Century urban agglomeration, with the Chicago frame slab hovering over the red "masonry" setback tower, which abuts the reflective glass monolith. Beneath all are the low-rise "townhouses." A spectacular performance, it permits a polygamous marriage of convenience that combines bedfellows as various as the hollow-eyed but depoliticized Rossi-esque wall (the alter ego of the "masonry" structure) and the hedonistic rococo-filled three-story glass house on the roof, with its own cylindrical elevator and a waterfall on its terrace.

Chinks in the armor

Only a few flaws mar the neatness of the Palace's three elemental forms. The "sky-court" opening that was to occur above the
Waterfront townhouses (above) are tucked into gridded base (right). Opposite page: Building’s north side.

Data
Project: The Palace, Miami, Fl.
Architects: Arquitectonica International, Coral Gables, FL
Client: Harry B. Helmsley.
Site: five acres on Biscayne Bay.
Structural system: pile foundations, reinforced concrete columns, flat concrete slab.
Major materials: anodized aluminum framing, reflective glass windows, tinted glass sliding doors, stucco on concrete block.
Mechanical system: central cooling tower, individual air-handling units.
Cost: $30,000,000.
Photography: Timothy Hursley.

intersection of the slabs (see drawing, p. 85) was eliminated at the client’s request, thereby dulling the clarity of the penetration. The addition of four extra stories on the tall slab renders the proportions of the realized building less successful than in the conceptual axonometric: the aggressor slab is overwhelmed. And the introduction of waterfront townhouses, while pleasing functionally, suffices the hard intransigence required at the base’s edge.

In the use of childlike forms lurks a danger against which Arquitectonica must guard. Ingeniousness can become cloying, simplistic, repetitive, and ultimately boring. The Palace remains fresh, but some of the firm’s current projects (Riverbay in Miami, p. 36, for example) suggest the need for further thought.

The material assemblies in the Palace, varied and evocative as they are, miss the crispness of the initial concept when viewed up close. Of course, it is inevitable that the real world loses the perfection of the idea; in fact, in the real world, next to its very average neighbors, the Palace stands out sharply and brilliantly. But perfection is the commodity that Arquitectonica deals in and which it must continue to close in on. Stucco, say the architects, was dictated by economics; still, with its naturally dimpled surface, it remains a disappointing material with which to express the ruthless grid of the tall slab and the abstracted “planar” wall of the stepped building. Furthermore, in the tall slab, the inner aluminum grid meets the stucco grid carelessly. The stair towers’ reflective glass walls distort more than is necessary. The base’s tile grid lacks the dimension and sensuousness to emphasize the determined skew. Architects must maintain an intimate and caring relationship with their materials. Formulas developed for early projects must be reexamined to assure their effectiveness in new applications, and it is hoped that Arquitectonica will improve some of its shorthand notations.

The Palace’s images are urban, but local zoning regulations (which are now changing) limit use on Brickell Avenue to residential and discourage traditional urban relationships. Though adjacent to Downtown Miami, the Palace, aloof on its base, and the neighboring condominiums repeat the suburban pattern of separate, private estates that they replace.

From perfection to sublimity
In a city that tends to stick to mainline architecture (with emphasis on brass doorknobs and faucets), Arquitectonica’s work has an exuberance and originality possessed by only a few noteworthy Miami buildings—the Art Deco hotels of Miami Beach, and the dramatic ersatz creations of Morris Lapidus. It is an exuberance that may move the world and certainly fires the imagination of some crusty developers.

This almost naive exuberance is the salient characteristic of the Palace. While it is indeed heroic in scale and stunning in its variety of urban images, its Star Wars imagery dominates, even over romance, awe, and aggressive penetrations. High tech is, after all, the effect most easily achieved, as attested by our commercial environment. Science fiction and the robot swathe bigness and slickness in innocence. Only maturity, hard work, and courage will turn the coin to allow the full expression of the dark and sublime sides of the artist’s fantasies. Arquitectonica has proven itself bright, talented, and energetic. Its members have dared to pry open Pandora’s box. In time, having wrestled with its contents, they may leach its powers. Perfection may yet burn. [Susan Doubilet]
Villa quadrata

A small house for an art history professor and curator at Cornell University is rationalist and based on the square, but with traces of Post-Modernism.

Although Simon Ungers and Laszlo Kiss have no interest in Post-Modernism, the house above Lake Cayuga they designed for professor Robert Hobbs—an art historian and curator at Cornell University—does share certain affinities with that attitude. The small (700 sq ft) one-room concrete block house is symmetrical and classically proportioned, and its form suggests that of a small temple set atop a massive base. In this respect, it not only alludes to ancient historical forms, but it also acknowledges the more recent 19th-Century Greek-revival farm houses common to its Upstate New York surroundings. In addition, the house makes use of applied decoration with trellising on the entire south side (which will shield summer sun when covered), painting of quoins and interior columns, and a Georgianesque chimney at the north side.

While it cannot be denied that the three major tenets of Post-Modernism—historical allusion, contextual response, and applied decoration—are represented in the design, there are nevertheless other aspects of the form that take precedence over them and consequently erode or perhaps even obliterate their presence. Primary among these is the conceptual organization of the structure itself, which is highly rationalized. The composition is rigorously symmetrical. At the front (west) side facing the lake, three perfectly balanced (inoperable) French doors are further balanced by a detached staircase at the south and a detached chimney at the north; and also, inside, by perfectly opposed (for cross ventilation) "front" (although on the south side) and "back" (north) doors. Centered over this is the roof deck pavilion in the form of a primitive temple or hut. The entire composition is based on strict adherence to the square (see plan and west elevation below).

Of the house the architects themselves say that it is "based on the three primary elements in architecture of wall, roof, and column, and is conceived as a composition of architectonic elements or components. . . . The universal quality of a stylistic language of each component contributes to the abstract qualities of what could be considered a three-dimensional collage." In this respect, they note that they are not dealing with anything related to Post-Modernism at all, but instead to Modernism and to Miesian Modernism in particular, and to its continuance. They are dealing with one of the two opposed systems that occupied Mies’s development in the 1930s, and which are outlined by Kenneth Frampton (in his Modern Architecture: A Critical History, p. 232) as the dematerialization of architecture on one hand, and on the other, "the authority of trabeated architecture as it had been inherited from the ancient world, the implaceable elements of roof, beam, column, and wall.”

In pursuing this notion of autonomy of elements, the walls support only themselves, and the roof and pavilion structure, which could have been supported by the walls, are held up by four interior columns. The system as designed, however, provides an attractive amenity that would not have been available.
with normal wall-bearing construction. It allowed the perimeter walls and a zone between them and the roof-supporting columns to rise higher than the major central portion of the ceiling. Thus, the owner was given high wall space for large art works. Outside, this same element becomes covered and serves as banquette seating around the perimeter of the roof deck.

Sitting under the column-supported ceiling, one is quite aware of this "separation" of elements on the interior: the higher outer walls seem to float away into space, making the small room much larger than it is in reality, and making one more aware of the landscape outside and of the lake at the bottom of the hill. The room, in its order, balance, symmetry, and pale coloration, becomes a haven of serenity which, in the last analysis, seems to speak not so much of the architectonics of architecture as it does of its poetics. [David Morton]

---

**Interior columns support roof; raised perimeter area (above) becomes banquettes on deck. All furnishings were designed by the architects.**

**Data**

**Project:** Hobbs residence, Fiddlers Green, Lansing, NY.

**Architects:** Office of Unger & Kiss, Ithaca, NY.

**Client:** Prof. Robert Hobbs.

**Site:** a triangular lot of 2.3 acres on a hillside above Lake Cayuga.

**Program:** 700-sq-ft house.

**Structural system:** load-bearing perimeter concrete block walls on poured concrete foundation; 2 x 4 industrial wood truss roof.

**Major materials:** concrete block, wood, gypsum board (see Building materials, p. 126).

**Mechanical system:** wood stove with electric coil back-up.

**Consultants:** Design & Solar Engineering, structural, mechanical; Sibylle Unger, color.

**General contractor:** Design & Solar Engineering.

**Costs:** $30,000.

**Photography:** Timothy Hursley.
Since 1978, the use of EPS insulation in roofs has increased threefold. Why? Because the survivors in this business have been switching from their old standbys to more cost-effective alternatives ... like EPS insulation.

EPS offers more Rs per dollar than any other product on the market. It’s highly water resistant. And it performs equally well in built-up or single-ply roofs.

It’s also the most versatile product available for the job. Size, density, and thickness are variable. You can specify tapered EPS for positive slope-to-drain. It’s available laminated with an integral thermal barrier and/or an overlayment to accept adhesives or hot bitumen.

Best of all, EPS in your next roof will make a survivor out of your client ... with lower heating and cooling bills.

ARCO Chemical Company
Division of AtlanticRichfieldCompany
Manufacturer of Dyntite® expandable polystyrene
Intelligent solutions

Circle No. 307 on Reader Service Card
Now you see it clearly

Effect of 4 overlays of new HERCULENE Hi-Trans Drafting Film

If there was ever a film specifically geared to the needs of pin registered overlay drafting, it’s new HERCULENE Hi-Trans Drafting Film.

The extraordinary translucency of HERCULENE Hi-Trans Drafting Film is only one of the major features of this fabulous new film. What you also get are all the same superior drafting characteristics of our standard HERCULENE Film... the number one choice of film among architects and engineers.

Superb pencil and ink take.

The perfectly balanced engineered surface on HERCULENE Hi-Trans Film lets you put down a crisp, solid pencil line. And lets your pen glide smoothly while leaving a sharp, clean ink line in its track.

Erasing is fast, and ghost-free.

A vinyl eraser is all you need... dry for pencil, moist for ink. And you can erase and re-draw again and again without fear of ghosts or loss of drafting surface.

And whether you use Hi-Trans HERCULENE or our standard HERCULENE Film there’s never a fear either of yellowing, embrittlement, or dust collecting. Nor will it cling to diazo cylinders. And speaking of diazo — you can run prints from HERCULENE Hi-Trans Film 30% faster than with standard film.

HERCULENE Hi-Trans Drafting Film will deliver everything you’re looking for in a drafting film: exceptional transparency and an excellent drafting surface bonded to a practically indestructible base. Put some on your drafting table today. You’ll see right through it... and know exactly why it’s perfect for pin overlay drafting.

For samples and specifications ask your nearest Branch or dealer, or write Keuffel & Esser Company, 20 Whippany Road, Morristown, NJ 07960.

Keuffel & Esser Company © 1982 K&E

Circle No. 326 on Reader Service Card
Progressive Architecture announces the third annual competition recognizing outstanding furniture and lighting design proposals, not yet being marketed by any manufacturer as of entry deadline, January 26, 1983. The competition is intended to give the design professions a forum to express ideas about the next generation of furniture design, at a time when architects and designers are increasingly custom-designing furniture for their projects and manufacturers are increasingly open to fresh ideas. The competition is specifically aimed at furniture intended for use, but the design need not be constrained by existing production or marketing practices. Entries may be based on either fabricated pieces or project drawings. Designers are encouraged to consider the aesthetic and ideological implications for furniture design implied by the current concerns within architecture and other design disciplines.

Winning projects will be published in the May 1983 P/A, and they will be displayed at NEOCON 15, the National Exposition of Contract Interior Furnishings, at Chicago’s Merchandise Mart, June 1983. Awards will be presented to the winners in an evening program in early March attended by press, designers, and NEOCON manufacturers.

In addition to the exposure afforded the submissions, the competition will encourage further discourse between the entrants and respected furniture producers. Any ongoing discussions will, of course, be up to the individual designers and manufacturers, but benefit to both is anticipated.

The jury for this competition:

Kenneth Frampton, Professor of Architecture, Columbia University; Fellow of the Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies; an editor of Oppositions; and author of Modern Architecture: A Critical History.

Frank Gehry, FAIA, president, Frank O. Gehry & Associates, Venice, California; furniture designer.

Arata Isozaki, principle, Arata Isozaki & Associates, Tokyo; furniture designer.

Rodolfo Machado, Partner, Machado-Silvetti Architects, Boston; Head of Department of Architecture, Rhode Island School of Design; furniture designer.

Michael McCoy, Co-chairman, Design Department, Cranbrook Academy of Art, Bloomfield Hills, MI; partner in graphic, furniture, exhibition and interior design firm of McCoy & McCoy.

Submissions are invited in all categories including chairs, seating systems, sofas, tables, desks, work stations, storage systems, lighting, beds, and miscellaneous furniture pieces. Designations of award and citation may be made by the invited jury, based on overall excellence and advances in the art.

Judging will take place in New York City during the month of February. Winners will be honored in New York City at an event in early March. The awards ceremony will be attended by press, designers, and NEOCON manufacturers.

The Third Annual International Furniture Competition sponsored by Progressive Architecture with winning projects to be displayed at NEOCON 15 June 1983 The Merchandise Mart Chicago
awards dinner in early March. P/A will
arrange for coverage of winning entries
in national and local press.

Eligibility
1 Architects, interior designers, industrial
designers, and design students from all
countries may enter one or more
submissions.
2 Design must be original. If found to be
substantially identical to any existing
product design, entry will receive no
recognition.
3 Designer may be under contract to or in
negotiation with a manufacturer for this
design, but design must not be available in
the marketplace as of entry deadline.

Publication agreement
4 If the submission should win, the
entrant agrees to make available further
information, original drawings or model
photographs as necessary, for publication
in the May 1983 P/A and exhibition at
NEOCON in Chicago.
5 P/A retains the rights to first publication
of winning designs and exhibition of all
entries. Designer retains rights to actual
design.
6 P/A assumes no obligation for designer’s
rights. Concerned designers are advised to
document their work (date and author­
ship) and seek counsel on pertinent copy­
right and patent protections.

Submission requirements
7 Submissions WILL NOT BE
RETURNED.
8 Drawing(s) and/or model photo(s) of the
design should be mounted on one side
only of one 20” x 30” foamcore board pre­
sented horizontally. ANY ENTRY NOT
FOLLOWING THIS FORMAT WILL
BE DISQUALIFIED.
9 There are no limits to the number of
illustrations mounted on the board, but
all must be visible at once (no overlays to
fold back). No actual models will be
accepted. Only one design per board.
10 Each submission must include a 5” x 7”
index card mounted on the front side of
the board with the following information
typed on it: intended dimensions of the
piece of furniture, color(s), materials,
components, brief description of impor­
tant features, design assumptions, and
intentions. This information is to be
presented in English.
11 Each submission must be accompanied
by an entry form, to be found on this page.
Reproductions of this form are acceptable.
All sections must be filled out (by type­
writer, please). Insert entire form into
unsealed envelope taped to the back of the
submission board. P/A will seal stub of
entry form in envelope before judging.
12 For purposes of jury procedures only,
projects are to be assigned by the entrant
to a category on the entry form. Please
identify each entry as one of the following:
Chair, Seating System, Sofa, Table, Desk,
Work Station, Storage System, Lighting,
Bed. If necessary, the category “Miscel­
naneous” may be designated.
13 Entry fee of $25 must accompany each
submission, inserted into unsealed enve­
lope containing entry form (see 11
above). Make check or money order (no
cash) payable to Progressive Architecture.
14 To maintain anonymity, no identifica­
tion of the entrant may appear on any part
of the submission, except on entry form.
Designer should attach list of collabora­
tors to be credited if necessary.
15 Packages can contain more than one
entry; total number of boards must be
indicated on front of package.
16 Deadline for mailing is January 26,
1985. Other methods of delivery are accept­
able. Entries must show postmark or
other evidence of being en route by dead­
line. Hand-delivered entries must be
received at the address shown here by
January 26.
Address entries to:
International Furniture Competition
Progressive Architecture
600 Summer St.
P.O. Box 1361
Stamford, CT 06904

Entry form: International Furniture Competition
Please fill out all parts and submit, intact, with each entry (see paragraph 11 of
instructions). Use typewriter, please. Copies of this form may be used.

Entrant: ___________________________ Address: ___________________________

Entrant phone number: ___________________________ Category: ___________________________

Designer(s) responsible for this submission (identify individual roles if appropriate):

I confirm that the attached entry meets eligibility requirements (paragraph 1-3)
and that stipulations of publication agreement (paragraphs 1-6) will be met.
I verify that the submission is entirely the work of those listed on this form
(or an attached list as necessary).

Signature __________________________________________ Name (typed) ___________________________

Furniture Competition
Progressive Architecture
P.O. Box 1361, Stamford, CT 06904

(Receipt)
Your submission has been received and assigned number:

Entrant: ___________________________ Address: ___________________________
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Michael Kirkpatrick and Thonet have a great deal in common. He has a special interest in the use of bentwood and Thonet invented the bentwood process. Kirkpatrick's elm bentwood and stainless steel X Frame Chair unites the designer and company in a way that is unmistakably classic. Available upholstered in Thonet's wide selection of textiles or in natural cane, the design exudes inspired elegance.
The preferred roof insulation. Fes-Core™ From Manville.

Presenting Fes-Core, a composite roof insulation with performance characteristics that make it the smart choice for built-up roofing systems.

It's lightweight. Goes on fast. Needs no joint taping. And it is acceptable for use in most loose-laid single-ply roofing systems.

Top and bottom layers are Manville Fesco® Board. The core is polyurethane foam. Fes-Core is available in 3' x 4' panels in R-values from 10 to 20 and C-values from .10 to .05.

Fes-Core is superior in several ways. The top layer of perlite board provides an excellent surface for bonding roofing felts. The bottom layer of perlite board qualifies Fes-Core for use in Factory Mutual Class I construction.

Excellent adhesion, fire resistance, thermal efficiency, superior compressive strength and dimensional stability — all these make Fes-Core the ideal substrate. A product roofers can use with confidence. With the assurance of lasting roof protection and fewer problems.

For details, contact Alan Sowers, Manville Building Materials Corporation, Ken-Caryl Ranch, P. O. Box 5108, Denver, Colorado 80217, (303) 975-2784. Produced and marketed by Manville Building Materials Corporation.
The energy within the space within

Donald Watson

With research assistance by Joachim W. Glassel, the author examines four facets of atrium energy design.

In its original meaning, an atrium was the open courtyard of a Roman house. As the term is often used today, an atrium is a protected courtyard or glazed wintergarden within a building. Modern atrium design incorporates many different architectural elements—wall enclosures, sun-oriented openings, shading and ventilation devices, and subtle means of tempering temperature and humidity—that derive from the courtyard designs of Roman, early Christian, and Islamic building and the 19th-Century greenhouses and glass-covered arcades of Great Britain and France. The atrium concept of climate-control, however, has been used throughout the history of architecture and in “prehistoric” or indigenous building in all climates of the globe.

What is so clearly demonstrated by the historical examples is also detectable in any building that incorporates a protected buffer zone between the interior and the outside climate—the microclimate can be controlled by design to provide richly varied places for people and plants throughout the year. While this is hardly new to an architect who is sensitive to the climatic and landscape setting of a building, atriums offer several lessons upon which to base new energy design concepts: first, human comfort is achieved with natural climatic means by architectural devices that create gradual transition from the outside to the building interior; second, if designed properly, protected spaces and buffer zones create free energy by reducing or by eliminating the need to heat, cool, or light building interiors by costly mechanical means.

With the rise of energy costs, atriums are now being designed for energy-efficient heating, cooling, and lighting of modern buildings, where the problem is likely to be different from that of older buildings. The emphasis assigned to heating, cooling, and/or lighting varies according to building type; the cost-effectiveness of a particular architectural or mechanical engineering device may depend upon its particular energy needs, or on local utility rates for heating fuel or for electricity. The microclimate that is created in an atrium results from particular window or skylight orientations, wind exposures, and shading devices. If an atrium is designed for plants as well as people, as in a wintergarden, the design problem is more complex because of the distinct “comfort” requirements of...
Technics: Atrium design

Isabella Stuart Gardner Museum, Boston, Ma, 1902; design by E.H. Sears. The courtyard replicates the design and horticulture of the Venetian Gothic palazzo, requiring a glazed roof in the New England climate.

Students' Union Housing, Edmonton, Alberta, 1972: Architects: A.J. Diamond & Barton Myers; R.L. Wilkin, associated architect. A glazed internal street, with adjustable shading and venting controls; maintained at lower temperatures, the space is essentially heated by gains from surrounding spaces.

greenery. In short, the design of a buffer zone is made more complicated than a fully conditioned building interior by the variety of climatic conditions to which it is exposed.

Often not fully appreciated is the opportunity presented by a properly designed atrium as an unconditioned space, requiring no other energy than that available to it in its position as buffer zone between exterior and interior. There are an increasing number of examples to illustrate that energy-efficient atrium designs can realize construction and operational cost savings, with subtlety and variety in design and human amenity.

How the atrium can work as an energy-efficient modifier of climate is best discussed by examining separately its potential for natural heating, cooling, and lighting. The first and most important step is to establish a clear set of energy conservation goals of the specific atrium design. The resulting solution will depend upon its program (whether for circulation alone, or for sedentary human comfort, or for plants and horticulture) and the resulting environmental control requirements (whether for heating, cooling, and/or daylighting). Each of these is affected by climate and by building type.

Solar heating

If heating efficiency alone is the primary energy goal of the atrium, the following design principles should be considered paramount:

1. To maximize winter solar heat gain, orient the atrium aperture (openings and glazing) to the south. If possible, the glazing should be vertical or sloped not lower than a tilt angle equal to the local latitude.

2. For radiant heat storage and distribution, place interior masonry directly in the path of the winter sun. This is most useful if the heated wall will in turn directly radiate to building occupants.

3. To prevent excessive nighttime heat loss, consider an insulating system for the glazing, such as movable insulating curtains or newly developing multilayered window systems.

4. To recover the heat that rises to the top of the atrium, place a return air duct high in the space, directly in the sun. Heat recovery can be accomplished if the warm air is redistributed either to the lower area of the atrium itself, to the mechanical system, or through a heat exchanger if the air must be exhausted for health and air-quality reasons. Remote heat storage should be considered in a rock bed, or in water storage via an air-to-water heat pump.

These are four principles of solar collector design applied to atriums. Because a large air volume must be heated, an atrium is not an efficient solar collector per se. But the volume makes it usable by people, especially if the warmest air rises to the top. If the atrium is surrounded, direct winter sun is difficult to capture except at the top of the skylight enclosure. However, by opening to the south, direct winter solar heating becomes entirely feasible. If the atrium is used for circulation exclusively, the occupants can more easily tolerate the temperature swings typical of unconditioned spaces in winter.

In cool climates, an atrium used as a solar heating system would require as much direct winter sunlight as possible. In such overbright conditions, dark finishes on surfaces where the sun strikes will help reduce glare and store heat. On surfaces not in direct sun, light finishes may be necessary to reflect light, especially under cloudy conditions. In most applications, glass should be completely shaded from the summer sun. If the glazing faces south, it is easy to shade against overheating in summer by fixed horizontal shading overhangs or louvers. Greenhouse-type movable insulation blankets might be considered to reduce nighttime heat loss. For skylights that are high and otherwise inaccessible, newly developed multiple-layered glazings that have high solar and daylight transmittance and a high R (insulation) value—sometimes referred to as “transparent insulation”—provide a promising new option in material for atriums used for heating (P/A, Sept. 1981, pp. 233-241 and Oct. 1981, pp. 125-133).

Natural cooling

Several design principles related to the role of the atrium as buffer zone address benefits that apply to both heating and cooling. If any unconditioned atrium is located in a building interior, the heat loss is typically from the warmer surrounding spaces into the atrium. In commercial buildings with large internal gains due to occupants, lighting, and machines, this means that the atrium may require cooling throughout the year to maintain comfort. If one were to design atriums exclusively for cooling, the following design principles would predominate:

1. To minimize solar gain, provide shade from the summer sun. According to each building-use profile, local climate and the resulting balance point (the outside temperature below which heating is required), the shading requirements may extend beyond summer and well into the late autumn months. If sun must be excluded in the period, say, of June to October, ubiquer to minimize undesired heat gain, then any fixed shading system would exclude the sun as early as February (since solar position is symmetrical with respect to the solstice dates—December 21 and June 21). Movable shading devices are thus the only means by which to match the overheated season. In buildings in warm climates, sunshading may be needed throughout the year.

2. Use the atrium as an air plenum in the mechanical system of the building. The great advantage is one of economy, but heat recovery options (discussed above) and ventilation become most effective when the natural air flow in the atrium is integrated with the mechanical system.

3. To facilitate natural ventilation, create a vertical “chimney” effect by placing ventilating outlets high (preferably in the free-flow air stream well above the roof) and by providing cool air inlets at the atrium bottom.

The inlet air stream can be cooled naturally if it is admitted from a shaded area. In hot,
DAYLIGHTING ANALYSIS: A 1/4"-scale model was used to simulate daylighting performance under three conditions: overcast, bright sun, and bright sun, but with a shading fabric in place. Clear glass is specified, in order to maximize daylight under predominantly cloudy winter skies in Connecticut. A shading fabric is specified to reduce light levels to within 2000-5000 fc under bright sunny conditions. The shading fabric is operated below the glass so that excess heat can be drawn off for nighttime thermal storage. That the design meets these lighting criteria is indicated by the tabulation, left, of light-model meter readings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAYLIGHT FACTOR</th>
<th>OCTOBER</th>
<th>JANUARY</th>
<th>APRIL</th>
<th>JULY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAY 1</td>
<td>DAY 2</td>
<td>DAY 3</td>
<td>DAY 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THERMAL ANALYSIS: Thermal performance calculations of the greenhouse/atrium are indicated by the graphs, generated by computer and using the DOE-2 building energy analysis program. The upper line on each graph indicates interior space temperature, assuming no back-up heating or cooling. The lower solid line indicates exterior dry-bulb temperature; the dotted line indicates exterior wet-bulb temperature. Outside solar irradiation and wind speed are indicated separately. (Thermal analysis by Sunsearch, Inc., Guilford, CT)

Representative days are shown for four seasons of the year. The purpose of the wintergarden is to replicate "spring" conditions during the winter. That the design succeeds in this objective is indicated by the interior space temperatures in January which are similar to the exterior temperatures in April. The interior space temperatures shown in the April graph indicate what would occur if there is no venting of the interior, whereas the October graph shows that temperatures are maintained within human comfort by venting (used for the first five days shown, and not used, for comparison purposes, on Day 6). Not shown in the graphs is the effect of sun-shading controls, that will be used as described in the Daylighting Analysis.

Dry climates, passing the inlet air over water such as a fountain area is particularly effective. Allowing the atrium to cool by ventilation at night is also effective in climates where summer nighttime temperatures are lower than at daytime (greater than about 15 F difference), in which case cold can be stored by materials such as masonry or water. (Again, as a rule, if the average daily temperature is above 78 F, thermally massive materials are disadvantageous in non-air-conditioned spaces because they do not cool as rapidly as a thermally light structure). These atrium cooling principles are similar to those of the Indian tepee—when stack ventilation is made possible, the space will ventilate even in the absence of outside breezes, simply by the driving action of heated air. If mechanical cooling of the atrium is needed but can be restricted to the lower area of the space, it can be done reasonably; cold air, being heavier, will pool at the bottom.

While there is apparent conflict between the heating design principle to maximize solar gain and the cooling design principle to minimize it, the sun does cooperate by its change in solar altitude with respect to the building. (Actually, it's the earth's tilt that varies with respect to the sun-earth line.) There are, however, design choices to be balanced.
Gregory Bateson State Office Building, Sacramento, Ca, 1981; Sym Van der Ryn, Office of the State Architect; project design: Calthorpe, Mathews, Carson. South-facing glazing with moveable exterior shading for summer sun control; canvas tubing with fan at bottom "destrafifies" heat; blue shaft, primary air inlet for night venting, connects with rock bin storage.

New State Office Building, Site 1B, Sacramento, Ca, 1982; Barry L. Wasserman, Office of the State Architect. Exterior courtyard, shaded with translucent canvas.

1201 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, DC, 1981; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Architects. Atrium-light court in a 14-story office complex; essentially an unconditioned circulation space, with a four-storied south-facing window wall at the bottom.
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between the requirements for sunshading and those for daylighting.

The ideal location for a sunshading screen is on the outside of the glazing, where it can be wind-cooled. When the outside air ranges about 80 F, even glass that is shaded admits undesired heat gain by conduction. In truly warm climates, a minimum of glazed aperture should be used to prevent undesired heat gain, in which case the small amount of glazing should be placed where it is best for daylighting. Heat-absorbent or heat-reflective glass, the common solution to reduce solar heat gain, also reduces the illumination level and, if on the south, desirable winter heat gain. (In one garden-atrium, grow-lights have been a necessary afterthought to provide enough light for photosynthesis—the glass selected for the skylight admitted only 20 percent light.) Transparent membranes that admit light and that are better insulators than glass have been used in warm-climate atriums. The radiant heating effect from the skylight, however, may still cause discomfort.

In temperate-to-cool climates, heat gain through an atrium skylight can be tolerated if the space is high, so that heat builds up well above the occupancy zone, and if there is good ventilation. In hot climates, the atrium will perform better as an unconditioned space if it is a shaded but otherwise open courtyard.

**Natural lighting**

In all climates, an atrium can be used for daylighting. Electric lighting cost savings can be achieved, but only if the daylighting system works; that is, if it replaces the use of artificial lighting. (Such a statement is necessary because many buildings intended to be daylit end up with the electric lights in full use regardless of lighting levels needed.) Atriums serve a particularly useful function in daylighting design for an entire building by balancing light levels, thus reducing brightness ratios, across the interior floors of a building. If, for example, an open office floor has a window wall on only one side, typically more electric lighting is required than would be required without natural lighting to reduce the brightness ratio. An atrium light court at the building interior, within 60 ft of the exterior glass, would provide such balance. An atrium designed as a lighting fixture that baffles, reflects, directs, or diffuses sunlight, can be one of the most pleasing means of controlling light.

While hardly adequate to describe all of the subtle concerns of natural lighting design, the following principles apply to atrium design for daylighting:

1. To maximize daylight, an atrium cross-section should be stepped open to the entire skydome in predominantly cloudy areas. In predominantly sunny sites, atrium geometry
An old and a new courtyard, skylighted for daylighting, are recently completed. The Old Post Office (above) in Washington, DC, is nearing completion after being saved from destruction through the efforts of a group called Don't Tear It Down, and architect Arthur Cotton Moore. The reconstruction was accomplished by McGaughy, Marshall and McMillan, Arthur Cotton Moore/Associates; Associated Space Design Inc., Stewart Daniel Hoban. The Philadelphia Stock Exchange (above, right) by Cope Linder Associates contains a 15,000 sq ft atrium eight stories high.

1. Partial skylighting can be based upon heating and/or cooling solar orientation principles.

2. To maximize light, window or skylight apertures should be designed for the predominant sky condition. If the predominant sky condition is cloudy and maximum daylight is required (as in a northern climate wintergarden), consider clear glazing oriented to the entire sky dome, with movable sun controls for sunny conditions. If the predominant sky condition is sunny, orient the glazing according to heating and/or cooling design requirements.

3. Provide sun-and-glare control by: geometry of aperture, surface treatment, color, and adjustable shades or curtains.

Designing for daylighting involves compromise to meet widely varying sky conditions; what works in bright sun conditions will not be adequate for cloudy conditions. An opaque overhang or louver, for example, may create particularly somber shadowing on a cloudy day. Light is already made diffuse by a cloudy sky, falling nearly equally from all directions; the sides of the atrium thus cast gray shadows on all sides. For predominantly cloudy conditions, a clear skylight is the right choice. Bright haze will nonetheless cause intolerable glare at least to a view upwards. Under sunny conditions, the same skylight is the least satisfactory choice because of overlighting and overheating. The designer's choice is to compromise. Unless the local climate is truly cloudy and the atrium requires high levels of illumination, partial skylighting can achieve a balance of natural lighting, heating, and cooling. Partial skylighting offers the further advantage of controlling glare and sunlight by providing reflecting and shading surfaces to the view, such as by the coffers of the skylights. Because it is reduced in light intensity and contrast, a surface illuminated by reflected light is far more acceptable to the human eye than a direct view of a bright window area. Movable shades for glare and sun control provide a further, surprisingly simple means of balancing for the variety of conditions. On the inside of an atrium, this can be provided simply by operable canvas or fiberglass shades.

The relative importance of these design principles for heating, cooling, and daylighting can be weighted according to building type and the local climate. In the northern United States, particularly for residential units or apartments that might be grouped around an atrium, the solar heating potential predominates, while the natural cooling potential predominates in the southern United States. In commercial and institutional structures, natural cooling and daylighting are both important. In this case, the local climate would determine the relative importance of openness achieved with large and clear skylighting (most appropriate for cloudy temperate-to-cool regions) or of closed and shaded skylighting (most appropriate for sunny warm regions). While no one set of

A greenhouse for year-round crop or plant production or horticultural exhibit (replicating the climate in which plants flower), then clear-glass skylighting is needed for the cloudy days and adjustable shading and overheating controls are needed for sunny days. If the plant beds are heated directly, by water piping for example, then root temperatures can be maintained in the optimum range without heating the air. As a result, the air temperature in the atrium can be cool for people, that is in the 50 F range, with the resulting advantage of providing a defense against superheating the space. People can be comfortable in such a space if they are in the sun. They can be comfortable in air temperatures at 60 F if the radiant temperature of surrounding surfaces is above 80 F. Lower atrium temperature offers a further advantage to plants and energy-efficient space operation because evaporation from plants is slowed, saving water and energy (1000 Btu are removed from the sensible heat of the space with each pound of water that evaporates). Healthy plant growth also benefits from air movement, which should be gentle and pervasive, but not subject to blasts or turbulence from fans. Air circulation has a number of roles; it reduces moisture build-up at the plant leaf and circulates CO2 to the plant, needed during their daytime growth cycles. While necessarily brief, this discussion of plant requirements in atriums indicates the basis for combining indoor gardens in energy-efficient atrium design for the benefit of plants and people.

Garden atriums
Plants have an important role in buffer zones. If the requirements of plants are understood, healthy greenery can be incorporated into atrium design and contribute to human comfort, amenity and energy conservation ("Green Stuff," P/A May 1981, pp. 166–171). Plants, when uncomfortable, cannot move. Most plants are overheated if their roots range above 65 F. Their growth slows when the root temperature drops below 45 F. As a result, a so-called solar greenhouse has the general problem of overheating (as well as overlighting) during any sunny day and of underlighting (in intensity and duration) during any cloudy winter day. If the function of the atrium includes plant production or horticultural exhibit (replicating the climate in which plants flower), then clear-glass skylighting is needed for the cloudy days and adjustable shading and overheating controls are needed for sunny days. If the plant beds are heated directly, by water piping for example, then root temperatures can be maintained in the optimum range without heating the air. As a result, the air temperature in the atrium can be cool for people, that is in the 50 F range, with the resulting advantage of providing a defense against superheating the space. People can be comfortable in such a space if they are in the sun. They can be comfortable in air temperatures at 60 F if the radiant temperature of surrounding surfaces is above 80 F. Lower atrium temperature offers a further advantage to plants and energy-efficient space operation because evaporation from plants is slowed, saving water and energy (1000 Btu are removed from the sensible heat of the space with each pound of water that evaporates). Healthy plant growth also benefits from air movement, which should be gentle and pervasive, but not subject to blasts or turbulence from fans. Air circulation has a number of roles; it reduces moisture build-up at the plant leaf and circulates CO2 to the plant, needed during their daytime growth cycle.

While necessarily brief, this discussion of plant requirements in atriums indicates the basis for combining indoor gardens in energy-efficient atrium design for the benefit of plants and people.
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TVA Office Building, Chattanooga, Tn. The Architects Collaborative with Caudill Rowlett Scott, Van der Ryn/Calthorpe, and TVA Architectural Branch; Syska & Hennessy, mechanical engineers; William Lam, lighting consultant. Model photo showing the interior light-court and light deflectors.
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When men and machines must work side by side:

Acoustical SGFT

In the pump room at the Cheektowaga Main Pump Station, noisy motors are hard at work. In the adjacent control room, silence reigns. One reason: acoustical structural glazed facing tile from Stark. Acoustical SGFT absorbs and greatly reduces the transmission of sound while providing an aesthetically pleasing and virtually maintenance-free environment.

Acoustical SGFT consists of a kiln-fired ceramic clay body with a randomly perforated ceramic glazed face. Fiberglass pads are inserted into the tile during manufacture, providing a noise reduction coefficient of .55 and a sound transmission class of 46 for a 4" wall. The ceramic face of acoustical SGFT gives it permanent color, makes it fireproof and easy to maintain, saving the owner maintenance costs over the life of the building.

In the adjacent control rooms, regular SGFT was specified to aid in minimizing sound transmission while providing a permanent, color-fast, easily maintained wall that will never need painting.

Yet with all their advantages, these SGFT products are probably less expensive than you think. Because they provide both wall and finished face in one unit, they can be installed in one step by one trade, reducing on-site labor.

For immediate product information, see Sweet's section 4.4/St, or for complete cost comparison data, call or write: Stark Ceramics, Inc., P. O. Box 8880, Canton, OH 44711. Call toll free 1-800-321-0662. In Ohio, call collect (216) 488-1211.
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Walter Rosenfeld

Should a project manual be copyrighted? Is it legal to use the same specifications on another job? Is it ethical?

Architects and specifiers are generally familiar with article 1.5 of the AIA General Conditions (A201, 13th edition), “Ownership and Use of Documents,” which clearly states that “all Drawings, Specifications and copies thereof furnished by the Architect are and shall remain his property,” and that “they are to be used only with respect to this Project and are not to be used on any other project.” Submission or necessary distribution of the documents in connection with the project “is not to be construed as publication in derogation of the Architect’s common law copyright or other reserved rights.”

Architects and specifiers are equally aware that, in reality, parts of their project manuals, including specifications, are frequently reused—reused by them on later projects, and reused by others who happen upon the documents. This practice is so common as to seem almost beneath notice until an aggrieved party decides to press the issue. Only then does one begin to ask how much of the specifications is original anyway? It’s quite apparent that a specifier doesn’t write each project manual entirely from scratch. A great many sections and parts of sections come from manufacturers’ literature. CSI “Masterspec” are a ready source of material as well. Then, too, these days many architects use commercial masters such as “Spectexi” or “Masterspec.” We are therefore dealing, at least in part, with material that in some form has probably been used a number of times already. If there is a copyright here, surely it belongs to the vendors and not to the architect.

As for the originality of the documents’ organization, CSI’s “Masterformat” (MP-2-1) and section format (MP-2-2) have made that largely uniform throughout the U.S. To be sure, each specifier has his own style and way of saying things, makes many decisions, and often expresses intent in carefully chosen language. But are such examples of style a suitable subject for formal copyright? After all, these are not literary works, but the architect’s instruments of service to a client. Would a lawyer copyright a will or a doctor an x-ray?

Reusing various pieces of the project manual is admittedly not the same as reusing the whole book. But because of the custom nature of architectural work, an entire project manual is seldom reusable without changes unless the new building is almost identical to the old, in which case accusations of plagiarism may have real merit. More often the copy at hand merely serves as a master for editing. Taking parts from several documents to fit the needs of a new project, far from being unqualifiedly reprehensible, really describes one of the basic activities of the specifier. The only question is, where are the pieces obtained: from masters, from manufacturers, from standards-writing organizations, or from one’s previous efforts or the efforts of others. Usually the answer is “all of the above.”

What A201 really wants to prevent, however, is use of the drawings and specifications together to replicate at a new location a building designed by the architect for a particular client and site. Such unauthorized reuse would indeed damage the original architect and would most likely be actionable. Showing as they do the physical arrangement of materials and the dimensions critical to the building’s appearance and function, the drawings, not the specifications, are the key documents in such reuse. To be sure, the contract documents are intended to be complementary, but specifications, while essential to a proper construction contract, can hardly ever be used by themselves to reproduce the designed building, which may be why architects have been loath to venture into litigation where specifications alone are involved.

Now just because reuse of specifications appears to be common, and for the most part unprosecuted, it does not mean that this practice is without perils or problems for the inexperienced. The high degree of coordination, interrelationship of parts, and custom tailoring of a competent project manual to a particular building guarantee that there are more specifically applicable statements in a given document than might be expected. For example, each building has its own economic constraints, and the copied specifications may indicate a higher (or lower) quality of materials than is appropriate for the new project. Too, different owners have their peculiar requirements that can only cause consternation (and expense) if misapplied elsewhere. And once the original building’s location is greatly changed, availability of certain materials through local distributors may be affected as may be use of other materials better suited to the previous conditions.

Under article 1.5, the architect clearly has rights in the project manuals produced under his stamp. But since the material is drawn from so many sources, some of them in (or nearly in) the public domain; and because without the drawings the project is so inadequately described, he should proceed cautiously in prosecuting infringements.

Who owns the project manual?
With Buchtal, shape a new world around you.

The 1982 World's Fair in Knoxville, Tennessee colors the skyline with the first facade in North America that uses Buchtal Keraion panels installed with high-performance structural silicone adhesion. See Sweet's File 9d for more information on Keraion and other Buchtal lines for exterior and interior uses.

Buchtal
Architectural Ceramics
Shape a new world around you.
Suite 450
5780 Peachtree Dunwoody Road, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30342
Telephone: (404) 256-0999
TWX: 810-751-8485
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The architect or engineer can be held responsible for construction site safety unless the contract with the owner explicitly provides that he is not liable.

If a person is injured because of an unsafe condition created by a contractor at a construction site, a claim can be asserted against an architect or engineer who is administering the construction contract. The premise underlying such claim is that the architect or engineer knew or should have known of the dangerous condition and taken some action to eliminate it. In some jurisdictions, such a premise, if proven, will support liability against an architect or engineer; in other jurisdictions, liability will only be founded upon a negligent action (malfeasance) on the part of the architect or engineer resulting in a dangerous condition, rather than on his failure to act (nonfeasance) to eliminate such a condition.

Although the potential liability of the architect has been expanding in many directions, those jurisdictions that hold that an architect shall be subject to liability only for malfeasance and not for nonfeasance seem to be adhering to that position. For example, in the recent case of Conti v. Pettibone Companies, Inc., 445 N.Y.S. 2d 943, a suit was instituted against an engineer by a contractor's employee. He was injured when a bucket filled with sand bags fell on his head as the bucket was being lifted by a crane. The engineer had been retained by the owner to insure that the construction was performed in accordance with the plans and specifications. His contract with the owner stated that "the Engineer agrees that it will endeavor to safeguard the City (the Owner) against defects and deficiencies in the work and that he will use reasonable care and reasonable powers of observation and detection in determining that the work conforms to the construction contract documents." The contract further stated that the engineer would provide to the satisfaction of the owner "all necessary resident engineering inspection services required in connection with the actual construction of the project, which includes the general construction and incidental work, to assure that the completed construction conforms in all respects to the plans, specifications and requirements of the contract and to good construction practice." The contract also explicitly provided, however, that the duties of the resident engineer not include responsibility for contractors' equipment or its use during construction, and that the agreement would not "create or give third parties any claim or right of action against the Engineer beyond such as may legally exist irrespective of the agreement."

The Court, in rejecting the injured party's contention that the inspecting engineer should be held liable for a hazardous condition at the site, stated: "It is well established that the law of New York does not impose liability upon an engineer, who is engaged to assure compliance with construction plans and specifications, for an injury sustained by a worker at a construction site unless active mala-
Inlite® by Sterner. Getting right to the point, here's why Inlite® indirect HID ambient lighting from Sterner works in the office:
- no glare
- fewer shadows
- less eye fatigue
- less energy required
- sealed optical system
- quick payback
- easier maintenance
- faster depreciation
- more design flexibility
- fewer fixtures required

If you need custom enclosures, we'll develop whatever you have in mind. Want to take a closer look? Call us at 1-800-328-7480.

Inlite® by Sterner. We make lighting look good, indoors and out.
Reach for the Sky

With Beauty and Safety

Specify Laminated Glass for Slope Glazing & Skylights

SAFE—glass-to-PVB adhesion provides “no-failout” protection for overhead glazing.

SOLAR-CONTROL—attain the exact light transmission desired with a variety of color-tint interlayers and thicknesses.

WIN—enter the 1982 LSGA “Design of the Year” award contest for outstanding design using laminated safety glass...you can win a $1,500 scholarship to the architectural school of your choice.

Reach for the sky...with beauty and safety...laminate it!

1981 WINNER: American Productivity Center
Kendall/Heaton Associates, Houston, Texas

WRITE: LSGA “DESIGN OF THE YEAR”
700 Van Ness Avenue, Fresno, CA 93721
Attention: Ron Smith

Send for FREE Booklet Get All the facts about Laminated Glass—just send a postcard to:

Laminators Safety Glass Association
3310 Harrison, Topeka, Kansas 66611

Making glass that works for you...

Photo: Super Sky Products, Inc.
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Reviewed by William C. Miller, Associate Professor, College of Architecture and Design, Kansas State University, Manhattan, Ks.

While Sir Edwin Lutyens and C.F.A. Voysey were interested in a traditional and handicraft architecture and shared a dislike for Modern architecture, any similarity in their careers or buildings ends there. The single-minded focus of Voysey's Spartan purism stands in marked contrast to the complex admixtures and witty juxtapositions of Lutyens' architecture. Lutyens' practice was substantial in scale and scope, comprising over three hundred commissions, which included country houses, commercial and public buildings, not to mention the Viceroy's House in New Delhi. Voysey, in comparison, executed some 50 works, the majority of which were dwellings. At the same time the white planar surfaces and use of natural materials that exemplify Voysey's best works were heralded as a precursor of the Modern movement, Lutyens' work was considered to be too classical, eclectic, and traditional for modern sensibilities and needs. While we admire Voysey's austere yet picturesque assemblages, it is the masterful hierarchical spatial ordering and adroit compositional manipulations of Lutyens that currently hold our interest and attention. Thus, Duncan Simpson's C.F.A. Voysey: an Architect of Individuality and Daniel O'Neill's Sir Edwin Lutyens: Country Houses provide an opportunity to review and reassess the contemporaneous careers of these two important architects.

The architecture of C.F.A. Voysey, an oeuvre consisting almost entirely of medium-sized country houses, was characterized by elongated overhanging slate roofs, rendered roughcast walls, horizontal window groupings stretched across the façade and tucked under the eaves, and simple handicrafted details. Vertical buttresses and large chimney
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For greater roof reliability, specify the superior strength, stretch and flex of Reemay.

REEMAY Roofing Fabric
It's a spec you can have confidence in, because it's superior to felt in four key ways that result in a more reliable, longer-lasting roof.

2 times stronger
REEMAY® spunbonded polyester is twice as strong as fiberglass felt. It holds together over seams and joints and gives you a more durable membrane.

20 times more stretch
REEMAY elongates 43% its normal size, while fiberglass breaks at 1.8%. That means REEMAY adapts to extreme heat, cold and ponding weight. It resists cracking and splitting for a more failure-proof roof.

1,000 times more flexible
REEMAY exceeds 100,000 flex cycles without cracking. fiberglass fails at 100 in the same test. Over years of freeze/thaw cycles, REEMAY holds up to provide long, reliable service life.

9 times lighter
Lightweight REEMAY adds very little to load-bearing requirements. And it helps keep the lid on construction costs, because it goes down faster and easier. One 9 lb. roll gives the same coverage as a 150 lb. roll of felt.

Used with most common cold mastics, for multi-ply, built-up roofs, remarkable REEMAY Roofing Fabric gives you a more trouble-free, more lasting roof. Add REEMAY to your spec file today. Call or write for complete details: 800-441-7515. DuPont Company, CRB-21E1-A, Wilmington, DE 19898.

*DuPont registered trademark.

REEMAY vs. FELTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Organic Felt, 15 Lbs.</th>
<th>Fiberglass Felt</th>
<th>REEMAY S-2024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Strength, pounds</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Elongation, percent</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Flex-life, cycles to failure</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Weight, pounds/100 M sq. ft.</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>36,000</td>
<td>4,050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All materials tested in 3 plies in asphalt.
Now you can meet your bath accessories requirements for secure installations and field liability protection with TSM’s “Field-Safe” Series 800 direct-to-wall fastening system and get top styling, too!

SCULPTURED BEAUTY—styling & finishes for every decor
"Field-Safe" accessories match any bathroom decor with their luxurious finishes in satin, polished or bronztone stainless steel and brigt brass. This coordinated line is American-made for precision craftsmanship you can rely on for both institutional and residential applications.

If you are concerned about the security of your bathroom accessories, write or call for a full-color catalog illustrating the complete line of TSM “Field-Safe” accessories.

TSM TUBULAR SPECIALTIES MFG., INC.
14611 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 90061
213/915-4801 Toll-free outside Calif.: 800/481-2961

ENGINEERED SAFETY — no set screws
TSM’s fastening system combines a heliarc-welded post and wall flange with a snap-lock cover to ensure secure, time-saving installations. By eliminating set screws, we lower installation costs, discourage vandalism and make bath accessories really safe for the end user.

SCULPTURED BEAUTY — styling & finishes for every decor
"Field-Safe" accessories match any bathroom decor with their luxurious finishes in satin, polished or bronztone stainless steel and bright brass. This coordinated line is American-made for precision craftsmanship you can rely on for both institutional and residential applications.

If you are concerned about the security of your bathroom accessories, write or call for a full-color catalog illustrating the complete line of TSM “Field-Safe” accessories.

TSM TUBULAR SPECIALTIES MFG., INC.
14611 South Spring Street, Los Angeles, Calif. 90061
213/915-4801 Toll-free outside Calif.: 800/481-2961
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masses often punctuate the predominantly horizontal disposition of his works—Walnut Tree Farm, New Place, Broadleys, Moor Crag, Norney, and the Orchard being representative of these qualities. Voysey’s plan orders, which seem primitive when compared to Lutyens’, were never overly complex or necessarily important, being composed solely as a group of independent and well-detailed rooms adjoined by a common corridor. Desiring to achieve a “repose, cheerfulness, simplicity, breadth, [and] quietness” within a space, Voysey focused upon the particular qualities of each separate room rather than upon formal systems of spatial ordering. As part of the English Arts and Crafts movement stemming from Ruskin and Morris, all of Voysey’s work exhibited the simplicity and honesty in the use of natural materials characteristic of that movement. In addition, as with Ruskin and Morris, he conceived the purpose of architecture in highly moral, even Christian tones: “It has always been observed that the architecture of a people must always be a true reflection of their moral and spiritual condition.” Or, “Simplicity, sincerity, repose, directness and frankness are moral qualities as essential to good architecture as to good men.”

An austere architecture of white planar surfaces coupled with the designer’s intention to create a truthful and moral architecture—what better requisites for packaging Voysey as a “pioneer” of the Modern movement? Ironically, despite the formal and polemical connections historians have formed between Voysey and the Modern movement, he vigorously objected to being considered an originator of an architecture he found repugnant. Voysey wanted, rather, to be remembered for rediscovering the basic tenets associated with English cottage vernacular buildings, and for the simple, honest, and traditional handcrafted qualities demonstrated through his architecture, furniture, and applied designs.

When compared to the other “pioneers” of the Modern movement, a true parity of works exists on Voysey’s architecture, furniture, and applied designs. In addition to this new volume by Duncan Simpson, recent works include C.F.A. Voysey, Architect and Designer 1857-1941 edited by John Brandon-Jones (the catalog for the 1978 Voysey exhibition), David Gebhard’s Charles F.A. Voysey, Architect, and a handful of articles including several by Brandon-Jones. Thus one hopes that Simpson’s C.F.A. Voysey: an Architect of Individuality will be that necessary critical analysis of Voysey’s architecture.

Although Simpson competently describes Voysey’s architecture, interiors, and furniture designs—from the early unexecuted projects, through his mature works like Broadleys, to the medieval-influenced last works—no particularly new insights concerning his career or architecture are presented. Simpson might have been, as is David Gebhard’s short but stimulating work, more analytic and interpretive than descriptive, thus providing more discussion of aspects of Voysey’s work seldom touched upon. This could have included, for instance, assessment of the relationship between his house designs and their landscaped settings, and who designed them; or more description, not to mention more illustrations, of Voysey’s interiors and their spatial qualities, not solely their handcrafted details and finishes. Simpson’s presentation of Voysey as “an architect of individuality” could have focused, in total, upon more substantive architectural concerns rather than secondary decorative motifs and idiosyncratic personalities. As a result, a comprehensive interpretive analysis of Voysey’s architecture is still needed.

Sir Edwin Lutvens’ concern with “playing the high game of architecture” resulted in a personal exploration of hierarchical spatial ordering and formal composition that is as provocative as it is instructive. From his early vernacular-inspired country houses through his transformation to classicism and interest in Palladio—from Munstead Wood to Messrschnitt to Heathcote—Lutvens proved the master of numerous architectural situations. And yet, while his country houses exhibit an immense variety and diversity in execution and detail development, all were generated from two basic
Put financial management in your plans.

If administrative matters are taking valuable time from aesthetics, make plans for a financial management system with Bell.

From project bidding to the laying of the cornerstone, Bell System data products help firms like yours manage and communicate information quickly, reliably and efficiently. With the COMM-STOR II communications storage unit and our data communications terminals, you have your own electronic file of financial information. A Bell Dataspeed terminal or the 43 Teleprinter also allows you to take advantage of such time-share programs as structural analysis, accounts payable and receivable, and project management. And you're spared the high-risk investment of buying a computer, so you can grow at your own pace.

Suddenly, you're in the Office of the Future. And you can compete with anyone. When a project manager or developer wants a quick report, you've got it, instantly. Need a design spec used a year ago? It's there in the data base, at the touch of a finger. With your office functions now automated, client billing can be handled more professionally. Your overhead is decreased, your productivity is up. And your firm's image is climbing to the sky.

Build your business like your buildings, with someone who knows it inside and out. One call to your Bell Architects/Engineers Account Executive can put your firm in the future today.

The knowledge business
NEW PRODUCT GUIDE
ON
Life/Safety Door Controls

Yours FREE! From Reading-Dorma 20-page illustrated product guide on the failsafe Dorma F Series and the Reading Protector Series. Covers both electro-mechanical and electro-pneumatic door closers. Includes a Typical Application Chart to simplify correct product selection for specific applications. Contains a Cross Reference Guide to competitive products; also a Function and Size Selector Chart. Get your copy now.
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plan forms and contain similar ordering characteristics. In addition, the relationship between house and garden was of paramount importance in Lutyens' work; the formal ordering of the house plan often extended into the organization and design of his gardens. Little Thakeham, Heathcote, Great Maytham, and Gledstone are representative of this fusion between house and garden order.

Lutyens' traditionalism and eclecticism, coupled with his substantial practice, provided him with numerous admirers and detractors. But appreciation of his work has progressed significantly from Nikolaus Pevsner's critical remark of 1951 that Lutyens represented "the crowning paradox of the 20th-Century architect of prodigious gifts who contributed nothing whatever to the mainstream of development of 20th-Century architecture." Fortunately we do not view our modernity so hermetically today. For numerous contemporary architects, from Venturi to Stern among others, "learning from Lutyens" not to mention "lifting from Lutyens" has rekindled an interest in an architect who, in retrospect, contributed significantly to the mainstream of architectural development, a contribution we have only recently begun to fully realize and appreciate.

Lutyens' work, compared to Voysey's, much has been written, especially concerning his country houses. Representative examples range from Sir Lawrence Weaver's 1913 work Houses and Gardens by E.L. Lutyens and Christopher Hussey's biography, accompanied by the three-volume The Architecture of Sir Edwin Lutyens, to more recent works such as Roderick Gradidge's Edwin Lutyens Architect Laureate and Peter Inskip's critical essay in Edun Lutyens ("Architecture Monographs 6"). It is with this last work that Daniel O'Neill's Sir Edwin Lutyens: Country Houses has its strongest competition.

O'Neill's discussion of Lutyens' country houses is presented chronologically, beginning with his earliest works executed in the Surrey vernacular tradition and the formation of his lifelong association with garden designer Gertrude Jekyll. From the emergence of Lutyens' mature vernacular style, O'Neill traces his transformation to classicism, which sprang from Georgian influences and finally embraced Palladianism.

While the presentation of Lutyens' country houses is appropriately developed, as with the Voysey volume, description takes precedence over analysis and interpretation. In fact, Peter Inskip's provocative essay in Edun Lutyens and Allan Greenberg's essay of over a decade ago, "Lutyens' Architecture Revisited" (Perspecta 12), present a level of analysis and interpretation that far outdistances O'Neill's competent but descriptive text.

Two additional aspects of this volume generate concern. First, the use of diagrammatic floor plans is inexcusable, for they neither clearly indicate the true complexity and originality of Lutyens' plan orders nor present the adjacent landscape and garden designs so essential for a comprehensive understanding of the entire design. With the availability of good plans, as witnessed in The Architecture of Sir Edwin Lutyens and Edun Lutyens or the excellent analytical drawings found in the latter volume, it is difficult to understand why such primitive plans were selected for this volume. Second, there is a dearth of illustrative material on the interiors of the country houses, another inexplicable omission given Lutyens' skill and ability at spatial manipulation and ingenious detail. Although O'Neill deals appropriately with the subject matter, one questions the need for another work on Lutyens' country houses at this time. Robert Grant Irving's volume on New Delhi, Indian Summer, will expand our understanding of Lutyens' work, and then possibly someone will analyze and assess his commercial and public works in the near future.

For both Voysey and Lutyens, the guns of August 1914 tolled an end to the golden age represented by the 19th-Century English country house. Not only would a new socio-political order emerge, but so too would "the new architecture." But standing as testaments to their architects' capabilities, the country houses of Voysey and Lutyens continue to provide invaluable architectural lessons today.
FOAMGLAS® Insulation meets 9 out of 10 qualifications for the Ideal Roof Insulation.

The National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA) details in the HARK* Manual the ten qualifications which would be present in the Ideal Roof Insulation. FOAMGLAS® cellular glass insulation meets or exceeds nine of them and doesn’t do badly with the tenth one.

- **Moisture Resistant**
  FOAMGLAS Insulation is totally resistant to moisture in liquid or vapor form.

- **Dimensionally Stable**
  FOAMGLAS Insulation has a reversible coefficient of expansion of 0.0000046/°F ... it will not stretch, shrink, swell or warp.

- **Physically Strong, Rigid and Impact Resistant**
  FOAMGLAS Insulation has an average compressive strength of 100 psi. It is manufactured in rigid block and board form.

- **Noncombustible, acceptable for insurance and building codes**
  FOAMGLAS Insulation is all glass, it cannot burn or emit noxious fumes if a fire should occur.

- **Resists Deterioration**
  FOAMGLAS Insulation does not deteriorate when wet.

- **Low "k" Value (thermal conductivity) Highest Possible "R" Values (thermal resistance) in order to have thinnest possible insulation.**
  FOAMGLAS Insulation has an "R" value of 2.86 per inch (k = .35) and may require greater thicknesses than other insulations to achieve the highest possible "R" values.

- **Constant "k" Value that does not drift with age.**
  FOAMGLAS Insulation will not outgas nor absorb moisture so it will maintain its original insulating value for the life of the installation. Other insulations cannot make that claim.

- **Withstand Bitumen Application Temperatures.**
  FOAMGLAS Insulation is not affected by the temperatures required to apply hot bitumens.

- **Compatible with Roof Membrane**
  FOAMGLAS Insulation is compatible with all current roof membranes.

- **Surfaces Accommodate Secure Attachment**
  FOAMGLAS Insulation can easily be attached to the deck with bitumens or mechanical fasteners. Roof membranes strongly adhere to its smooth, even surface.

*NINE OUT OF TEN IS TERRIFIC!

The NRCA states in their HARK Manual that no one insulation contains all of these ideal properties. We think you’ll agree that meeting nine out of ten is exceptional.

After all, Constant Insulating Value far outweighs the slightly greater thickness of FOAMGLAS Insulation required. It’s not only the "R" value today that’s important, but whether that "R" value will remain the same for the life of the roofing system.

For more information contact Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, Marketing Department PA0782. In U.S.A., 800 Presque Isle Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15239, Tel: (412) 327-6100. In Canada, 5075 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ontario M2N 6C6, Tel: (416) 222-8084.
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*Handbook of Accepted Roofing Knowledge
Here, for the first time in this century, is an opportunity to re-examine the philosophy of the Beaux-Arts school of architecture.
This book deals with the physiological, physical and architectural aspects of the relationship and interaction between these three elements to interior and exterior building design. It is divided into five parts, including climatic elements and solar-radiation on building design.

Circle B617 under Books.

18 Design Cost Analysis for Architects & Engineers
By Herbert Swinburne, 317 pp., illus. $24.95
This first-of-its-kind book shows architects and engineers how to analyze and estimate the costs of building construction during the design stage when the potential for controlling costs is greatest. Circle B618 under Books.

NEW*
19 The Challenge of Interior Design
By Walter B. Kleeman, Jr. 338 pp., illus. $19.95
This book is a fresh look at the growing field of ergonomics. It shows how you can incorporate anthropology and psychology into the design of any space or building. It shows how behavior is influenced by design, enabling you to induce a feeling of well-being for the residents of your next project.

Circle B619 under Books.

20 The Earth Shelter Handbook
By Tri-Arch Associates, 244 pp., illus. $12.95
This paper-back handbook presents to architects, builders, private homeowners and commercial clients an easy-to-follow, step-by-step evaluation plan for site selection, soil evaluation and criteria for placement in relation to wind and sun. Circle B620 under Books.
Once the West had its own magazine of architecture, design and fine arts.

It was called Arts & Architecture.

Today it's back with a new editorial identity and graphic format.

Our past:
For over 50 years, Arts & Architecture was in the vanguard of architectural magazines. In its heyday, it was the sole publication devoted entirely to modern architecture and design; and it came to embody a particular West Coast sensibility. Arts & Architecture championed new ideas, played a seminal role in the education of architects and kept the public informed.

"... the most civilized magazine ever published in the West."
—San Francisco Chronicle, critic Allan Temko

Our present:
Arts + Architecture is the only magazine offering the full contemporary spectrum from architecture to art and design. And, it is the only magazine that gives you the West in all its intriguing, forward-looking glory. The finest writers are contributors, among them Esther McCoy, John Pastier, Michael Sorkin, and Peter Schjeldahl. Edited by Barbara Goldstein, Los Angeles Correspondent to Progressive Architecture, Arts + Architecture maintains its tradition of high quality, bold graphics and a continuing commitment to innovation.

Our future:
In months ahead, Arts + Architecture will examine new art museums and the people that made them happen—we'll look at landscape as art and design—and, continuing our pioneering Case Study House Program, we will be a forum for the most advanced and pertinent ideas in housing.

"... a very solid and thoughtful journal."
—Progressive Architecture January 1982

Subscribe now and don’t miss another issue.
Coming next month

David Ireland House, San Francisco, Ca.

The diversity of American architecture today will be abundantly evident in works featured in the August P/A: a group of single-family houses that run the gamut from cozy Vernacular to cool New Wave; a couple of examples of low-rise housing, one in the Classical mode, one of hill town character; a remarkable example of silk-purse-from-sow's-ear remodeling by Mitchell/Giurgola; and a Pre­cursor article on some handsome sculptural village structures in West Africa.

Another in our current series of energy studies will take up retail facilities.

And there will be a Technics feature on How Products Get Designed.

P/A in September will be another in the series of giant theme issues on Interior Design.
Products and literature

The following items are related to the Technics article on atrium design.

Atrium products

Catalog for professionals includes Solspan® rigid frame clear span enclosures that can be freestanding or attached to an existing building. The enclosures, of glass in aluminum frames, are available in custom widths to suit specific applications and can be used wherever a transparent or translucent covering is desired. Technical information and details are provided in the 20-page brochure. Lord & Burnham, Division Burnham Corp.
Circle 200 on reader service card

‘Architectural, Solar, and Standard Skylighting Systems’ includes individual skylights and continuous units, as well as pyramids, greenhouses, and walkway covers. The 16-page brochure provides specifications for glazing systems shown. Both acrylic and glass are used for glazing. Wasco Products, Inc.
Circle 201 on reader service card

‘The Skylight Source’ brochure discusses glazing in walkway covers, structural vaulted skylights, lean-tos, clusters, and polygons. The various systems are illustrated in color photos, and construction detail drawings are provided. Glazing is acrylic or polycarbonate in aluminum framing. Specifications are included, and the company system approach to design is discussed. Natura-lite, Inc.
Circle 202 on reader service card

Architectural glass catalog discusses reflective, insulating, safety, acoustical, and float glass. It provides general glazing guidelines and wind load data. Design considerations when using sloped glazing are outlined. Full-color illustrations show glass installations on several buildings. Guardian Industries Corp.
Circle 203 on reader service card

Sun Span rigid frame structures are suitable for clear span architectural enclosures. They are custom fabricated in either straight or curved eave design. Glazing is plate, reflective, tinted, or wire-reinforced glass or clear or tinted acrylic. Sun Span is described in an eight-page brochure that provides specifications and construction details. Rough Brothers, Inc.
Circle 204 on reader service card

‘Plexiglas® in Architecture’ discusses and illustrates the use of Plexiglas acrylic sheet in transparent enclosures, skylights, and walkways. It includes information about the company’s S-U-N® (Skylight Utilization Network) program for analysis of proposed skylight installations with respect to solar heating, solar lighting, and other factors. Design information, maintenance requirements, framing sizes, sealants, and general glazing specifications are provided in the 24-page brochure. Rohm and Haas.
Circle 205 on reader service card

PAM skylights, space enclosures, and firevents are covered in a 16-page, full-color brochure. Styles shown are cluster skylighting, pyramid clusters, continuous vaulted skylights, and continuous ridgelites. Specifications and detail drawings are included. Hillsdale Industries, Inc.
Circle 206 on reader service card

‘A New Dimension in Architecture’ describes Lexan® sheet glazing products and their architectural applications. The impact-resistant polycarbonate glazing products include Lexan solar grade sheet, abrasion-resistant Margard®, glazing grade sheet, translucent Protect-A-Glaze® sheet, and Dura-Mir® reflective sheet. Key properties, building code ratings, flammability test data, glazing recommendations, and installation guidelines are included. For a copy of the 16-page brochure, contact Anthony Dimascio, Commercial Plastics & Supply Corp., 1642 Woodhaven Dr., Cornwells Heights, Pa 19020.

‘Laminated Architectural Glass’ brochure describes the use of Saflex® polyvinyl butyral as an interlayer in lami-

[ literature continued on page 122 ]
Levolor. A beautiful and practical way to control the sun.

The Galaxy® Sun Controller by Levolor redirects the sun’s rays exactly where you want them with absolute mechanical precision. Available in a variety of widths and configurations, the systems can be operated manually or motorized. Motorized systems can be controlled by button, computer, clock or light-sensitive apparatus. Because of their unique light control capabilities, Galaxy systems are ultra-efficient as an aid to summer cooling and winter heating. They can be used on hard to reach vertical surfaces, inclined windows, horizontal skylights, and greenhouse glass areas of practically any shape. The perfect economical answer to odd-shaped, special lighting and energy control situations. For details, write: Levolor Lorentzen, Inc., 1280 Wall St. West, Lyndhurst, N.J. 07071.
Skylight framing systems provide structural support and have a gutter system that prevents water seepage. The tubular type can be used with solariums and composite curtainwalls. The I-beam system is suitable for high-tech designs. EPI Architectural Systems.

Energy-efficient glazing products and structures using insulated glass and rigid vinyl framing are covered in an eight-page brochure. It includes window greenhouses, curtain walls, custom designs, lean-to greenhouses, and passive solar structures. Construction details and suggested architectural specifications are provided. Thermodual Designs, Inc.

Circle 210 on reader service card

Aurora® solar enclosures are two-story designs intended for commercial and institutional use. They are approximately 13 ft deep and 17 ft high and are available in 4-ft modules. A four-page brochure, "All Greenhouses Are Not Created Equal," compares Sunplace® with other solar enclosures, lists design features and components, and provides technical data. Sunplace.

Circle 211 on reader service card

'SDimensions Unlimited 1982' illustrates custom skylighting in full color. Styles shown are: single slope, ridge, multiple ridge, standard dome, custom dome, pyramid, multiple pyramid, and vault. Each type is described and includes detail drawings. The 36-page brochure provides guidelines for selecting glazing and suggested specifications. Super Sky Products, Inc.

Circle 212 on reader service card

Skyview skylights with remote control shades are described and illustrated in a four-page brochure. The skylights can be continuous or individual domes. Aluminum frames with thermal breaks are finished in baked acrylic paint—bronze interior, bronze or white exterior. The motor-driven acrylic shade is also white or bronze. Skyview Control Systems.

Circle 213 on reader service card

Florex II Spec-Data brochure describes a double-glazable greenhouse-style structure. The brochure includes a product description, technical data, installation information, and availability of technical assistance. Details of structural framing, roof, gable, sides, and elevations are illustrated. English Greenhouse Products Corp.

Circle 214 on reader service card

'The Right Glass' discusses the use of glazing to meet specific applications. Among those for sloped glazing are several laminated glass constructions. This covers glass installations that are angled more than 15 degrees from vertical used over areas where people will be passing or working. For a copy of the 2-page brochure, write to professional letterhead to PPG Industries, 10 North, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa 15222.

Tuf-flex® tempered safety glass, which can be used for skylights, is the subject of a 12-page brochure. It describes general characteristics and includes tables that show dimensions, tolerances, and strength. Fabrication information is provided, with data on minimum requirements for cutouts and holes. Libbe-Owens-Ford Company.

Circle 215 on reader service card

[Products continued on page 124]
Viking proudly announces the introduction of America's smallest standard sprinkler line, the Micromatic™. Micromatic sprinklers are the product of years of experience and research into the needs of engineers, architects, and installing contractors in the fire protection industry.

Designed to have a clean, unobtrusive appearance, Micromatic sprinklers employ a rugged, fast-acting bulb mechanism, color coded for 6 different temperature ranges. They are available in upright, pendent, and horizontal sidewall models in all sizes and a variety of finishes.

The Micromatic's escutcheons include an adjustable recessed model that allows sprinklers to be fitted prior to ceiling installation, saving time and money while keeping construction on schedule.

Competitively priced, Viking's new Micromatic sprinkler line is destined to become the standard of the industry. Contact your nearest Viking Distributor (who has the Micromatic in stock), write, or call for more detailed information and we'll enclose a sample Micromatic sprinkler for your inspection.

see us in Sweet's 'E' file
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**Products**

**Miracle Mat®** consists of an anodized aluminum 30" x 30" modular grille over a recessed area. Within the pit are brushes with polypropylene bristles that are set in motion when the microwave field is entered. The bristles sweep through the openings to brush dirt and dust from shoes and carry it to the trap below. Vibration is absorbed by a ½-in. neoprene border. Installed at entrances, it will reduce carpet maintenance. Miracle Mat is also used at clean room entrances. Progressive Blasting Systems. Circle 102 on reader service card

**The Egresser® illuminated exit sign** is said to exceed NFPA codes for brightness levels, gradient readings, and contrast ratios. It provides high levels of lighting, using approximately 5 watts. Two lamp strips at top and bottom edges have six subminiature lamps each that use the back of the sign as a reflector. Lamps have a guaranteed life of 10 years and an expected life of approximately 14 years. The sign can be top, end, or back mounted and is easy to install. Crouse-Hinds Co., Lighting Products Div.

Circle 103 on reader service card

**A carpet yarn palette** of 180 colored bundled tufts of Monsanto Ultron nylon includes colors ranging from neutrals and soft shades to bright ones. Contained in a compact file-sized box, it is intended for use with the company's catalog of more than 200 print patterns and coordinated solids, and is offered to architects, designers, and specifiers. To obtain the samples, write on professional letterhead to Customer Service Department, Durkan Enterprises, Inc., P.O. Box 1006, Dalton, Ga 30720.

**Glazed or unglazed ½-in.-thick brick** is used as veneer rather than for structural purposes. It installs rapidly in less space than conventional brick and does not require heavy footings, foundations, or wall ties. The glazed version, produced in a range of colors and textures, is suitable for areas such as building exteriors, lobby walls, shopping centers, offices, kitchens, and bathrooms. The unglazed version can be used wherever the look of true brick is required. Maybrik.

Circle 105 on reader service card

**Pleko Therm System exterior wall insulation and finish** consists of insulation boards, reinforcing fabric, adhesive, a fastener to hold the insulation securely to the substrate, and a synthetic coating material that provides a weatherproof, crack- and stain-resistant seamless surface. For new or retrofit application, the system can be used over several types of substrates including gypsum panels, concrete, terra cotta, stucco, and brick. There are 12 standard textures and 12 standard colors. Kern-Tacl, Inc.

Circle 106 on reader service card

**XF leads**, made of a composition of polymer and graphite particles, show a 50 percent improvement in strength. Available in 0.3-mm, 0.5-mm, 0.7-mm, and 0.9-mm diameters, the leads are said to provide smoother drawing, blacker lines, and more uniform grading. Faber-Castell Corp.

Circle 107 on reader service card

**Mirrors** illuminated by circular fluorescent lamps are offered in a variety of designs. The molding process makes it possible to create the desired shape in the desired color, and is not limited to mirrors. The company also offers custom services to develop and manufacture the designs of others. Crystal lux, HCM Graphics Systems.

Circle 108 on reader service card

---

**WORLD CLASS SKYLIGHTING**

Major Architectural Skylights • Domes • Barrelvaults • Spaceframes

Refer to Sweet's 7th. Bibl.

Forty pages of landmark skylighting worldwide.

Call or write for your personal copy.

**IBG INTERNATIONAL**

P. O. Box 100, Dept. P. Wheeling, Illinois 60090. Telephone (312) 634-3131, Telex 254401, Owip (312) 634-3810.
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**The splitback chair**, available with low or high back, has a sliding support cushion that adjusts to suit the user. Frames are chrome or natural beechwood with three stain options. The chair is offered with removable snap-on arm cushions and there are linking tables of varied dimensions. Armrests are low enough to fit under a desk or table. There are sled-based and five-prong swivel-based models. Upholstery zips off for easy cleaning or replacement. HAG USA.
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**Glazed or unglazed ½-in.-thick brick** is used as veneer rather than for structural purposes. It installs rapidly in less space than conventional brick and does not require heavy footings, foundations, or wall ties. The glazed version, produced in a range of colors and textures, is suitable for areas such as building exteriors, lobby walls, shopping centers, offices, kitchens, and bathrooms. The unglazed version can be used wherever the look of true brick is required. Maybrik.
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**Pleko Therm System exterior wall insulation and finish** consists of insulation boards, reinforcing fabric, adhesive, a fastener to hold the insulation securely to the substrate, and a synthetic coating material that provides a weatherproof, crack- and stain-resistant seamless surface. For new or retrofit application, the system can be used over several types of substrates including gypsum panels, concrete, terra cotta, stucco, and brick. There are 12 standard textures and 12 standard colors. Kern-Tacl, Inc.

Circle 106 on reader service card

---

**XF leads**, made of a composition of polymer and graphite particles, show a 50 percent improvement in strength. Available in 0.3-mm, 0.5-mm, 0.7-mm, and 0.9-mm diameters, the leads are said to provide smoother drawing, blacker lines, and more uniform grading. Faber-Castell Corp.

Circle 107 on reader service card

---

**Mirrors** illuminated by circular fluorescent lamps are offered in a variety of designs. The molding process makes it possible to create the desired shape in the desired color, and is not limited to mirrors. The company also offers custom services to develop and manufacture the designs of others. Crystal lux, HCM Graphics Systems.
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Literature

Residential roof windows add light and ventilation to attic areas for added living space. Models are available with tempered or other safety glass and can be specified with triple-pane insulated glass, sun-absorbing or reflecting glass. Windows pivot inward for easy maintenance and are equipped with a safety lock to keep them from opening further than the ventilating position. A 24-page brochure shows several styles of windows, methods of installing flashing, and typical installations. A size chart is included. Velux-America, Inc.
Circle 216 on reader service card

Geocoustic® II Units, designed to absorb sound in the speech frequency range, are open structures of interconnected glass cells that create spaces through which sound is dissipated. The 11½ x 16" x 2" panels are installed in the patch method so that no area is completely covered. An eight-page brochure provides design guidelines, technical data, application information, and suggested specifications. Pittsburgh Corning Corp.
Circle 217 on reader service card

The EPC Cellular Raceway system provides in-floor service for the distribution of electronics, power, and communications lines. A preset insert—a one-piece zinc die casting—saves time in locating the wires. A four-page brochure describes the system and includes drawings and details to explain its use. Epic Metals Corp.
Circle 218 on reader service card

Tile catalog illustrates glazed and unglazed, interior and exterior, wall and floor tiles ranging in size from 8" x 12" to 1" x 1". Specialty products include bath accessories, mosaic trim, swimming pool tiles, and a custom design service. Illustrations in the 24-page catalog show both colors and shapes; descriptions include characteristics, applications, mounting, trim, and sizes. CeramicUS, United States Ceramic Tile Co.
Circle 219 on reader service card

The Permalite® cooling tower structure of fiberglass-reinforced polyester resin features exceptional strength, long life, excellent corrosion resistance, and high-temperature capabilities, according to the manufacturer. The Permagrid® ceramic tile fill requires no special maintenance. The system is described in a six-page brochure that includes a cutaway drawing, engineering and sizing data, and a list of optional features. Ceramic Cooling Tower Co.
Circle 220 on reader service card

Hydraulic door controls brochure lists the standard and optional features of four door closers, with specifications for each. Photographs and detail drawings illustrate each closer and optional accessories. A chart provides ordering information. Reading-Dorma Closer.
Circle 221 on reader service card

'Code Conforming Wood Design' shows design possibilities and economies achievable with wood. It covers allowable building heights and areas for a variety of occupancies and construction types. There will be separate technical bulletins for Uniform, Basic, and Standard codes. Initially, the guide will contain height and area requirements and related cost and fire insurance data on four building uses: business, mercantile, assembly, and factory/industrial. Architectural design and engineering firms can obtain a complimentary guide by writing on professional letterhead to American Wood Council, 1619 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20036.

[Literature continued on page 126]
Doors, wood columns, stair parts, and other millwork items are described and illustrated in a 68-page, full-color catalog. Many of the doors have panels with laser-carved designs, and several have leaded-glass inserts. There are interior and exterior doors, screen and storm doors and combinations, and bifolds in several styles. Spindles, stair parts, columns, and posts are also offered. The catalog, in its third edition, is available for $1.25 from E.A. Nord Co., P.O. Box 1187, Everett, Wa 98206.

Building materials

Major materials suppliers for buildings that are featured this month as they were furnished to P/A by the architects.


What do this Japanese restaurant, furniture store, and office building have in common?


Beautiful, economical exteriors of Foremost Steel Fascia.

More and more buildings are being finished with Foremost Fascia... pre-fabricated systems that go up fast to save time and lower construction costs. Both systems (Quick-Lock and Free-Form) carry a 20-year warranty on their Duranar® 200 finishes. Foremost’s money-saving color-coated sheets are also available flat; cut to size; and fabricated to your specs. Write for complete information.
At the turn of the century, when America rode the rails as its primary mode of transportation, barons of business traveled in splendor, in private cars that were truly "mansions on wheels."

Since then, of course, corporate leaders have become sky chiefs, the Lear Jet their symbol. Alas, a certain romance has gone by the rail. That, a few men around the country are recapturing. They have purchased some of the great old "mansions," restored them to their former grandeur, and now travel in a high style many people would be surprised to know still exists in hurry-up America.

"It's a fun thing to do, almost impossible to put into words," Roy F. Thorpe declares of the "excitement" of owning his own railroad car. "You can have your own party, and serve food and drinks, and have someone serve you if you wish."

Mr. Thorpe, chairman of Falcon Safety Products Inc., a Mountainside, N. J., producer of marine and photographic equipment, is typical of today's private-car owners. They enjoy riding the rails. But few can afford, as did the tycoons of yesteryear, to tour about strictly for their own pleasure. Most now use their cars a few times a year to entertain business customers. Or they supply them to groups on a lease or charter basis. Because of the high maintenance and operating costs involved, there is little profit to be made. Most private-car owners would be more than content to break even, and thus finance their avocation.

Rare breed. There are an estimated 500 privately owned railcars in the U.S. today. Most are stationary, converted into restaurants or second homes. Only about two dozen meet Amtrak standards and run on its passenger rail system at least a few times a year. The classic cars—"la creme de la creme," Mr. Thorpe says, "the ones every-body wants"—are the business or private cars. They are "absolutely beautiful little hotels on wheels," to quote another owner, attorney John P. Hankins of Huntington, W. Va.

Mr. Thorpe owns four cars and Mr. Hankins three, and they're most proud of their great, old, heavyweight business cars, the type built by Pullman Co. from about 1882 until 1930.

A typical business car—so named because at one time most of them belonged to the railroads and were used by chief operating officers to inspect tracks and routes—is 10 ft wide and 83 ft long. It features an open observation platform at the rear. From there one enters an observation [living] room. Forward of that are usually four single or two double staterooms, all with private baths and showers, a dining room, and a pantry and kitchen, with quarters for the crew.

Few cars are sold—half a dozen a year at most—so prices are difficult to establish. Mr. Thorpe gives this guide: "Cars today start at around $20,000 and go up to $300,000. Business cars that are in immaculate condition and are certified for Amtrak run from about $150,000 to $300,000. It would cost a million and a half dollars to build a car like that today, so you're really getting a good buy."

Bridge club. "This is the kind of thing that if you have to ask the price, forget it. My car would be irreplaceable," says Jim McClinton Jr., a Chevrolet dealer in Parkersburg, W. Va., of his "Wayside 905" business car, purchased from the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad (B&O) 16 years ago. He's one of the rare owners today who says he uses his car strictly for the enjoyment of himself, his family, and friends. "The car's been practically everywhere. I've gone to New Orleans, San Antonio, the Army-Navy football game [wherever it's played], Savannah."

Mr. McClinton, who takes his own cook
1982 can be a memorable year for you... if you plan your vacation or your business meeting at Saddlebrook.

CONDOMINIUM SUITES OR HOTEL-TYPE BEDROOMS. Elegantly furnished one, two or three-bedroom suites (with a bath for each bedroom) include living room, dining room, fully equipped kitchen, and balcony or patio. Step outside your door into 330 acres of Florida's beautiful countryside. Exotic birds chatter in lofty pine, cypress, and palm trees and soar above blue lakes and rolling hills.

27 HOLES OF GOLF. Designed and built by champions Arnold Palmer and Dean Refram.

15 HAR-TRU AND LAYKOLD TENNIS COURTS. Tennis enthusiasts enjoy a tennis club atmosphere and the benefits of a resident champion tennis pro and staff. Enjoy lighted Har-Tru courts for night play. Instruction available for novices or veterans.
The Golf and Tennis Resort
Wesley Chapel, Florida 33599
all toll free 800/237-7519
in Florida 813/973-1111

SUPER POOL. A complete recreation center in itself. 270 feet long (almost the length of a football field), and ½ million gallons of water. 25-meter racing lanes. Water basketball and volleyball. Diving. Supervised children's areas. Lounges. Ornamental gardens. Plus a smaller private pool and three outside whirlpools.

CHOOSE YOUR DINING PLEASURE. In the splendor of the Conference Center's main dining room... the perfection of gourmet dining... the intimacy of private dining alcoves... the casual but gracious atmosphere of the Little Club... the tropical beauty of terraces... a personal dining room in your condominium suite. When your choice is from our chef's kitchens, you'll experience the ultimate in dining pleasure in the perfect setting.

WHAT A SITE FOR A MEETING
- Condominium Suite Meetings
- Little Club Executive Meetings
- Conference Center Meetings
Meetings or banquets from 12 to 650. Grand ballroom and/or 16 break-out meeting rooms in the 56,000-square-foot Conference Center. And a superbly trained staff to meet your every meeting need. Everything you need to get down to business.

CENTER OF FLORIDA ATTRACTIONS. If you have the urge to roam, there are plenty of places to go. Visit Busch Gardens, Circus World, The Bounty, Walt Disney Vacation Kingdom, Sea World, Sunken Gardens, Derby Lane Greyhound Track, Asolo Theater, and much more. Tampa International Airport is located just 25 minutes away and not a single stoplight between you and our front gate. Limousine service or drive yourself.

The way to know Saddlebrook is to experience it.

Saddlebrook
The Golf and Tennis Resort
Wesley Chapel, Florida 33599
Call toll free 800/237-7519
In Florida 813/973-1111
For vacation information circle 360
For meeting information circle 361
along on these trips, which stretch out as long as three weeks, keeps his car on a private siding in Parkersburg, ready to roll. The B&O maintains his car and a man checks it daily. And the 64-year-old Chevy dealer gets to inspect the car frequently himself, even when he’s not traveling. “I play bridge on it three or four days a week at noon with some lawyers and some other old pals,” he says with a chuckle.

Extravagant is more the term for the two-car tandems operated by Charter Mfg. Co. Inc., Milwaukee, and Casablanca Fan Co., Pasadena, Calif. Customers are wined and dined like kings aboard these cars, described by one operator as “the four most luxurious and mechanically sophisticated cars in North America.” Burton A. Burton, CEO of Casablanca Fan, jokingly calls one room aboard his “City of Industry” car the “IRS room” since it holds his fan samples, hanging from the ceiling.

Rail tours. Dick Aichele, an engineer who operates Concept Development Associates in Hillside, N. J., is a private-car owner whose hobby has become his full-time business. After he and his partner, Jack Bennett, an accountant, purchased a six-bedroom lounge car called the “Virginia Beach” in 1979, Mr. Aichele was hired by Irving Trust Co., New York, to put together a special five-car “Winter Olympic Special” that traveled from New York’s Grand Central Station to Plattsburg, N. Y., for the Winter Olympics in February 1980.

Now he’s working for American Express Co., running its “Sentimental Journey” tours from New York to Los Angeles. These one-week tours, with layovers in New Orleans and Tucson, offer the full service of past railroad travel. Each tour can accommodate as many as 38 people, and the cost per person is $2,295 one-way.

“Chapel Hill” is one of the cars Mr. Aichele used for the Winter Olympics and is leasing now for American Express. This business car, built in 1922 for E. F. Hutton, belongs now to DeWitt Chapple Jr., owner of Chapple Leasing Inc., Middletown, Ohio.

Mr. Chapple accompanies his car whenever he leases or charters it. Nearly all owners do, that’s part of the fun. His usual charge for leasing is $950 a day, which does not include Amtrak charges. Amtrak charges private-car owners on a sliding scale based on mileage, from $2 a mile down to 75¢ a mile. Amtrak’s charges are also steep for its other services—including switching and hooking up the private car to the end of one of its scheduled passenger trains. Mr. Thorpe’s typical $2,500-a-day charge includes all Amtrak costs.

Mr. Hankins, the attorney, has the most ambitious plans. He took his three cars to Knoxville’s World’s Fair and joined them into the “Pullman Palace Hotel”—for “VIP people who want to stay in early splendor.” He intends to buy a few more cars and establish a “nationwide rental pool” of cars in Washington, New York, and other major metro areas.

Whether any money can be made on these grand old cars is debatable, however. “You just hope to make enough to pay the costs so you can have fun,” says Gordon Crosthwait, a junior high teacher in San Luis Obispo, Calif., who charters and rents his sleeper-lounge-observation car “La Condesa” to private or business groups for travel up and down the West Coast. “Routine upkeep and maintenance alone run from $5,000 to $8,000 a year,” he says.

Mr. Hankins estimates the cost of maintenance and repairs even higher—$12,000 to $14,000 a year, “but it comes in spurts.” Such expenses, and what he believed were excessive Amtrak regulations, drove New York attorney George Pins to sell his three cars in 1979 after he had run charters across the U. S. for eight years. “The railroad is a great old way to travel,” he says, “but as a business proposition, forget it.”
When importance of the work environment is as important as the work itself.

R-Way presents the HighTower
in a wide variety of configurations
to create a fully integrated office environment.
The HighTower is ideal for all levels of office functions,
for the executive suites, secretarial pool, conference, open plan systems and reception area.
Quality that doesn't cost a fortune.
For more information contact your dealer or visit one of our showrooms in:
New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Dallas, Seattle, and Minneapolis.
If you prefer, write R-Way.

R-Way 740 S. Commerce, Sheboygan, WI 53081-0718 Phone 414-457-4833
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Job mart

Situations Open

Architectural Representative—This is a major opportunity for an exceptional individual interested in professional growth with the established headquarters office of a highly regarded Ohio-based architectural-engineering firm. Our nationwide practice needs an individual with a talent for clear and knowledgeable expression of comprehensive professional services; a minimum of 12 years association with quality oriented firms and projects; a bachelor’s or master’s degree in architecture; and some marketing and business development experience. The successful candidate will need to excel in maintaining and establishing business relations with medium and large scale corporate, industrial and institutional, as well as governmental and medical clients. Accordingly, compensation will be commensurate with quality and extent of background. Must be in a position to relocate to Ohio. Submit resume outlining education and experience in full confidence to Box 1361-104. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Chairperson, Undergraduate Program in Architecture—Pratt Institute is seeking an individual with a strong background in architectural education to administer the second largest undergraduate Architecture program in the country. Areas of responsibility will include faculty appointments, resources and curriculum planning. Individual will be given the opportunity to teach ½ of a full-time workload at a faculty rank commensurate with qualifications. Applicants should have an advanced degree in architecture; experience in academic administration and teaching; and demonstrated managerial, supervisory and leadership ability. Salary: Mid thirties including teaching. Excellent fringe benefits. Submit resume as soon as possible to: Pratt Institute, Personnel Office, Department NYP, 200 Willoughby Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11205-3897. Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.

Director of Business Development—ENR “Top 200” General Construction and Engineering Company has an immediate opening in its home office for an aggressive individual with marketing experience to expand construction management and design/construct services to the industrial/commercial sector. Prefer licensed architect or engineer with project management experience. Position requires extensive client contact and written communication skills. Competitive salary and benefits. Contact Robert L. Mann, Vice President, Business Development (201) 685-1300.

SCHOOL BOARD ARCHITECT
School Plant Planning
Florida Registration will be required. Well experienced. Coordinate various large construction projects through subordinates and through Project Architects/Engineers. Plan and design projects as necessary. Liberal Health, Dental, Life Insurance, Non-contributory Retirement, paid Holidays and Vacation. Send resume and salary requirements in confidence to:

Division of Personnel Relations
Palm Beach County School District
3323 Belvedere Road
West Palm Beach, Florida 33402
An Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer.

Whatever the form, whatever the function...

Building Granite from Rock of Ages combines durability with style.

For over a century, ROCK OF AGES has met rigid architectural specifications with granite from the world’s finest quarries.

Rock of Ages Building Granite Corp.
McGuire Street, Concord, N.H. 03301
(603) 224-5325

The Asia Society Building, New York City  Edward Larrabee Barnes, Architects, Morse/Diesel, Inc., Construction Manager
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SUPERVISOR OF DESIGN

Humana Inc., one of the nation's leading health care companies, is expanding its corporate construction staff to accommodate a major development program. We are presently seeking a design supervisor to assist in this effort.

This professional will supervise and direct the development of conceptual and schematic facility designs with a specific focus on function, cost, future maintenance and consistency with corporate goals. Qualified candidates will have a degree in architecture and 5-10 years experience in architectural design, with 5 years in health care related design. Humana offers an excellent salary commensurate with experience, and an outstanding benefits package including career growth opportunity with one of the nation's strongest growing companies. For consideration, applicants must send a detailed resume and salary requirements to:

Michael Gomet
Humana
R. O. Box 1438
Louisville, KY 40201

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Progressive Architecture has an immediate opening for a person with background in architecture and building technology to fill the position of associate editor in charge of technical articles. Responsibilities will include generating and editing technical features and collaborating with editorial staff on other articles and issues. Skills in research and technical writing essential. Familiarity with building products, specifications, and detailing necessary. Previous journalistic experience not required. Opportunity to direct critical information resource for architectural profession. Salary negotiable. Reply to Box 1561-579

Progressive Architecture
600 Summer Street
Stamford, CT 06904

Services


International Recruiting Service for leading consultants and corporate clients. Ms. AnnCarol Capponi directs architectural, interior design, visual merchandising, production, marketing and sales assignments. Inquire in confidence: Rita Sue Siegel Agency Inc., 60 W. 55 St., NYC 10019, 212-586-4750.

Advertising Rates

Non-display style: $100 per column inch. Seven lines per inch. Seven words per line. Maximum 4 inches. Column width approximately 1½⁴. No charge for use of box number. Situations Wanted advertisements: $50 per column inch. Noncommissionable.

Display style: $170 per column inch, per your layout. Commissionable to recognized advertising agencies.

Check or money order should accompany the advertisement and be mailed to Job Mart 5% Progressive Architecture, 600 Summer Street, Stamford, Ct. 06904.

Display style advertisements are also available in fractional page units starting at ¼ page and running to a full page. Contact Publisher for rates.

Insertions will be accepted no later than the 1st of the month preceding month of publication. Box number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope.

Notice
Please address all correspondence to box numbered advertisements as follows:

Progressive Architecture
% Box 1561
600 Summer Street
Stamford, Connecticut 06904

NOW—Two Ways To Save and Organize Your Copies of P/A.

Protect your P/A issues from soil and damage. Choose either the attractive library case or the all new binder. Both are custom-designed in blue simulated leather with the magazine's logo handsomely embossed in white.

Jesse Jones Box Corporation
P.O. Box 5120, Dept P/A
Philadelphia, Pa. 19141

My check or money order for $_________ is enclosed.

P/A Cases: ______ 1 for $5.95 ______ 3 for $17.00 ______ 6 for $30.00

P/A Binders: ______ 1 for $7.50 ______ 3 for $21.75 ______ 6 for $42.00

Name___________
Company___________
Street___________
City___________State___Zip___________

Check must accompany all orders. Add $2.50 per item for orders outside U.S.A. Allow 3-4 weeks delivery.

FORMICA®
Brand Laminate
The Standard Of Excellence Available In 140 Countries

FORMICA brand laminate, acclaimed for design excellence and quality, is available worldwide through a unique network of international manufacturing plants and wholesale distributors.

Formica Corporation has a free guide available, listing some of these sources, in over 140 locations, from Algeria to Zimbabwe.

For more information contact:
Formica Corporation
One Cyanamid Plaza
Wayne, New Jersey 07470
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Philip W. Miller, District Manager

Atlanta, Georgia 30326: ............................................. 404-237-5528
Anthony C. Marmon, District Manager

Regional Vice President

HOUston, Texas 77041: ............................................. 713-644-5981
Calvin Clausell, Director
Southeast Operations

United Kingdom
Routong, RG10 0QZ, England
Wood Cotting, Sherlock Row
(0734)-343702

Tokyo, Japan 160
Bancho Media Service
13-5 Sanruicho, Shinjuku-ku
Kenzo Uchida, President

Paris, France
Continental Europe
18 rue Gueudet, 92210
St. Cloud, France 602-24-79
Yvonnie Mecher, Manager